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Mullard Master
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The
Publishers,
"Radio for
the Million,"
03 Lincoln's Inn
Fields, London,

Pleas?, send me
FREE complete in-
structions MIA Simpli-
fied Plan of Ass 311bly for
the Millard Mash r 3*, with
Vol. 2, No. 4, ot " RADIO
FOR THE MILLION."
NAME (Blo:Ac Letk,T;)

ADDRESS

Build the Mullard Master 3* -the most power-
ful << three " ever designed. Build it in an hour
and tune in station after station. Enjoy its
richness of tone, its wonderful volume and its
amazing range. Switch from lower to upper
wavelength range without coil changing and
with the assurance that there are no dead-end
coil losses.
Fill in and post the coupon now. You will
receive full-sized plan and complete instructions
for building and operating the wonderful
Mullard 3*.

Mullard
MASTER:R.AMO

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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LEADING BY4 YEARS

Put new life
into your exist-
ing receiver
with Mullard
1929 P. M.
Radio Valves

In 1924 Mullard invented a
filament construction which is
only now being attempted by
other designers.

This four years' lead is main-
tained. The 1929 Mullard P.M.
Valves which you can now buy
are virtually 1933 valves-still
four years ahead.

Ask your radio dealer to -day
for a set of Mullard 1929 P.M.
Radio Valves for your receiver
and enjoy better tone, greater
volume, and more distant
stations.

Mullard
THE MASTER.VALVE

OLYMPIA,
Stands

88, 89, 90,
97, 98, 99,

133.

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order
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I L's the slope that matters'

See these valves at

STANDS 86 E.? 101
The National Radio Exhibition

Olympia, Sept. 22nd -29th

Ask for the valves with
the Nieqe1 Filament. They
cost no more than ordinary

va!ves.

3039

Slope means everything to you as a listener. It is
the real indication of the " goodness " of a valve.
The steeper the slope the greater the goodness. The
new Mazda Nickel Filament Valves have a steeper .

slope cha racteristic than any other valves of corres-
ponding types, and are therefore better valves.
You can prove this yourself by giving them a test.
They are made in 16 types -2, 4 & 6 volts.

NICKEL FILAMENT

VALVES
The British Thonton-Houston Co., Ltd.

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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A really reliable range of
Components by BUR NDEPT which
will ensure YOU good results 4
Make a point of seeing them at the Radio Exhibition !

VARIABLE CONDENSERS
Absolute freedom from hand -capacity,
and safest for " " receivers
-because of the insulated spindle and
metal earth shield. Give greatly
improved signal strength. " SQUARE
LAW," .000i and .00007 mfds.,
13/6 each. " LOG LAW," .0003 and
.0005 mfds., 15/- and 15/6 respectively.

ETHOPLUGS AND ETHOWIRE
Ethoplugs : (Regd.) Small -size wander
plugs with immense gripping powers.
Connecting -wire gripped by locking
screw. In seven colours. PRICE,
2/6 doz.
Ethowire : (Regd.) Tinned copper
wire, with heavy rubber and paper
insulation --easily cut away for making
any kind of joint. PRICE, 8/- per
doz. to -ft. coils in five assorted colours.

H.F. CHOKE
Has high inductance (50,000 ra'iys.)
and is suitable for longest wavelengths.
Extremely low capacity of .000097
mfds. Ideal for shortest wave -lengths.
PRICE, 3/6.

ETHOVERNIER DIAL
Makes fine and critical tuning a
perfectly easy matter. Ratio 'IS

-Noiseless-gearless. Complete with
Etholog and card scales. PRICE, 6/-.

CABINET CONE
The bigger cone -type loud -speaker
with the wonderful tone. Incorporates
a 12 in. cone and gives exceptional
voltinf-together-with really excellent
reproduction.
Standard Model, complete in beauti-
fully hand -polished mahogany cabinet,
PRICE, £3.
De Luxe Model, PRICE, £3 10s.

BURNDEPfl
Offices : BLACKHEATH, LONDON, S.E.3
London Showrooms : 15 BEDFORD STREET

STRAND, W.C.2

Jr?

STANDS 112 113

RiAD to
OLYMPIA

Please Mention "A . W." When Corresponding with Advertisers

SCREENED GRID VALVE
HOLDER

So designed that the valve can only be
inserted in its proper position. Adjust-
able to varying sizes of the sams type
of valve. PRICE, 4/-.

FIXED RESISTOR
For correctly adjusting filament voltage
of each valve in a set, thus obviating
risk of filament becoming over -rim. In
all values from 5 to 50 ohms. PRICE,
1,6 each. Holder, 6d:

L.T. BATTERY CHARGER
Keeps your L.T. Battery always fully
charged for 2d. a week. No valves-no
acid-no hum. No attention needed.
Absolutely safe. If you have this
Charger and A.C. mains, your L.T.
Battery will never let you down. 'co-
Ito and 200-240 volts, 40-100 cycles,
charges 2-, 4- or 6 -volt accumulators.
PRICE, 49/6.

!,74070 ap,

A. J.W.
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SELF -CAPACITY
1.62 Micro-microfarads

(N.P.L. Test)
NATURAL WAVELENGTH

5,200 metres
(test with Moullin voltmeter)

PRICE 9/.. EACH

The new LEWCOS H.F. Choke renders your receiver proof
against self -oscillation throughout the whole range of wavelengths.
It gives maximum efficiency on all wavebands from 20 to

2,000 metres.

Full particulars from STAND 110, at the NATIONAL
RADIO EXHIBITION, OLYMPIA, September 22 to 29

H.F. CHOKE CURVES
Showing the peafothlance of the Lewcos HFCholuo

compaYed with. °that makes

-.--..... ,,,.. ... .
LEWCCIa vintail

/ //r////
SELF OSCILLATION
WITH AVERAGE//CIRCUIT`

0, # 4.7
.//t //

4opp
Allr/ Ar/

250 500 750 1000 1250 1500 175c,

WAVE LENGTH METRES
2000 2250

REGD.

HIGH -FREQUENCY
CHOKE

THE LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE COMFANY
AND SMITHS LIMITED

CHURCH ROAD - LEYTON - LONDON, E.10
Phone : Walthamstow 2531. Grams : Lewc )3 Phone, London."

You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning "A.W." to advertisers
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COMING NEXT

WEEK

You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers
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Uncle Andr'e's Successor-Fultograph Developments-A New Short-waver-
The National Chorus-Broadcast Politics-A Screen -grid Four

Uncle Andre's Successor-Albert de
Courville, who is to run a series of " hours "
in place of Andre Chariot, will give his first
show on October 9, when the first "air
raid," as his hours are to be called, will be
broadcast. As a result of a recent exten-
Sive tour, de Courville will be able to draw
npOn the variety resources of France, Ger-
many, and America for his original enter-
tainments. It will be interesting to see
whe'ther he makes as big a hit as did
Chariot, who, by the Way, has received
20,000 letters asking him to come back
since he gave his final "hour."

Fultograph Developments The com-
pany,Wireless Pictures (19280, Ltd., formed
to exploit the Fultograph, has met with
great success so far, in that the lists for
the issue of 775,000 ordinary 4s. shares
were so heavily over -subscribed that they
had to be closed early on the morning of
issue., The experimental picture broad-
casts, which start in October, will be made
from the'long-wave Daventry station after
midnight or before 3 p.m. in the afternoons.
The B.B.C. emphasise the fact that only
on condition that there is a distinct public
demand will these picture transmissions be
included in the regular broadcasting hOurs.

New Short-waver-Readers whose
short-wave receivers can, tune down as low
as 25.6 metres will be interested to know
that the Winnipeg station, CJRX,
has now started a regular short-wave
broadcasting service. The present
time of pperation_is from 10.30 p.m.
to i2.3o a.m. Greenwich time. The
power of the short-wave plant is
not yet known, but Mr. D. R. P.
Coates, the manager of the station,
anticipates that British listeners
will be able to pick up the signals.
Reports of reception should be
addressed to the Manager, General
Radio Office, Room 1018, Grain
Exchange Building, Winnipeg,
Canada.

National Chorus-Two thou-
sand -applicants have been heard
by Mr. - Stanford Robinson in
connection with , the formation

An interesting statistical exhibit at the German
Radio Show showing the numbers of listeners in
the chief countries of the world. The U.S.A.
with 7,500,000 listeners, England with 2,519,073
and Germany with 2,284,248 have the largest discs.

of the proposed National Chorus of 250
singers. The first rehearsal will take place -
on September 28. The B.B.C. is well satisfied
with the response from choral societies and
individual choristers, bat listeners must judge
the merits of the new venture When the

chorus gives its first broadcast in November.
Broadcast Politics-Asked whether he

heard Mr. J. H. Thomas in the recent
broadcast discussion between Mr, J. H. and
Mr. R. D. Blumenfeld, a candid listener is
reported to have answered: "I picked it
up in the middle and thought I had got on
to Moscow 1" We heard the discussion
from beginning, to end, and we should be
prepared to sink our differences of political
opinion to hear similar discussions.

Continental Relays-Without making
a song about it, the B.B.C. is quietly
introducing listeners to a taste of long-
distance land -line relaying from the Con-
tinent. A recent Sunday -night concert
from Ostend went down very well, as did
the first of three talks by Mr. Vernon
Bartlett from Geneva. Those who missed
the first two should listen on September 27
for the third talk. As the new system of
cables between 2L0 and the Continent is
now practically complete, there is more
than a little significance in the recent
meeting at Berlin of the Union Inter-
nationale de Radiophonie. Listeners will
hear many Continental programmes from
2L0 shortly,

Coming : A Screen -grid Four-Ever
since the first screen -grid valve was intro-
duced the AMATEUR WIRELESS Technical
Staff has concentrated on the design and de-

velopment of receivers incorporat-
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El .ing screen -grid valves; next week
readers are to have the benefit of
an 'absolutely up-to-date four-
valver, which is really the culmina-
tion of an extensive series of screen -
grid hook-ups of every description.
The screening is extremely simple
and need not deter any constructor
from starting his new wireless
season with a receiver worthy of the
new valve it incorporates. For the
less ambitious constructor and for
those of more moderate means the
AMATEUR WIRELESS Technical
Staff will describe next week an
all -wave two -valuer that combines
simplicity of construction with an
exceptionally: good performance.
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171
ERE is a time, trouble and (not least !)
ha'penny saving tip; use the T.C.C.

type of fixed condenser. You can easily fit
grid -leak clips on this type, thus saving a
grid -leak holder and two wires. In the
series/parallel type, too; where three ter-
minals are provided, the grid leak may ba
joined either across the fixed condenser or
to one end of it. With this latter connection
the grid leak. may be put between the grid
and filament of a valve thus making an
R.C.C. arrangement, or is suitable for use
after a tuned -anode circuit. You will get
the idea if you glance at Fig. 1.

Look Before You-Test
I was testing a moving -coil loud -speaker

the other day; it rattled Very badly --
horribly in fact. Of course, I straightway
put my trusty voltmeter across the H.T.
battery-which was one of the accumula-
tor type so often lauded nowadays. The
voltage was O.K. and there was' nothing
left for me to do, but run over the set.
This done and no fault found I was beginiing

RA6Vi
RES457,0Ya

LAW LEW

SER/ES)
4-GYY/r4CC7/0/,

Fig. 1.-Use of T.C,C. Condenser'

to murmur unprintable things under my
breath when .my eyes falling on the H.T.
accumulator once more, I immediately
saw the cause of the trouble. The case of
one of the cells had cracked and the electro-
lyte had leaked away, making the cell act
as an exceedingly high resistance. I had to
look no further for the cause of the bad
quality ! Truly there are more things in
wireless than. . . . But. the moral is, I
think, always to look before you test.

'Ware Cheap Wire!
Why will some amateurs employ cheap

wire for .battery. connections:? This: is, an
offence which T find Very difficult to Pardon.:
The insulated covering of cheap wire soon'
wears through in places and if two bare
portions make contact-well, there will
be a flash, a smell of burnt rubber and a
listener who will presently realise that he is a
considerably pobrer man.

Fixed Condensers
I notice, with pleasure. that more

Some Weekly Notes for the
Amateur by W. James

attention is now being given to the voltage
rating of fixed condensers. At last it has
been recognised that capacity is not the
only factor that must be accurately ascer-
tained and clearly stated.

Do you know that the type that is
usually connected across the high-tension
circuits of receivers will not stand, .for any
length of time, a greater working voltage
than, say, 16o? They are definitely not
suitable for the smoothing circuits of mains
units where the voltage may be 300.

The insulating material used in the
ordinary type is too thin to stand the strains
of the higher voltages. In properly designed
models the dielectric is thicker and they are
hence more bulky. You will have to pay
for the safety factor but it will repay you
one hundredfold.

Condenser, ,Insulation
The insulation used in these condensers

is, as you probably know, specially treated
paper. One might think that a dielectric
such as mica might be used with advantage,
but when paper condensers have been used
for years in high-tension power circuits
where the working voltages are measured in
thousands, I do not think that we wireless
fans, with our two or three hundreds of
volts, need worry !

Mica is more essential for small condensers
where low losses and accuracy are essential.

Charging 'at Home
The army of, those who charge their own

accumulators at home from the mains,
instead of taking them to the local electri-
cian, is growing rapidly. I am glad of this,
but I feel that I must give a word of warn-
ing; many of these "home chargers" are
not doing their job thoroughly-they are
neglecting their accumulators.

. r MOM Anomoraims Ammemill Malmlor0.00,00.001,0ooy000.00oopooPp000napoor
000000000datroododcroadem000d00000do

For instance, everyone knows that dis-
tilled water shoidd be used to restore the
level of the electrolyte in the cells. But,
because this is not always available, these
" home -chargers " often use tap water

Howling
There is nothing more nerve destroying

than a good powerful, continued, " I -have
come -to -stay" howl from the loud -speaker.
But the thing to do is to keep cool, throttle
the volume down, tell the family (politely,
of course) to go for a walk if they dislike
it, and then start a systematic search.

In a case which I dealt with recently the
howl was stopped by reversing the connec-
tions to the secondary winding of the inter-
Valve transformer, As a rule,it is not good
practice to eliminate a howl by reversing
connections in this manlier for the quality
may be, impaired. But when the howling
is known to be caused through an almost
discharged H.T. battery, one is perhaps

Fig. 2.-A Circuit Employing Magnetic Reaction

justified in making use of it, to obtain a few
more hours' music.

Value of Reaction Condensers
Reaction condensers are often specified

with a value of .000r-microfara.d capacity,
but it is a fad of mine to employ a larger
value where possible. And this is for why;
I have found that the reaction circuit is
less likely to interfere with the tuning of
the grid circuit when the reaction con-
denser is a large one. Again an H.F. choking
coil can then be dispensed with because of
the large capacity of the reaction condenser,
in comparison with the stray capacities in
the anode circuit.

A large reaction condenser cannot always
be used but I always endeavour to propor-
tion the circuit so that one of at least
.0003-microfarad can be employed. A
smaller reaction coil (R in Fig. 2) is, of
course, then required.
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ALLWAVE
MAINS

Orrudeur AViretesi

14-` VERY listener with an A.C. mains
L:4 supply has an easily convertible source
of power for both the high- and low-tension
supplies of his wireless set. For the H.T.

A Rear View of the Mains 3

supply a maximum of 120 volts D.C., with
a current consumption of, say, 3o milli-
amperes, can be withdrawn from the mains
at a fraction of the cost of one B.O.T.
unit per hour.

To do this a transforther, some form of

20,000-
Saaoa zwArs

clIECHOlezr

kQ.000

'0000'

DOGS 0

2H/A-2

L.S.

rectifier and a smoothing- system have to
be installed, the initial cost of which is in
the neighbourhood of five- pounds. But
the subsequent running costs are practically
negligible. And whereas the best of dry
batteries of medium capacity run out in a
matter of months and deliver but a small

current, the generating station is'
always at one's service with an
unfailing and robust source of

power.
For the L.T. supply

the listener has three
alternative methods of
utilising his A.C. mains.
In the first case, a

trickle charger can be installed,
so that a "floating" accumu-

lator, worked between the charger and the,
receiver is maintained in a fully charged
condition by renewing the energy from
time to time. Secondly, a metal rectifier
in conjunction with electrolytic condensers
can now be arranged for the complete
elimination of the adcumulator, in the
same way that a high-tension eliminator

dispenses with an H.T.
battery by converting
the A.C. input to the

1-11111111/ATI

The Circuit Diagram

A.
MA//YS
i/rPL/T

required D.C. output.
The third way, and

at present the most
definitely satisfactory
way, is to use special
valves having filaments
brought to the

required, operat-
ing temperature by in-
dependent heater ele-
ments.

Thus it will be seen

that the means are available for the run
ning of a wireless receiver almost entirely
from the mains. Even the grid -bias battery
can be eliminated by one of several
methods, though it is doubtful whether the
expense of such a procedure would be
justified.

Readers can look forward to a wide and
varied range of A.C. receivers this winter,
for we are convinced that the present
utility of A.C. mains is vastly under-
estimated. Nia that we stand alone in this
conviction, for the leading radio manu-
facturers are all concentrating on the
design and production of mains components
and mains valves.

The "All -wave Mains 3" illustrated
herewith is the first of the AMATEUR
WIRELESS series of mains receivers, and as
such is particularly interesting to those
who, having A.C. mains, wish to make the
best possible use of them in supplying
power to the wireless receiver.

The only battery in the receiver is a
r6 -volt grid -bias unit, which at a renewal
cost of a shilling or two every eight
months or so does not: appear to warrant
a mains substitute. There is no external
high-tension or low-tension supply to this
receiver due to the incorporation of an
H.T. eliminator, supplying 120 volts 30
milliamperes to the anodes of the valves,
and the use of special mains valves deriving

their filament supply from the
A.C. mains.

Another Rear Vizw
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" THE ALL -WAVE MAINS 3 " (Continued)
When the plug from the receiver is

inserted in the mains socket the valves are
automatically supplied with H.T. and L.T.
thus completely dispensing with all battery
troubles.

The receiver consists of a three -valve
circuit, high -frequency amplifier, detector
and low -frequency amplifier, with " Q "
coils for the aerial coil and high -frequency
transformer. Associated with the receiver
are the mains components, comprising a
power transformer, with three secondaries,
smoothing choke and condensers and three
Cosmos A.C. valves.

No smoothing system is required for the
filament supply, because one of the three
Secondaries on
the power
transformer
supplies heat-
ing current at
4 volts direct
to the heater
elements in
the valves,
which elements

RECT./PAWN
LE CNN 2)LYEK.

five pins, and the connections to these are
shown by the diagram. The grid and anode
are connected to the normal pins and the
tubular filament to one of the filament
pins. The tungsten heater connections
are brought out to two
short pins replacing the.
usual second' filament
pin. The tungsten
heater consumes one am-
pere at four volts A.C.,
and passes on its heat
derived from the mains
to the tubular filament.
No hum is developed;
because the active
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transformer, with its primary and three
secondary windings. The primary is
shunted across the mains, the voltage of
which is then transformed to three different
voltages through the secondaries. The

The complete " All -wave Mains

Left : The Wiring
Diagram. Blue.
print available'

price 116

Right : Cosmos
A.C. Valve Con-

nections

ii
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in turn heat the actual filaments
The cathode (i.e., the filament) of the

Cosmos A.C. valve consists of a nickel tube
coated with a mixture of barium and stron-

A plan view of the "Mains

tium oxides, and operates at a dull red
heat. This cathode is heated by means of a
hairpin of tungsten placed inside the tubular
filament, but insulated from it with por-
celain.

The cap of the valve is provided with

3,,

0

SO

00
000

6 1ZILT'
V-CO/L

filament is indirectly heated. Any varia-
tions in heat due to variations in the
mains supply are not effective so far as
the actual filament is concerned.

Due to the size of
the filament, except-
ionally good character-
istics are obtained
with these A.C. valves.
Two types are made,
AC/R (red spot) for
power stages and
AC/G (green spot) for
other stages. The
power valve has im-
pedance of 2,000
ohms, but an amplific-
ation of io. The

general-purpose valve has equally attractive
characteristics- amplification factor 35,
impedance 17,00o ohms.

The simplest way of explaining the
complete receiver is to examine the circuit
diagram. On the right is shown the power

smallest secondary, shown at the bottom, isl
a four -volt winding, supplying A.C. to the'
three heating elements of the valves.

The two other secondaries are for the'
U5 rectifying valve, which contains two
anodes on either side of an A.C. heated
filament. Both the valve secondaries are'
centre -tapped.

The two outers of the smaller one go to'
the filament of the A.C. rectifier and the
centre tap then becomes the H.T. + con-
nection. The two outers of the larger valve
secondary go to the two anodes of the,
rectifier, the centre tap forming the
connection.

The power transformer thus delivers an,
unsmoothed four -volt A.C. supply to the!
receiving valve heater elements and an un
smoothed 130 volt D.C. supply for the
anodes of the receiver valves. But the
H.T. supply is not immediately of use and.
has to be passed through the smoothing'
system, consisting of a 4-microfarad.
reservoir condenser, a smoothing choke and
an 8-microfarad smoothing condenser.'
After this a 120 -volt smooth D.C. supply,
emerges which can be utilised as a source
of potential for the anodes of the A.C;
valves.

The three -valve receiving circuit is a
straightforward one, consisting of a "Q"
aerial coil tuned by a .0005-microfarad
variable condenser, followed by an .ACIG
valve acting as an H.F. amplifier coupled
through a "Q" coil H.F. transformer toa
second AC/G valve, acting as an anode-;
bend detector, coupled through a low-;,
frequency transformer to an AC/R valve.

Details of the circuit can be summarised
as follows :

Aeri.:,1 tuning : The " Q " coil connections
No. i and No. 2 are reversed. -A .000i-mfdc

(Continued on page 450)
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"A.W
A BOUT a quarter of a mile beyond_

314. Layham's Farm, between West -Wick-
ham and Keston, in Kent, the two huts
forming the B.B.C.'s Listening Post rise in
lonely state, far from the madding crowd
and the maddening interference of electric
supplies, local oscillating fiends, and local
stations. We came upon the Listening Post
(writes a member of the AMATEUR WIRE-
LESS staff) one night early this month,
when we motored down, upon the invita-
tion of the B.B.C., to see for ourselves just
what goes on at this remote link of Savoy
Hill.

Silhouetted against the evening sky was
the big single -wire aerial, which we after-
wards learned was in daily use for the
reception of the Continental stations.
Lights inside the bigger of the two huts
seemed to welcome us-so we ventured in,
to be made thoroughly at home in a very
short time by the youthful, but extra-
ordinarily enthusiastic assistant, of Mr.
J. A. Partridge, the man who runs the whole
show, and whom we were to see later.

Current Supply
Then followed an interesting and en-

lightening tour of the premises. The main
hut comprises a large instrument -room,
where the standard broadcast receiver,
short -wavers for Transatlantic reception,
and other receiving gear is housed; a small
workshop-indispensable even to these
hardened engineers !-and an office, where
all the charting of the B.B.C. and Con-
tinental wavelengths is done.

In the small hut near by the charging
plant and banks of storage cells are housed,
for the whole of the electric power, both
for lighting and running the receivers, is
generated on the spot. Part of the scheme
of things in a listening post of this descrip-
tion is to avoid as much electrical inter-
ference as possible.

So that whereas the presence of power
lines would be, to say the least of it, a
potential source of interference, the local
generators can be switched off at will. As
a matter of fact, all the charging of the
"floating" accumulators is done during
the day.

Through a window in the main hut we
could just see what looked like a counter-
poise earth, but on stepping outside +0

Visits The B.B.C. Listening Post
make a closer examination we saw a
Beverage aerial. This consists of a 3oo-ft.
length of wire, raised 9 ft. off the ground,
pointing in the direction of America, from
whence the short-wave 2XAF and 2XAD
stations are picked up.

ceissisilMEM,
The transmitting hut and aerial of 2XAD, the
Schenectady relay of the G.E.C., which trans-

mits on 15, 22 and 26.8 metres

The aerial and feeder hut of 2RAF, the 32 -
metre station at Schenectady. The aerial con-
sists of a 59 ft. vertical wire with an ammeter

and two inductances half -way down

For the reception of the Australian short-
wave stations there is another Beverage
type of aerial, roo ft. long and raised 2 ft.
off the ground. These two aerials, with
the Icio-ft. long single -wire broadcast wire
suspended on two 6o -ft. masts, are all the
B.B.C. engineers use at the present time.

Perhaps a 6o -ft. high aerial does not
strike the reader as being anything wonder-
ful to describe; true, but how many 6o -ft.
aerials are erected on a site 54o ft. above
sea level, with the nearest railway station
over three miles away, and with the dis-
tant Biggin Hill aerodrome and a clump of
trees behind a few cottages as the nearest
neighbours?

With such absence of shielding' and
absolute seclusion, quite a modest aerial
will bring in practically the whole 'world
if necessary !

At 6,000 Miles!
The fun . began when Mr. Partridge

joined us, for he at once sat down at a
three -valve short -waver -(one of the Igranic
neutrodyries, similar to the "Three Con-
tinent Three," by J. H. Reyner, AMATEUR
WIRELESS No. 285) and, after clamping
pairs of phones on- his own and our willing
heads, proceeded to haul in some C.W..
transmissions.

"HJO," he transcribed, "on 23 metres;
see who it is. Ah, yes; Bogota, South
America. Not bad for 6,000 miles, eh? "

Indeed, it was vot bad; in fact, as Mr.
Partridge himself admitted, "that's a
fairly good test for a three -valve set."
Down we went to 22 metres, where the
American side of the Transatlantic tele-
phone conversations were pulled in at
great. strength. Apparently the short
waves are a more reliable medium for the
Transatlantic phone at night.
- "Do you get much hand -capacity
trouble with this short -waver? " I asked.
"Practically none," was the reply, "and
as far as signal strength is concerned this
receiver is as good as the super -het. over
there, but not nearly as stable."

Certainly tuning appeared to be quite
easy; but, then, Mr. Partridge knows a
thing or two about that process !

Leaving the American to finish his
verbal duel with his wife, we slid down to

(Continued at foot of next page)
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For the Newcomer to Wireless : VALV
POINTS
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111

111

11!
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-NOT long ago you explained just
what a power valve meant; I

wonder if you would mind telling me
just what the other classes of valves are
and what they do?

Keeping to the three -electrode valves
only and not concerning ourselves with
those containing two or even three
grids, we have five main classes.

What are they ?
First of all there is the high -impedance

valve especially designed for resistance
coupling. Then comes 'the medium
impedance valve, generally used as a
high -frequency amplifier or rectifier. A
third class consists of what are generally
known as first -stage low -frequency
valves. It is rather difficult to find an
"impedance" name for them. I suppose
we must call them low -impedance,
though, strictly speaking, this title
applies rather to the power and super-
power valve, which form the last two
classes.

That word impedance. . . .?
I am afraid that we shall have to

leave that for another discussion for
it is a big subject. Let us say now, that
impedance is to alternating or oscillating
current what resistance is to direct;
in fact another term for impedance in
valves is A.C. resistance.

What is the effect of impedance?
In three -electrode valves the imped-

ance is bound up with the amount of
amplification obtainable in the valve.
The higher the one the greater the other
and vice versa.

Then the greatest amplification is
obtainable from the R.C. valve?

Yes, that's so.
Well, in that case couldn't we use

them for high -frequency amplification?
We can, but in the ordinary way

there is no great advantage in using
them for that purpose.

How's that?
The amplification factor of a valve is

a theoretical figure which is never fully
realised in actual practice. In order to
get the fullest possible amplification from
a valve we must have in the plate circuit
an impedance with a value many times
greater than that of the valve itself.
In the case of the R.C. valve we can do
this by means of a very high resistance
coupling.

Well?
Unfortunately the resistance coupling,

being untuned, is inherently unselective.
That is exactly what we want on the
low -frequency side of the set where we
wish the valve to give as equal a response
as possible to all frequencies. On the
high -frequency side matters are very
different.

Why is that?
Here we require selectivity which

means that the valve must respond
fully only to a very narrow band of
frequencies. A tuned circuit is therefore
essential and unless it is very specially
designed and constructed, a tuned
circuit will not enable a high -impedance
valve to show what it can really do in
the way of magnification.

"AN EVENING AT KESTON "
(Continued from preceding page)

fourteen metres-but only heard the ignition
of a passing car !

9ECO, of Wisconsin, came in quite
well; then we left the phones and looked
at the super -het. already referred to.
From the blueprint on the wall, we saw
What can best be described as the AMATEUR
WIRELESS " Short-wave Super -six" with a
local oscillator; in other words, a seven -
valve super -het.  with three intermediate
stages, two detectors, an oscillator, and
an L.F. amplifier. The intermediate fre-
quency is ',Too metres, so chosen to avoid
any long -wave C.W. interference.

At 10.45 p.m. the carrier wave of 2XAF
was tuned in on the super -het. and soon
after the American announcer's voice was
filling the room. Having heard 2XAF just
a few times before, we were not over-
whelmed by this feat, but were rather
humbled, nevertheless, by the immensity
of the volume and the stability of the
reception. What we heard was delivered
by the seven -valuer super, coupled to a
two -stage R.C. amplifier.

So we compromise ?
Yes, by using a medium -impedance

valve. Efficient tuned circuits enable us
to bring out the greater part of the
valve's possible magnification and the
impedance of the valve is sufficient to
ensure a reasonable amount of
selectivity.

Then what about detector valves?
I will tell you more about them next

time we meet. Meantime I will just say
that the Medium -impedance valve is
suitable in the majority of cases for this
particular purpOse.

Then how can the high -impedance
valve be used

Its most frequent use is to follow the
detector valve, but there is one very
important point to be remembered.

What is that?
High magnification and high imped-

ance invariably mean that a valve can
deal faithfully only with signals of very
moderate strength and we must, there-.
fore; be careful to see that we do not
overload the valve by using it in a set
whose detector delivers impulses of big
magnitude to its grid. Probably the
best position for the' high -impedance
valve; taking it all round, is as detector
working on the anode -bend system and
followed by resistance -capacity amp-
lification. .

Then what will come next?
 We can follow up this arrangement

with a first -stage note-rna.gnifying valve, !!! -

which should.._be able to deal properly
with the signals passed on to it.

"Normally, we work on seven valves
only," explained Mr. Partridge; "and
2L0 takes the seven -valve output over the
line, after which it is amplified at the other
end."

Having devoted rather much space to
the short-wave side, I must hasten to
make it clear that a great deal of the work
done by the Keston post is in checking and
charting the wavelengths of all the Euro-
pean broadcasting stations in the Unione
International de Radiophonie. For this
purpose a special screen -grid -valve re-
ceiver and a Sullivan wavemeter are used.

A new receiver had arrived the very day
of onr visit, a most imposing affair con-
sisting of two screen -grid H.F. valves, a
detector, and two R.C. coupled L.F. valves,
with a wavetrap in the aerial circuit, which
was loosely coupled to the first screen -grid
valve.

This standard check receiver covers the
two wavelength bands of 200 to 600
metres and 900 to 2,000 metres with inter-
changeable plug-in coils. The new receiver,
made, by the way, at the Clapham branch
of the B.B.C., is divided into four totally

111

!!!

111

111.

screened compartments, of a sufficient
size to prevent damping by the screens.

Every day the frequencies of a batch of
broadcasting stations-the whole lot are
dealt with in rotation-are checked on the
oscillating wavemeter and logged as shown
by the following example : Station, Cardiff;
time (RS.T.), 16.50; frequency in k.c.,
85o; remarks, heterodyned by .unknown
station on 856.5 k.c.

From these reports a type sheet is made
out, sent to the head office at Savoy Hill,
and subsequently forwarded to Brussels;
If, as sometimes happens, a sudden
heterodyne interference between one of our
stations and a foreigner develops, the
Keston people find out who is the culprit
and, having done so, send an urgent wire
to Geneva Without waiting for the routine
formalities.

It may be some comfort to listeners
when they hear a whistling accompaniment
to their local stations' transmission to
know that the Keston "watch -dogs" will
soon track down the offender and with'
equal speed will tell him to get back on to
his alloted frequency
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'DAE new range of J.B. Precision instruments now being shown at the
1 National Radio F.ithibition enhance ar. ill farther the reputation of this

fame, firm. Every Radio man looks keenly at any new J.B. product. know-
ing that here is something really coot If anything, J.B. have this season
storsseed themeri cts in the excellence of their new lines.

Reading from lift to right on this page, the instruments illustrated are, firstly,
the mw J.B. Vernier Drum Dial. This is an exce,iiingly attractive jag,, which
salmis a tenni an, in the design of this type of instrument. Par exa.nole,

- 11 e dial protrudes tIc ouch the panel, than obviating the neiestity- for Mullin,
ie n, se the scale can be read easily. Patents Cr, pealing for this arrangenlat.
i.e1 dial is entirely insulated from the Condenser.

flare forbids the mention of other numerous advantages, bat briefly the S.B.
Vernier Drum Dial is a wonderful engineering jot and well up to the J.B.
Etandard. The cost, exclusive of condensers, is 1)13.

The nest 'Mistral. is that of the attractive Panel Plate in bronss finish, which
is supplied with the Drum Dial, and which gives a most artistic and maned
am nuance to the panel of a receiver.

Next is the new J.B. Vernier Dial, the most attractive and eThieat of its clam

The new J.B. Vernier Dial is the only dial which is comyletely lantana.

This is an amazing advance over all older models. The illustration shows
dearly what an added attraction the J.B. Vernier Dial is to any rec4vcr. Tao
price is only 518.

Then there is the new J.B. Blow Motion Model, as shown. Ratio fans need no
reminding of the wonderful results yielded by J. B. B.L.F. ant Log. con lens em.
Further additions and refinements take thew Lammas instruments even farther
ahead.

lastly comes the new J.B. Midget Condenser, the smallest and beet yet designed.
Low minimum capacity is ensured by specially shaped caner .11 the elininatio
of end plates. The J.B. Midget occupies lees panel space than any other of its
kind.

If you are not at Olympia, write to us for hiller details of these new lines,
=Closing your dealer's name and address.

J8CKS ON
POL AND 5T -OXFORD ST

LONDON - W.1

Please Mention "A.W." When Corresponding' with Advertisers

D
Jelephane

GERRARD 7414
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in 90 minutes
,dvt. A. C. Cossor, Ltd.. Melody Department Highbury Grove. London. N.S

A.V. 29/9/23

This wonderful new " Melody Maker " gives
"knife edge " selectivity ... . better tone . . .

enormous volume . . . . longer range . . . . it
will bring you programmes from over 20
stations . . . . amazingly simple to build . . .

no drilling .. .. no soldering . . . . no wireless
knowledge required.... it's as simple as Mec-
cano everything you need packed in"

,`"c', a sealed carton . . even the tools . . . . and
the handsome all -metal cabinet .. . . and the

ce?;-, three Cossor Valves . . . . absolutely nothingNO

..cts more to buy . . . . fill in the coupon now
,4k,s, 

_
Built by anyone_00

--25

You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers
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Here We Are Again

BY the time that you read these lines
you will probably have visited the

Exhibition; or it may be that you are just
about to do so; or, again, that you. are
wishing you could, but can't. If you have
been to it, you will agree with me that it
is by far and away the greatest Exhibition
in every way that we have yet had. Should
your visit be still to come, I can assure you
that, whatever your anticipations may be,
you won't be disappointed. If you are one
of the unlucky ones, unable to make your
way to Olympia during the great week,
you have all my sympathy, but there is
the consolation that you will be able to
read all about the wonderful things dis-
played there in AMATEUR WIRELESS.

The More We Are Together!
I don't know how many people have

visited Olympia in the last five days, but
a very large proportion of the wireless
enthusiasts of Great. Britain must have
turned up, to 'judge by the size of the
throng. It is interesting to notice, looking
back on past years and comparing them
with the present, the develdpment which
has taken place not only in the Exhibition
itself, but also in its visitors. Numbers of
people used to come not knowing particu-
larly what they wanted to, see or were
likely to see, but because they were sure of
a thrill in the contemplation of the then
almost unknown wonders of wireless. The
1928 crowd is much more expert. It
doesn't ask the worried salesman, "If I
buy this set shall I be able to talk to my
brother who is stationed in Irak ? " or
expect him to guarantee loud -speaker
reception of a hundred stations or so with
a single -valve set.

An Interesting Crowd
What struck one whilst mingling with

the crowds round the stands was that
most of them had come with a definite
purpose in view. If they were constructors
they were particularly interested in the
various components displayed, and it was
quite plain from their questions that they
were all out for efficiency. They knew
what they .were talking about, too, as their
queries showed. The component salesman
of yesteryear might get away with it even
if his knowledge of wireless was somewhat
sketchy. To -day he has got to know his
job pretty well if he does not want to be
tied up in knots..

Getting On With It
We have gone ahead in wireless as

rapidly during the last year as in any
twelve months since broadcasting began,
though possibly there are many listeners

Ciadvelmer
who hardly realise that this is so. They
may argue that the most up-to-date sets
bring in no more stations than the old
ones, and that kind of thing. That is true
enough. I have an old tuned -plate set
built several years ago which will bag a
big number of home and foreign stations
on any decent evening. But, for all that,
there is no comparison between it and the
really up-to-date set. There is a delightful
simplicity nowadays about the controls of
a wireless receiver and, what is more, there
is a complete absence of the tendency to
instability that used to be so marked a
feature of sensitive sets. We have been
learning more and more about high -fre-
quency amplification, and the time has
come when we can say that we really do
understand what we are doing when we
use a particular component here ' and
another there.

BAIRD TELEVISION
" A.W." ATTENDS A PRIVATE

DEMONSTRATION
We have pleasure in announcing that

we were last week-by the courtesy of
Mr. J. L. Baird-given an opportunity of
seeing for ourselves the remarkable pro-
gress made by the Baird system of tele-
vision. We were afforded a private view
at the offices of the Baird Television
Development Company, the transmitter
being in one room and the televisor or
receiver in another room some 50 ft.
away, the connection between the two
being by line.

It is hoped that before this announce-
ment appears a second and even more
interesting demonstration will have been
afforded us-that of seeing television
" over the broadcast." Provided that this
demonstration takes place within two or
three days of this issue of " Amateur
Wireless " going to press, we shall be
able to publish a special article in next
week's issue giving at first hand our
impressions of Mr. Baird's achievements.
In the meantime, we must bear testi-
mony to the truly remarkable progress
that Mr. Baird has made since those
early days, when, on more than one
occasion, we were given an opportunity of
acquainting ourselves with the course of
his experiments.

Improved Quality
But where the new set scores so enor-

mously over the old is in the matter of
quality. The ancient had to be pressed
almost to its limit of endurance in order to
give decent volume from a distant station.
The result was that we worked the thing
just on the verge of oscillation, which
meant, naturally, that the quality suffered
considerably. Nowadays we obtain selec-
tivity and sensitiveness without undue use

ao.../iNosso,00%.0"mhsolgzves.

of reaction, and quality is immeasurably
better. On the low -frequency side we now
understand the importance of using just
the right output impedance with a par-
ticular loud -speaker. This year's Exhibi-
tion shows what big strides we have made
also in valves, transformers, and loud-
speakers, to name only three of the many
important parts which go to make up a
wireless set.

Nearly Mutiny
I do think that it is a pity that the

authorities cannot stage the Exhibition at
a date just before the public school boys
return for the three months' hard labour
of the winter term. This year it has been
a particularly tantalising business, since
so many schools went back a day or two
before the gates of Olympia were opened.
My own boys assured me that they were in
no fit state of health to go back, tried to
urge me to write to their headmaster to
that effect, and nearly threatened mutiny
when I had to decline. One saw a great
many schoolboys at the Exhibition, and
there will be more still at the closing day,
for there are many big day schools in
London, and Saturday is a half -holiday.
Still, it is nothing to the number that
would have been there could the Exhibi-
tion have opened a week earlier. My own

'view has always been that manufacturers
do not realise fully what a very large part
schoolboys play in popularising wireless-
and what good customers they are.

The Honey Pot
Like bees and wasps and other things of

'that ilk that would have a sweet tooth if
they had teeth, the human race is pretty
quick at picking out the spots at which the
maximum amount of benefit is to be
obtained for a minimum expenditure of
trouble and energy. When they see a real
good thing they go at it whole-heartedly.
That, I. imagine, is why there has been
such a throng round the AMATEUR WIRE-
LESS and Wireless Magazine stands. I always
knew that the big listening public had a
warm place in its heart for AMATEUR
WIRELESS and the Wireless Magazine, but
until I saw this year's swarm round the
stands I had no idea just how big that
place was.

The Royalty Position
The Radio Manufacturers' Association

is to be warmly congratulated on the bold
action that it has taken with regard to the
royalties question. The Loewe and Brownie
decisions left matters rather up in the air,
if one may put it so. Strictly speaking,
the tribunal's findings concerned only
those two companies, and the Marconi
people had announced their intention to
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ItS. On Your Wavelength ! (continued)     

appeal. The R.M.A. held a big meeting
and decided to reduce immediately their
prices to the public for finished receiving
sets. The reduction is such as is equivalent
to charging royalty fees, not on the old
scale, but the scale suggested in the
tribunal's decision. This means that,
whatever may be the result of any appeal,
the public benefits at once, whilst the
manufacturers take a really sporting risk.

Euy Now
The public can show its appreciation of

their couragebus action by supporting
them fully now, and not waiting to see
what may happen in the future. There is
not the slightest advantage to the pur-
chaser in waiting, for, whatever the result
of the appeal may be, it is perfectly certain
that royalties will not be reduced to any-
thing less than the figures of the tribunal's
decision, and, therefore, there can be no
further diminution in prices. It is, of
course, on the cards that the appeal may
succeed, in which case the old royalties
will come back. In that case, the present
prices will have to be increased, and those
who purchase now will be able to con-
gratulate themselves on their foresight,
Don't delay if you are buying a wireless
set. Now is the time to take full advantage
of the reduced terms.

Don't be Misled
Quite a number of people I know have

been hesitating to purchase wireless sets
because they hear that wonderful new
developments in valves are to take place
shortly which will render all present
receiving sets out of date. Please take it
from your THERMION that there could be
no more complete and absolute tosh. The
sets shown at the Exhibition and on sale
afterwards incorporate the very latest
things in valves, and the "wonderful new
developments" are present-not future-
facts. Don't hang back expecting miracles,
because there are not likely to be any
before the 1929 Exhibition.

There are some people who always put
off buying things because they are sure that
something a bit better is coming along.
I know one wealthy man who has never
yet bought a motor -car, though he first
contemplated doing so about the beginning
of the present century. Each year he says :
" Cars _are pretty good this year, but I
think I will wait till next, when you will
see some enormous improvements."

A Proms. Point
I was struck by an interesting point at

a Promenade Concert recently concerning
the relative absorption of different fre-
quencies in the audible spectrum. The
occasion was one of a very popular concert
when the promenade was packed. There
was, indeed, barely room to move and the

crowd was bulging out of the doors-one
of those nights, in fact, which all Prom. -
lovers knew of old, when there is a feast of
good things in the programme. Having
been to another Prom. only a few nights
before, I was immediately struck by the
apparent weakness in the bass and the
extraordinary lack of brilliance in the per-
formance. By comparison, the orchestra
seemed lifeless, although, as a matter of
fact, it was well up to usual standard.

The only conclusion that one could come
to was that the large audience was having
a serious deadening effect upon the sound,
rendering the acoustics of the building
-at any rate, on the ground level-very
bad. This was borne out by the experience
a few nights later, when I attended an
equally crowded concert, but on this occa-
sion "did the heavy" and deposited my-
self in the dress circle. The brilliance had
again returned, although conditions were
practically identical with the previous
occasion, showing that it was the ground
or promenade floor which was principally
affected by the crowd.

Where Wireless Scores
This is really, I suppose, only common

sense, for the difference between playing
to an empty hall and a full one is known
to all music -lovers, but I had not realised
before that it was particularly the bass
which suffered in this respect, for there
was quite a noticeable decrease in the
lower registers. This brings us to the
interesting thought that there are occa-
sions when broadcasting reception can be
better than the actual thing ! I have no
doubt that, from the point of view of the
actual reproduction of the various fre-
quencies, a good set with a Class A ampli-

. NEXT WEEK:

" Thermion Looks
Back at the Show"

A Special Article
fier, coupled to a good moving -coil loud-
speaker, would have given better results
than were observed by the listeners on the
spot on that particular evening. This is
because the microphone is not on the
ground level, but is suspended above the
orchestra : a factor which was probably
taken into account by the B.B.C. engineers
when they first made their tests on the
building.

There is, of course, always the lack of
"bite" to which I referred in a previous
issue, but this quality appeared, to suffer
also, due to the crowded hall; so that if we
can find a satisfactory method of reproduc-
ing music in its correct light and shade,

we may be able to claim that broadcast'
reproduction is actually better than the
real thing under present adverse conditions.
I shall now sit back and await my slaughter
at the hands of the scoffers.

B.B.C. Methods
My remarks about the system of  L.F.

amplification used by the
from

has
brought forth comments from one or two'
of the engineers. They say that they have'
proved and checked' by a large number of:
experiments that there is practically no
frequency or amplitude distortion in
resistance -capacity circuits of their
frequency amplifiers. The response of the
amplifiers is absolutely even from fifty to
ten thousand cycles, they say, and reaction
effects are absolutely negligible. These
characteristics are not maintained, how-
ever, if there is the slightest tendency to
blasting in any amplifier stage, a possi-
bility which is guarded against by allowing
a very large margin of safety. If a
resistance -coupled stage blasts and grid
current flows, this current charges up the
coupling condenser and takes quite an
appreciable time to discharge. Thus, when
a resistance -coupled amplifier is good, it is
very, very good; but when it is bad, it is
horrid I

Transformers.
The fact that the B.B.C. uses as few

transformers as possible does not indicate
that the policy of the Corporation is to
frown on L.F. transformers in receivers.
As a matter of fact, it is realised that the
modern L.F. transformer is a very efficient
instrument and much less likely to cause
distortion than, for instance, the coupling
effect of a run-down H.T. battery used with
a resistance -coupled amplifier. Very care-
fully designed and maintained resistance
coupling is still unsurpassed, however, for
multi -stage microphone amplifiers. Dis-
tortion of false relative strengths, known
as amplitude distortion, is due partly to
inaccurate micrOphone response and partly
to the variation of the volume control at
the broadcasting station. I have long been
in favour of some sort of change in policy
of the " controlling " .of speech and music,

Stunts _

It's a long, long time since we had any
engineering stunts from the B.B.C. Stunts
have now become 'part of the ordinary
programme and pass unnoticed. Various
O.B.'s and other transmissions which
require the use of special portable trans-
mitters and a thousand and one other,
gadgets and cables are now carried out as
a matter of course; and we are no longer,
given details of the technical side of the
transmissions. There once was a time
when hardly a week passed without some
kind of stunt. THERMION,
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SOME
NOTABLE

EXHIBITS
K. AT THE
i SHOW

Last week we gave a Guide to the National Radio Exhibition being held from September 22
to September 29. Below some of the outstanding exhibits are reviewed in greater detail
The Lissen Variable Condenser

GOOD value for money, a characteristic
of all Lissen products, is a strong

point in the new Lissen variable condenser,
which was recently introduced by Lissen
Ltd., of Friars Lane, Richmond, Surrey.
Made in five capacities, from .000x micro -
farad to .0005 microfarad, the condenser
follows modern practice, in that the moving
vanes are connected to the metal end -plates
and the fixed vanes clamped to insulated
supports fixed to the end -plates, which are
of solid brass.

But Lisserts have looked ahead in design-
ing this condenser, as is evident from the
provision of four fixing feet, giving the
constructor the choice of panel or baseboard
mounting, so that, with the extended
spindle at each side, the condenser can be
used with a drum control instead of a dial.

Other notable features of the construction
include a braided copper pigtail connection,
to ensure a positive moving -vanes contact,
alternative fixed -vane terminals for easy
wiring and a heavy spindle stop.

R.I. and Varley Universal Transformer

The logarithmic shape of the vanes gives
a true logarithmic variation of capacity, as
stated by the Technical Editor in his
laboratory report given a few weeks ago.

Marconiphone Moving -coil Loud-
speaker
Everyone, knows that the ideal moving -

coil loud -speaker, driven by a correctly
designed receiver, would be the most per-
fect reproducing instrument possible So
far the basic principle has been limited in
its practical interpretation, due to the
difficulty of suspending the moving coil
without introducing resonances.

In the new Marconiphone moving -coil
loud -speaker the system of double suspen-
sion of the coil is claimed to eliminate
resonances due to the suspensory material.
The edge of the cone is unrestricted, but
carries a light ring of felt, effectively
preventing the circulation of the air waves
from one side of the diaphragm to the other.

Due to the accurately parallel motion of
the moving coil a very small air gap is
possible, resulting in a great reduction in
both size and weight of the electro-magnet,
with, of course, a corresponding economy
of field current consumption.

Three different units are made : (1) For
6 -no volt accumulator; (2) For D.C.
mains 100-250 volts; (3) For A.C. mains
100-250 volts. The high -voltage units are
specially recommended to those who have
electric -light installations. For the A.C.
model a valve rectifier and mains
transformer are supplied.

The units can be obtained separately or
in complete cabinets, these being provided
with ornamental grilles so placed as to
eliminate box resonance.

Home constructors xvil I be more interested
in the coil -driven cone and field -magnet as-
sembly, mounted in a framework suitable for
incorporation in a cabinet or behind a baffle.

Wearite Anode Filter
Motor -boating, that curious "popping"

noise often set up in efficient low -frequency

amplifiers, especially when a mains unit is
in use, can be cured by an anode filter,
comprising a split anode resistance with a
2-microfarad fixed condenser between the

A New Tudor Accumulator

junction of the two sections of the resistance
and earth.

Existing amplifiers not provided with
such a filter will almost certainly develop
"motor -boating " if a mains unit is brought
into service. To avoid the necessity of
taking down the amplifier, Wright and
Weaire have produced a compact unit for
addition to amplifiers requiring such a filter.

This consists of an ebonite case with five
terminals on the top, and inside a 2 -micro -
farad fixed condenser and three resistances,
one having a value of ro,000 ohms and
two haying values of 20,000 ohms, giving
alternative values of resistance between
10,000 ohms and 50,000 ohms by suitable
terminal connections.

The unit can be wired in circuit with anv
amplifier and from actual tests can be said
to be highly effective.
New Dubilier Products

Drum control of the variable condenser
is a noticeable tendency in receiver design.

(Continued on page 435)
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SOME NOTABLE EXHIBITION FEATURES ILLUSTRATED

NT - HOE10

R F SISTANCE

CAPACITY

COUPLER

1-Cosmos Elastic Aerial Unit. 2-Westinghouse Metal rectifier 9 volt I amp. type. 3 ---Westinghouse G.B. 45 volt Rectifier. 4-Philips
loud -speaker. 5-Vt earite Anti-mobo. 6-Marconiphone Moving -coil Loud -speaker. 7-- Ripault's Lateral -action Condenser. 7-Hunt's
Milliammeter. 9- Igranic Type J Transformer. 10- Formo 2 -stage L.F. Unit. 11-Lissen Variable Condenser. 12--R.I. and Varley

Resistance -capacity Coupler. 13-Lewcos Short-wave Coil. 14-Oldham L.T. Power Unit.
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SOME NOTABLE EXHIBITS AT THE SHOW (continued.)
Two drum -control types are now avail

able --the single one having two drums, for
the coarse or fine adjustment of a single
K.C. condenser and the triple one having
three drumg, operating three separate K.C.
condensers. The drums are sufficiently

Clix Terminals, Plugs, Scckets, Connections, etc.

close together to provide either simultaneous
'or independent control of the condensers.
Triple condensers can be sup-
plied in capacities of .0003 or
.0005 microfarad or, if desired, a
combination of both.

midget condenser added
to the Dubilier range is made in
two capacities, .000r-microfarad
and .0002-microfarad and is par-
ticularly suitable for use as a
variable reaction condenser.

Four models of the Dubilier
H.F. choke for all purposes
should find their way into new
season's sets,

The Dubilier Anti -Interference
Unit is no! a wavetrap and can -

'not be connected to a receiver. Its purpose
is as a shunt across the output terminals of
electrical machines that cause interference
by sparking commutators and so on.

Mullard Pure -music Loud -speaker

Formo L.F. Unit
Housed in one case are two complete

low -frequency coupling stages, with ter-
minals brought out to the base for valve
.holders and battery connections. It is
claimed by the makers, the Formo Com-
pany, that there is no interaction between
the circuits. Certainly the arrangement
makes for convenience.

The circuit consists of a modification

between resistance-capacity and dual im-
pedance coupling in the first stage and
Simple transformer coupling in the second.

Instead of a resistance leak in the R.C.
stage, a choke leak is embodied, Which by
careful design, produces a resonant effect
tending to augment the amplificatien on
the low frequencieS. The anode resistance
in the first stage is tapped, giving ioo,000-
or ,i50,000 -ohm alternative values. This
tapping can be utilised in the anode -
filter system making use of a 2-microfarad
condenser across .the junction -of the two
sections and earth.

Philips Loud -speaker
Among the notable additions to the ever-

growing range of good -quality cone loud-
speakers, the new Philips loud -speaker
attracts attention, because of its compadt-
ness and business- like appearance. Designed

Making Sets at the "A.W." Stands, 63 and 66, at the National Radio
Exhibition

with a special electro-magnetic rooyement
of the balanced -armature type and fitted
with a seven -sided cone, providing ample
surface area, this new loud -speaker retains
its rigidity under all conditions and responds
to a wide range of frequencies, resulting
in pleasing and natural tone of reproduction.

At the back of the loud -speaker, which
can be hung on the wall or stood on one of

41111Ralaft VailesieffixeMinlilk
Six -sixty Two -volt Pentode

its sides, by opening a support, there is a
switch device by means of which the user
can adjust the volume and tone. The
makers say the Philips loud -speaker is
"fair to the finest transmission."

Mullard Permacore Transformer 

Improved Osram Valves
Since the original "R" valve came into

being the efficiency of receiving valves has
been periodically improved upon, to such

an extent that one might well
ask whether any Rather im-
provements in this branch of

- the science could be expected
during the coining season.

One noticeable improvement
is incorporated in the new
season's Osram valves marketed
by the General Electric Co., Ltd.
The filaments are given a most
tenacious coating which, besides
improving the emission, main-
tains it to a remarkable extent.

The coating applied to the fila-
ments is a thin layer of barium,
an extremely rare material.

Due to the new method of coating,
a layer of barium is so firmly deposited on
the core of the filament that it actually
becomes part of the filament itself. The
result is that less energy is required to
operate the valves, thus effecting economy

R. I. and Varley Electric Gramophone Pick-up

in accumulator current. A very long
filament can be used for a given filament
voltage and the large electron emitting
surface thus provided accounts for the
greatly improved characteristics of the
latest Osram valves.
Mullard Pure -music Loud -speakers

Two additions to the Mullard range that
deserve special comment are the Mullard
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SOME NOTABLE EXHIBITS AT THE SHOW
types C and H loud -speakers. The transla-
tion of electrical impulses into sound is
effected by a perfectly balanced moving -
armature, symmetrically arranged with
respect to the magnetic field. A conical
diaphragm translates the impulses into
audible speech or music. A special feature

Baker Moving -coil Loud -speaker

is the incorporation of a tone filter which
can be. used to minimise the reproduction
of distortion caused by too much reaction,
incorrect grid bias and so on.

The design of the magnetic system in
the model H loud -speaker is such that the
polarity of the connections is immaterial.
By means of plugs and sockets at the back
(>1 the instrument three alternative connec-
tions are available, hence the impedance
of the loud -speaker can be matched with
the output impedance of the receiver with
which it is used. This model is specially
robust, the cone being protected by means
of a moulded bakelite frame designed to
offer the least possible resistance to sound
waves, thus obviating any risk of box
resonance.

Aurasionsemposessia
The Igranikit assembled by the new Igranic

system

R.I. and Varley Gramophone Pick-up
By means of a special method of suspen-

sion of the moving parts, the R.I. and
Varley.gramophone pick-up overcomes many
of the disadvantages associated with
earlier types. The mass factor, as it is
called, of the moving parts is divided into

two, one dealing with the high frequencies,
the other the lower audible frequencies.
Each mass component is damped in a
special Way, each independent -Of the other,
with the resonance of the one kept well
below and the resonance of the other kcpt
well above the audible frequency band.
Rising characteristics are thus obtained at
the high and low frequencies. As the gramo-
phone record invariably, has a flat peak
characteristic in the middle frequencies it is
claimed that the whole combination will
give substantially a straight-line frequency
response.

The compound mass suspension arrange-
ment leaves the needle extremely flexible,
thus obviating any risk of damage being
done to the track of the needle on the
gramophone record.

Goodman's New Junior Moving -coil
Loud -speaker Kit
With a kit ,of_ New junior moving -coil

parts no constructor should have the
slightest difficulty in assembling a complete

The New Osram Super Pcwer Valve Type P625

moving -coil loud -speaker. The new design
of spider, with an easy and permanent
centring device, cone paper cut to shape
and a well -designed moving -coil eliminate
practically all possibility of error. The
coil itself is sectionally wound to give eqiu 1
inductance at all frequencies. Although
quite powerful enough for average reception
the pot magnet only consumes half an
ampere at six volts.

Clix for Contact
Every constructor who wants to be sure

of positive contacts in his receiver, and
especially between the receiver terraina!s
and the batteries, is catered for by Lectro
Linx, Ltd., the makers of a wide range of
Clix wander plugs, sockets and pins of every
description. For wire extensions the Clix-
Lox connector constitutes a permanent
and completely insulated wire length
connected and disconnected in a moment.

Lewcos H.F. Choke
Special emphasis is laid by the London

Electric \kite Co. and Smith's Ltd. on the

wide choking range of the new Lewcos
H.F. choke. A special graph has been made
out to show that the Lewcos choke main-
tains its fell choking value to well above
2,000 metres and at 2,25o the choking
value is still well above an arbitrary self -
Oscillation line.

The new Coeser Melody Maker

It is claimed that by designing the wind-
ing so that there is a minimum amount of
high -frequency leakage through self -
capacity, a choke has been produced which
is equally effective between the wide wave
length limits of 20 and 2,000 metres.

Another recent product of the same firm
is the Lcwcos range of short-wave coils.
Two of these coils, the A M.S.4 and A.M.S.o,
will, with a .0005-microlarad variable con-
denser, tune between '20 and r3o metres.
With their six -pin plug -connections these
short-wave coils are readily interchangeable
with the new LOWCOS A.M.5 and A.M.2o
coils for the broadcast and long waves
respectively.

Ferranti H.T. Supply Units for A.C,
Mains
Two of the latest products of Ferranti

Philips Cone Loud -speaker

Ltd. are the new H.T. supply units, one
incorporating a Westinghouse metal recti-
fier and the other a valve rectifier. The
first type has a D.C. output of 220 volts,
TOO milliampS. It has been arranged that
this output is obtained free from motor -

(Continued on pogo 464)
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INTRODUCING FIVE NEW SPEAKERS

FROM 29/6 UPWARDS

THE POPULAR PLAQUE
This is the cone speaker which has caused an up-
heaval in the wireless world. Never before has
anything like its value been offered. And ... it
has recently been fitted with a new and improved
centre adjusting movement. Such volume, such
delicacy, such clarity of reproduction you would
only expect from a model costing five times as
much. Hear it ! See it ! Both its performance
and appearance will make you desire it. It sells
at an amazing price, in either dark mahogany or
oak.

PRICE - - - 29:6

MAHOGANY TABLE
CABINET SPEAKER
Another amazing example of M.P.A. quality and
value This Model is fitted with a centre adjust-
ing movement and the renowned M.P.A.
Patented Logarithrnatic Cone. It covers an
exceptionally wide range of frequencies and in
performance is in every way up to the high
standard set by this House. The Cabinet is in
handsomely polished mahogany with " matched
impedance " fret attractively designed both sides.

PRICE - - 5 GUINEAS

INCOMPARABLE
AT THE PRICE

THE DE LUXE MODEL
Two inches larger than the Popular Model, the
de Luxe Plaque has a " matched impedance's
fret, is fitted with the new patented M.P.A.
logarithmatic cone, and has a wood base.
Finished in either dark mahogany or oak, it not
only gives astonishingly excellent results, but is
unobtrusively handsome in appearance and
will harmonise with any decorative scheme.

PRICE - - - 4716

SEE ME
AT THE
RADIO
EXHIBITION
STANDS
21a22

HEAR THEM AT OUR
DEMONSTRATION
ROOM OPPOSITE
ADDISON ROAD
(OLYMPIA) STATION
OR ASK YOUR
LOCAL DEALER TO

DEMONSTRATE

MOVING COIL SPEAKERS
You could search the World over without finding
better reproduction than that of the famous
M.P.A. Moving Coil Speakers, at whatever price
you were prepared to pay. The result of years of
painstaking research, they bear striking testi-
mony to the skill of M.P.A. Wireless engineers.
Here, indeed, is " Hearing that is almost seeing!"
Exquisitely clear ! Wonderfully lifelike ! All
models in beautifully polished mahogany, either
mains driven or for use. with accumulator, oe
accumulator combined with trickle charger.
Costs xd. a week or less to operate.

PRICES  10 TO 15 GUINEAS

DUAL INDUCTANCE
SELFaENERGISING
MOVING COIL SPEAKER
A Model which is miles ahead of anything of its
kind. It places moving coil reproduction within
the reach of all. Catches the most elusive
cadencies of the human voice or instrument, and
is startlingly lifelike. Fitted with a vastly im-
proved type of movement exclusive to M.P.A.
Speakers, no energising is required from either
main or accumulator. The Cabinet is in
beautifully polished mahogany fretted both
aides. In every way an instrument of which
anyone would be proud.

PRICE - - 7 GUINEAS

M+PoLWIRELES/ LTD*, *2, CONDUIT ST., LONDON, Wil TEL. GERRARD 0844

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order
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-you cant
go wrong/

E SWAN
R.C.THREESOMIE 11492149 CIRCUITS.

Beautiful tone
More programmes
No Coil Changing
Easy and Cheap to build
Full size paper model
New type valves. Specially
designed for the 1929 Three-
some circuits.

Call in at your Wireless Shop on
the way home and get a free full-
size paper model. See how simple
it is to construct. Then buy the
components and have your own
set working on to -night's pro-
gramme.
You who want PURITY .OF
TONE first and foremost - of
course with several Foreign Sta-
tions now and then-build the

Ediswan Resistance Capacity
Coupled Circuit No. R/3.
If DISTANT STATIONS and
VOLUME are more important to
you than Purity of Tone then
build the Ediswan Circuit No.
R/3T incorporating Transformer
Coupling in the last stage.
Decide now for perfect radio. Ask
your dealer for the paper model,
or just post this coupon.

COUPON. A.W. 29/9/28.

To The EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC Co., Ltd.,
Publicity Dept., 123/5, Queen Victoria Street,

London, E.C.4.
Please send FREE Paper model and Instruction
Book as selected.

Name

Address............

!flake boint insfiecting the R.C. Threesome awl the range of new Ediszvan C.S.114.
t.tiv TembevainrJ Valves at Olynibia. STAND 43, Main Hall.

R/3 I

R/3T1

Please cross aga'nst Model required.

Please Mention "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers
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MOVING -COIL QUALITY - WITHOUT BATTERIES,
MAINS CONNECTIONS OR SPECIAL TRANSFORMERS
judging by the crowds-and there
is no safer criterion-the big hit of
the Radio Exhibition at Olympia
is the new Amplion Speaker. You
had to elbow your way to the
Amplion Stand to get a sight of it
or become wedged in the throng
at Amplion House to hear it. But
wasn't the thrill of its glorious
performance worth it !

Soon it will be heard at every radio
shop throughout the country-
soon it will be heard in every home.
The new Amplion represents an
epoch-making discovery in the
science of sound reproduction that
makes wireless more real-natural
-human.
Nightly you'll have the thrill of

MP

WORLDS
STANDARD

Pikk41111,.._
This is the Pedestal Cabinet in Oak, Price
£13 10 0. Ta4le models, £9 10 0 and
£10 10 0. Standard Chassis £5. Power

Chassis, £8.
Other Amplion models : Con' and Horn types;
Standard Speakers from 52'6 to £5. Junior

Speakers from 35.'- to £3 3 0.

THE NEW

SPEAKER

sitting beside the microphone at
Savoy Hill, without the discomfort
of being there. Your radio

intimate
favour-

ites will become your
friends, so realistically does the
new Amplion convey their per-
sonality to you.

An exaggeration? Possibly. But
hear this splendid instrument and
you will agree that it is a pardon-
able one. For the new Amplion
renders every octave and every
tone, and every inflection of every
instrument and voice, more
accurately.

GRAHAM AMPLION, LTD.,
SLOUGH

London Showrooms : 26 Savile Row, W.1
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Scientifically made by
ExPerts in England.
Sold by all Wireless
Deakrs.

re

!X

Etql..ihYtilibitiiNfOlI,/

s .

i.proiciouscoATI,NGis
What

f
"TENACIOUS COATING " is a layer of pure
metal, rich in electrons, which is deposited on the
filament core.
By an improved and secret method of manufacture
this layer is not merely painted on the outside of the
filament, but actually chemically cemented.
This results in the most tenacious hold on the fila-
ment that it is possible to obtain in any valve.
Thousands have seen and have been greatly
impressed with the "TENACIOUS COATING"
on the filament of OSRAM VALVES at the
National Radio Exhibition.

CHANG,
elogimsiMagb.

BADLY
COATED FILAMENT

Reprmitiction front an untouched micro-
photograph of part of the filament of a
badly coated valve before use, showing
a serious gap in the coating. A gap such
as this starts the valve off in its life
with a poor performance, and may bring
about a further portion of the coning
falling away or peeling off. The valve
then prematurely fails.

to the latest improvednsrani
ves

and
MANGE for the Better

WRITE for Booklet "OSRAM WIRELESS GUIDE" giving full particulars
of TENACIOUS COATING" and full range of ()SRAM VALVES

for 2v . 4v. and 6.'. users, and users with A.C. Electricity Supply Also helpful wire-
less information of impor'ance to every listener. Sent P f.ST FREE on reoue.st to
THE GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., LTD.. Publicity Orgsnisatio" Man let House,
Kingsway. London, W.C.2. Copies also obtainable from your local Wireless dealer.

OSRAM FILAMENT with
`TENACIOUS COATING'
This untouched reproduction shows the coating typical
of all ()SRAM VALVES. Notice the absolute evenness
of the coating. There are no gaps, the coating clings,
so that the full benefit of the coating is maintained.
The secret is the startling new discovery of the
scientific process of "TENACIOUS COATING."

Ad t. of Th3 General Electrtc Co., Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway, London, 11".C.2.

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order
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The ABC of
Gramo-Radio

Simple Explanatory Article
By OUR TECHNICAL EDITOR

THE gramophone is now recognised as
an important accessory to the ordinary

radio set. With modern electrically -pro -

Fig. 1-Circuit with Jack Switching

duced records, the quality which can be
obtained by playing these records electri-
cally is surprisingly good. Even a simple set
without any particular claims to
quality will give very pleasant
reproduction, while if one is using
a real quality amplifier, the repro-
duction is surprising in, its
brilliance and register, It is only
the most expensive gramophone
which can come anywhere near the
perfection possible with electrical
reproduction.

Most readers are aware that the
methods adopted in order to
reproduce records electrically
is to replace the existing tone arm on
a gramophone with a device known
as an electrical pick-up. In this arrange-
ment, the movement of the needle, as it
traverses the record, is not communicated
to a mica diaphragm as in the ordinary
sound box, but to a moving armature in a
magnetic field. The small variations in the
field which are thus produced set up
electrical currents in the windings of the
pick-up and these can be transferred to the
input of an ordinary wireless amplifier
and reproduced through the medium of the
loud -speaker.

One of the simplest methods of achieving
this is by the -use of an adaptor. This
consists of a plug which fits into the socket
normally Occupied by the detector valve.
Terminals are provided on the side of the
plug to which the gramophone pick-up is
connected. In use, the detector is removed
from the set, an adaptor is plugged

into the valve socket, and the detector
valve is replaced in the four sockets
on the top of the adaptor. Such a device is
shown in the photograph- accompanying
this article. The filament pins at the
bottom of the adaptor and the filament
sockets on the top are connected
together so that the valve receives its
filament current in the ordinary way. The
anode pin and socket are likewise common
so that the anode of the valve is connected
directly to the normal transformer, resist-
ance or dual -impedance unit, as the case
may be. The grid socket, however, is not
connected through, the grid 'of the valve
being taken -to one of the terminals to whiCh
the pick-up is wired, while the other pick-
up connection goes to one of the filament
leads.

The normal detector circuit is thus dis-
connected completely and the pick-up

Gramophone Adaptor and Volume Control

A point which arises in this connection
is which filament lead the pick-up should
be connected to. One side of the pick-up
is taken to the grid and the other must be
taken either to the positive or the negative
filament lead. For the simplest connection
the pick-up should be taken to the negative
lead, although in certain cases, particularly
with two -volt valves, better results are
obtained if the return is taken to L.T.-f-.
Securing Quality

Where real quality is desired, it is un-
doubtedly- best to arrange to insert a small
negative grid -bias  on the detector valve
when using the amplifier -for-gramophone
work so that no grid current at all shall
flow during the playing of the records.
This involves the limitations of the voltage
swing on the pick-up strictly within the
limits of the grid swing of the particular

Valve and the average detector
valve is not provided with a very
large Margin of safety in this
direction. It is not possible to go
into the subject in greater detail
in the present article, but it will
be clear that Unless special quality
is desired and particular precau-
tions are taken, the simple con-
nection of the pick-up to L.T. -
gives the most satisfactory results.

A point of some interest is the

has been. connected in its place. Thus the
amplification of the detector valve is
utilised and the insertion of this simple
adaptor plug serves to make the necessary
alterations in the connections.

Alternatively the same arrangement
may be achieved by the use of a jack which
is arranged so that the  pick-up may be
plugged in. The action of inserting the plug
disconnects the normal grid circuit from
the valve and connects the pick-up. This
latter method is particularly useful where
it is not desired to interfere with the
receiver itself for gramophone work. Such
a method is illustrated in diagram Fig. i.
The method can be arranged, if desired,
so that any high -frequency valves which
are used when the set is being employed for
radio reception, are switched out when
gramophone reproduction is in progress.
Needless to say, a simple switch may be
used in place of the jack if desired.

relative sensitivity of different
pick-ups. Owing to the popularity of elec-
trical reproduction there are now quite
a number of makes of pick-up on the -

(Coittinued on page 468)
L ZZ?
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F.g. 2-Law-pass Filer

Fig 3-Simple: form of Filter
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LTSuQ:1:) A Novel Methodpply( of Obtaining
Economy Filament Current

By E. E. FOURNIER d'ALBE, D.Sc., F.Inst., P.
FAHERE are several systems already

known by which low tension can be
supplied to valves direct from the lighting
mains. Where the supply is alternating,
these have become popular on account of
the difficulties encountered by amateurs
in charging accumulators from A.C. mains.
But it is difficult so to design them that
accidents due to live wires are entirely
excluded. The La% battery, charged at
intervals at the nearest garage, still holds
the field. In what follows I shall describe
an arrangement which secures a permanent
supply of L.T. current which is at once
safe and extremely economical, both as
regards first cost and upkeep.

A Simple System
The system consists- of a number of

blocks of H.T. accumulators charged in
series and discharged in parallel, together
with a specially designed switch for
changing over two sets of blocks at the
same time.

To take a concrete example, H.T.
accumulators can be had in blocks of five,
giving ten volts each. Those with a
capacity of 2,50o milliampere -hours are
quite capable of yielding 1% -ampere for ten
hours without suffering injury. As this
is quite a reasonable current for one valve,
it is obvious that we can use H.T. accumu-
lators for lighting valves for a short time.

Now take ten such blocks and charge
them in series from 200 or 250 -volt D.C.
mains. In four or five hours they will
consume one unit of current, costing any-
thing from 2d. to 6d. Now separate them
and discharge them in parallel, with a
suitable resistance, through a valve which
takes 1/4 -ampere. Instead of ten hours,
the combined blocks will now light the

valve for roo hours, at a total cost of 6d.
or less. As the ten blocks together cost
about fifty shillings. it is evident that this
method is economical both in first cost
and in working.

It remains to devise a practical way of
4 - /2'

0

t
0 0

o

Fig, 1-Ebonite contact s!rip

Fig. 2- Contact screws inserted and joined in
parallel on left and series on right

s-

L 4

L.r4

c o c+ 0+
Fig, 3.-Plan of base showing mercury cups and
connections. A, B, C, D, are the H.T. accumu-
lator blocks (Oldham 10 -volt, 2,500 mA-hrs.)

, M - , are the lighting mains. The dotted
lines indicate how the cups are connected on low-
ering the contact strips. G, is a connector which
may be used for charging an H,T, accumulator
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Fig. 4-Side view of switch in neutral position

working it. The amateur is not usually
able to construct a switch with twenty
contacts to convey currents of the order
of an ampere with a sufficient degree of
certainty. I therefore propose to use
mercury for the contacts. The resistance of

A Side View of the Unit

mercury contacts is practically zero, so that
there is no heating. Friction, which ill!
ordinary metallic contacts would be cons'
siderable, is reduced to vanishing point,.
There remains the risk of spilling, but this is.
no greater than it is in the case of the:
accumulators themselves, and the mercury
is easily renewed.

I will first describe a series -parallel switch
with sufficient contacts to work the systerd
with one valve and considerable convenience
and economy.

Cut two strips of ebonite 12 in. by
by 1/4 in. At each end drill six holes in the:
form of a hexagon as shown in Fig. r. Int&
these holes fit I/2 in. round -headed wood-.
screws (brass) so that they project IA
on the other side. Cut some strips of thin:
copper in. wide, and bend them lute'
staples for joining the holes as showrr
(Fig. 2). The thickness of the screws and!
strips should be chosen so that the screws'
fit tightly, with a little hammering.;
Alternatively, metal -screws may be tapped'
into the ebonite, and their heads joined,
by soldering.

Mercury Cups
The two contact strips are now ready'

to be joined by means of a wooden cross-
bar bevelled below and attached by means.
of hinges to an ebonite base plate 13 in:
by 5 in. by IA in. The cross -bar should be
thick enough to raise the contact strip
half an inch above the base plate, so that
the latter just clears the ends of the screws..

Now smear some plasticine, putty, or,
other soft material on the base plate, screw.
the hinges temporarily into position, and;
press the ends of the screws into the putty.
This will mark out the 'centres of the'

(Continued on page 452)

Plan View showing Layout of the Unit
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In last week's issue Mr. Reyner
detailed the uses of four types
of these coils. Below are given

some further applications

THE QSP type is used in amplifiers
employing normal triodes. There is an

increasing tendency, however, to employ
screen -grid valves for H.F. work and the
" Q " coil may be used with advantage in
this respect. There are two methods of
accomplishing this and for both of these
the standard types may be employed. The
first method is the simple tuned -anode
arrangement as shown in -Fig. 5. Here an
ordinary QA coil has been used, terminal
No. z being connected to H.T.±, the other
connections being as illustrated in the
diagram. A similar QA coil is used in the
grid circuit, the reaction winding not being
made use of.

If the coils are kept some distance apart,
only a simple capacity screen will be
required, due to the astatic properties of
the coil, but in order to obtain the best
results, it is desirable to use a really
effective screen extending round three sides
of the H.F. coil, so protecting it adequately
from the grid circuit. A three -valve receiver
employing "Q" coils, designed for use
with the new types of screen -grid valve
has been in use for some time at the Furze -
hill Laboratories and will shortly be
described in these columns.

There is a tendency with the more
modern screen -grid valve to reduce the
internal resistance of the valve while still
maintaining a very high amplification
factor. In such circumstances, the use of a
transformer -coupled arrangement becomes
practicable in preference to the simple
tuned -anode arrangement just described.
Good results are obtainable in this direction
by using the QSP coil. The primary and
neutralising windings are placed in series
and used as one primary while a small
amount of reaction may be applied from
the detector if desired. A suitable circuit
is given in Fig. 6.

Further details of applications of these
" Q " coils to screen -grid work will be given
from time to time and receivers will be
described embodying them. I have also
conducted a number of experiments on
gang -control, Whereby the tuning condensers
in the circuit are all linked together on a
common spindle. As a result of these tests,
a new form of gang control has been devised
which is giving exceptionally good results
and is particularly applicable for use with
the " Q " coil.

AND
HOW TO

USE THEM
Brief reference may be made to the use

of these " Q " coils in connection with short-
wave coils. While the complete removal
of the necessity for interchanging coils on
the broadcast band is a great advantage,

Fig. 5.-Tuned-anode Circuit with
QSP-type coil

it is often desired to receive the short waves
in addition. For serious work, it is desirable
to have an entirely separate receiver using
smaller values of tuning capacity and
embodying various other modifications,
but it is possible to make arrangements to
receive short waves on a " Q "-coil receiver
without much difficulty. This is done by
simply plugging in the short-wave coils in
parallel with the " Q "-coil windings.

HT -1-1

HT+Z

1 c

LT.

*46-77-111

Fig. 6.-Another Circuit using the QSP Coil

Owing to the fact that the frequency
of the short waves is no or 20 times higher

NEXT WEEK :
FULL DETAILS OF A SIMPLE ALL -
WAVE TWO OF EXCEPTIONAL

MERIT

than that employed for the broadcast
band, the coils act purely as a small
capacity. Their principal effect, therefore,
is to increase the minimum of the tuning
condensers, but if suitable allowance is
made for this factor, excellent short-wave
reception can be obtained.

In the case of the receiver described else-
where in this issue, a simple switch is
incorporated whereby the short-wave coils
are wired in parallel with the " Q " coil, but
for actual short-wave reception two leads
are disconnected, this minimising the self -
capacity effect. This was done, however,
in order to make use of certain six -pin short-
wave coils, but tests have been made in
which ordinary short-wave two -pin plug-in
coils have been used in parallel with the
"Q "-coil windings with every satisfaction.

It will be obvious from these remarks
that the "Q" coil possesses valuable pro-
perties of great use to the experimenter
and when built into a receiver they give
the maximum efficiency on both wavebands
with the minimum of trouble.

" Q " coils are now available in four
makes, namely, Lewcos, Wearite, Finston
and Lotus.

GRAVEL EARTHS
AN earth -plate buried in gravelly soil is

often the unsuspected source of weak
or inefficient reception. In the first place
the contact between the plate and the earth
will, in such circumstances, be made
through a large number of " points." This
means a relatively -high resistance, with
corresponding damping and loss in
selectivity.

In the second place, gravelly soil is
naturally porous, so that rainwater per-
colates through, leaving the actual earthing -
paint dry, which is again unfavourable to a
low -resistance aerial circuit. It is possible
that many so-called " blind " spots, or areas
of poor reception, owe their bad reputa-
tion to a gravel soil. Wherever practicable,
it will pay to dig down until the earth -
plate or tube makes contact with the clay
sub -soil. B. A. R.

Dr. Charles Sheard, of the Bio-Physical
Research Laboratories of Rochester, U.S.A.,
has been experimenting with short waves
to deterniine heat effects. Working with
wavelengths of 6 .to ro metres, sausages
have been fried simply by passing the
waves through them.
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THE
EXHIBITION

POSTER eBERLIN RADIO
EXHIBITION-4928

Dr. Alfred Gradenwitz Gives His Impressions of a Personal Visit

WHEN the first Berlin Wireless Show
was opened in 1924, the industry was

then in its infancy. A large number of
persons having no special knowledge of
wireless had started manufacturing sets and
accessories so that the market was swamped
with inferior goods. Before anything like
healthy conditions could be brought about,
these firms had to die out, giving place to
competent makers. This era was short, as
the German public five years ago had very
little money to spare and there was only a
market for the cheapest types of wireless
sets.

The German wireless industry, during the
intervening years, came to consist, there-
fore, of a smaller number of firms of greater

last which was accommodated in the old
Radio Hall, by the side of the well-known
Radio Tower, required a second Radio Hall,
of 3,300 square metres specially built for the
occasion, and the New Automobile Hall
covering an area of over 3,000 square metres.
Part of the Automobile Hall was set apart
for exhibits by public authorities, the
Broadcasting Corporation, the Berlin Broad-
casting Company and such special shows
as- television, synchronised cinemas, speak-
ing films, etc.

Real Progress
What first struck the visitor on viewing

the industrial section of the Exhibition,
was the continued development of all wire-
less apparatus, particularly receiving sets,
on lines which even last year were just
perceivable. The tendency towards increased
simplicity of control has been gaining
ground. The fact that about 99 per cent.

Wireless in Aviation

efficiency, highly specialised in their own
fields, who had to adopt methods of mass
production and, by all possible means to
keep prices low.

A Large Exhibition
The Fifth Annual Exhibition, which has

just ended is a striking illustration of the
tremendous growth of the German radio
industry. While the number of listeners
in the country now exceeds two and three-
quarter millions, the number of manu-
facturers, in spite of demand growing by
leaps and bounds, has been only increasing
slowly. Special measures have been taken
to control the market with a limited number
of responsible firms, and to secure a con-
tinued reduction of selling prices. In fact,
present prices of wireless sets are about
one half of what they were in 1923.

The Fifth Exhibition, far larger than the

should, the manufacturers consider, be'
done away with.

Wireless constructors in Germany, as
elsewhere, have, of course, for some time
been designing eliminator units. Much
difficulty had been experienced in designing' --
cheap and durable rectifiers for the heating,
current and in doing away with disturbing
noises. Two methods have mainly been
adopted; first, specially heated valves, and;
secondly, by the use of suitable rectifiers;
Two kinds of alternating -current valves'
were on show. One is the short -filament
valve directly heated by alternating current.'
This type of valve can be used on the high'
frequency side and in the last L.F. stage.
The second type of A.C. valve has the
filament heated by radiation.

Many rectifiers were shown, the newest
being the dry metallic rectifiers yielding up
to r ampere heating current.

The accumulator industry has, of course;

Mihaly's Television Exhibit

of listeners require a receiver always
ready to work, is now realised fairly gener-
ally. Receiving sets, to be acceptable to the
average listener must be designed to be
switched on and off with the same ease as,
say, the electric light. Apart from reducing
the control of receivers to a maximum of
simplicity, both the H.T. and L.T. batteries

Telefunken 5 -valve A.C. Mains Receiver

Lorenz Sets for Aircraft

been intent upon designing improved type4
of batteries. In fact, some of those shown'
at the exhibition were intermediate between.
electrolytic cells and accumulators and are,
said to be both cheaper and simpler in
operation than the latter. There were many,
simple arrangements for the charging of,
batteries, some using dry metallic rectifiers:

Components
As regards the more important parts of,

receiving sets, viz., coils and condensers,'
there were many improved and efficient
types, though no radical changes were
apparent. Besides the usual types of,
variable condenser with straight-line fre-
quency curves, there were many of the so-
called logarithmic type. Many condensers
are fitted with ball -bearings.

The valve industry has, of course, made
enormous strides. Apart from the A.C.
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THE BERLIN RADIO EXHIBITION -1928 (contimied)
valves above mentioned, there were shown
some types of barium -oxide valves, requiring
filament current of about a quarter of that
of the present thorium valve.

The new types of screen -grid valve are
particularly successful. Multiple valves,

An Advertisementof Stations installed by
the Telefunken Co.

which have given excellent results in con-
nection with cheap and efficient receivers
(the well-known Loewe type) were shown
by several makers.

Outfits for Locating Interference

Combined radio receivers and gramo-
phones were shown by many firms.

Wavetraps and other selective apparatus
have assumed great importance as the
power of transmitting stations has been
increased and there was a large variety of
this class of apparatus on show.

Loud -speakers of all three types, viz.,
electro-magnetic, electro-dynamic and
electro-static were on show. Electro-
dynamic loud -speakers are very popular and
some very powerful instruments were to be
seen. A number of power amplifiers enabling
several loud -speakers to be fed from one
set were likewise shown.

Special Exhibits
The new Automobile Hall contained the

most interesting exhibits of public authori-

ties, the Broadcasting Corporation, the
Berlin Broadcasting Company, as well as a
number of instructive exhibits of such
novelties as television, speaking films.
"remote cinemas," etc. In addition to the
Postal Department, the Police Department
and the Safety in Aviation Central Office
were represented. The Police exhibit gave a
survey of the extensive system of wireless
posts and showed the usual types of police
transmitters and receivers, and also a
complete installation for the transmission of
fingerprints and photographic portraits.

Television
The Safety in Aviation Central Office

showed its system of wireless stations, as
well as several airplane transmitters and
direction -finders. The German Postal
Department exhibited a comprehensive
series of wireless sets illustrating the
development of wireless engineering. Also
the various phases of wireless transmission
were illustrated; the usual causes of wire-
less disturbances and the means of reducing
these to a minimum were also shown.

The checking devices used by the German
Postal Department in connection with
broadcast transmitter were exhibited, thus
showing what measures are taken in order
to ensure reliable reception. Further
apparatus exhibited by the Department

The Police Exhibit

included devices for the measurement of
wavelengths and the treatment of cables in
order that these may be suited for the
transmission of music. The German Postal
Department also had on view the televisor

The Lcrenz Gramo-Radio Receiver

of the Hungarian engineer D. V. Mihaly,
which naturally excited a considerable
amount of interest.
Hertzian Exhibits

A retrospective show was devoted to the

The Vogtt Electro-static Loud -speaker

memory of Heinrich Hertz and comprised
his experimental outfit for ascertaining the
presence of electric waves. Also the earliest
studio was exhibited, side by side with a
replica of the latest.

Police Apparatus for transm ission
of Photographs

RADIOGRAMS
The Japanese Broadcasting Association

proposes to begin broadcasting educa-
tional programmes, through station JOAK,
for children of the "floating population''
in and around Tokio who do not receive
regular schooling.

A Marconi wireless transmitter is being
sent to Pitcairn Island, in the Pacific,
which is probably the world's loneliest
island settlement.

Station KGO (Sanfrancisco) is co-operat-
ing with the 'Frisco bureau of the United
Press of America, a world-wide news -
gathering association, in broadcasting news
events to wireless enthusiasts in Alaska.
Charles A. Bennett will broadcast a
weekly report.
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" The Two-valver with the Three -valve Punch" - -

Designed by J. H. REYNER, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.
Continued from Our Last Issue

NO other comment is necessary on the
circuit save to note that a flash -lamp

fuse has been connected between H.T. - and
- . This saves the filaments of the

valves from any accidental damage due to
wrong connections, and also serves to pro-
tect the loud -speaker in the event of any
fault on the pentode.

In the circuit given last week a slight
error occurred which may have caused
readers some misapprehension. The short-
wave coil and " Q " coil were shown
transposed; that is, the short-wave coil
should be connected where the " Q " coil
is shown and vice versa.

Simple Construction
The constructional work of this receiver

is simple, and considerable thought was
spent in devising the layout so that it could
be constructed with the maximum of ease.
It should be particularly noted that not
only the layout, but in the wiring also, the
diagram given must be copied exactly in
order to obtain the best results, particularly
on the short waves.

The first operation is the marking out of
the panel and the mounting of the necessary
components thereon. There are two con-
densers, the .0005 tuning condenser on the
left and the .000r 5 reaction condenser on
the right. In the centre of the panel we
have the two -pole push-pull switch. (This
is actually marketed as an H.T. and L.T.
switch. It makes and breaks two entirely
separate circuits.) Underneath this switch
is the potentiometer for the detector valve.
In the left-hand bottom corner of the panel
is the "Q" coil switch, and in the right-
hand bottom corner, the on -off switch con-
trolling the whole set.

Having marked out the panel and
mounted the components in the positions
shown on the diagram, attention can then
be turned to the baseboard, where the com-
ponents may be laid out in strict accordance
with the diagram given. On the left-hand
side of the baseboard we have the "Q"
coil, and next to it the six -pin base. To the
right again and towards the rear of the
baseboard are the two valve holders, while
the H.F. choke, L.F. transformer, and
anode filter occupy the right-hand side of

the baseboard. On the extreme right there
is the grid -bias battery, which has been
incorporated in the set itself.

These components should be laid out and
screwed down in the positions shown.
Before finally fixing them in the panel
should be placed temporarily in position to
ascertain that the condensers do not foul
any of the components. The wiring up of
the baseboard components may then be
completed and practically the whole of the
circuit can be wired up without reference to
the panel. When this portion of the wiring
has been carried out the panel may be
inserted in its correct position and the
remaining wiring completed. This consists
of the following wires

The "Ace of Twos," which has
been on show at the Exhibition,
has met with a remarkable
reception. Limitations of space
prevent us from giving more
than a brief outline of the method
of operation in this issue but
next week we shall give particu-
lars of its performance and
full operating instructions.

Two wires are taken to the on -off switch
on the right of the panel. Two further wires
are then taken from the fixed and moving
plates of the tuning condenser to terminals

and 2 on the six -pin base. 4 wire is then
taken from the fixed plates of the reaction
condenser to terminal No. 6 on the six -pin
base, and, finally, the moving plates of the
two condensers are joined together.

Wiring the Switch
We have now to complete the receiver by

wiring up the -switch, and this is quite
simply done as follows : Take a wire from
the fixed plates of the tuning condenser to
one side of the first contact. From the
opposite terminal to this take a wire to

- terminal No. i on the "Q" coil. Now take
a wire from the fixed plates on the reaction
condenser to the third contact on the push -
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pull switch and from the opposite terminal
to this, take a wire to terminal No. 6 on the
" Q " coil. This completes the wiring and
the receiver is then ready for use.

Operation
The operation of the receiver is simple.

Test out first of all on the broadcast band,
and for this purpose the short-wave coil
must be removed from the six -pin base and
the push-pull switch on the panel must be
pulled out. Insert the correct valves in the
valve holders. The detector valve should
be an H.F. or' an R.C. valve. In the last
stage, insert a pentode valve such as the
Mullard Pentone, the Marconi Pentode, or
the Cossor Quintode. This is inserted in the
socket in the ordinary way and the flex
connection from the H.T. -1- terminal at the
back of the set is taken to the terminal on
the side of the base of the valve.

On switching on the receiver and placing
the " Q " coil switch in the required position,
reception will then be accomplished easily
and simply on whichever waveband is
desired. Placing the " Q " coil switch to the
left-hand side sets the coil for reception on
the long waves, and to the right hand
changes the connection to the 250 -500 -
metre band.

For the reception of short waves, merely
push in the push-pull switch and insert the
appropriate short-wave coil in the six -pin
base. No other alteration is necessary.
Further notes on the set, with operating
details, will be given next week.

Pillow -phones, which enable broadcast
music to be heard only by those laying their
heads on the pillows, have been installed
at the Liverpool Open Air Hospital for
Children at Leasowe.

A young San Francisco inventor, Phil.
T. Farnsworth, claims to have perfected
a new system of radio television which
eliminates the revolving disc feature, and
reproduces objects in great detail and can
be manufactured to sell at about X20. He
declares it would reproduce pictures at the
rate of twenty a second, thus perfectly
recording motion, and that the machine
has no moving parts and can easily be
attached to the average home radio set.
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A Weekly Programme Criticism by Sydney A. Moseley
AFRIEND of mine, switching on (and

soon switching off !), when the first
of the Great Play series-King Lear-
opened, remarked to the company present :
"Well, at any rate, there will be one
listener sticking it-and that will be
Sydney Moseley !" They laughed, and I
can imagine somebody present adding :
" The poor mutt !" Well, the laugh is
certainly not on me, for I was in the mood
to settle down and enjoy this ambitious
Shakespearean production in the way that
it can best be appreciated-that is, by
following the "score" ! This, and the
interesting booklet issued by the B.B.C.,
did the trick. Separate pocket volumes
of Will's play may be obtained for the
price of a packet of cigarettes. . . . Yes,
you heard!

But, of course, it is the mood. In any
case, I can't possibly see how you could
enjoy-or expect to enjoy-a broadcast of
this character in a room full of people,
each of different temperament and inclina-
tion. My friend did well in switching off.
If other listeners who were inclined to be
very irritated at what was coming over
did the same, there would be less "frayed
nerves," fewer letters to the Editor, fewer
stamps wasted.

And, please : Am I too kind to the
B.B.C.,? A Fleet Street colleague, who
tells me that he is "a constant reader" of
these notes, insists that, on the whole,
I am too kind to Savoy Hill. Surely I
ought to have noticed it ! Seriously, my
friend is evidently one whose sole desire
is to be entertained. He wishes to be
amused, day in and day out. All I can
say is, that if he went the round of the
theatres or music -halls, or the pictures,
night after night he would soon jolly well -
get fed up with it. Change, my dear
Watson-that's the thing. After a feast
of variety, jazz and jangle, a highbrow
piece, whether it be music, talk, or litera-
ture, is in the nature of a relaxing con-
trast. . . Next, please..

The Swiss National Programme sought
to "give some idea of the delightful
manners and music of Switzerland as seen
through the eyes of two imaginative
tourists." And a good idea, too. The
folk -songs were haunting; so were the

tourists, but not in the way they imagined
they would be. It is extraordinary how
seemingly difficult it is to be unconven-
tional by wireless. The dialogue that is
put into the mouths of the "unconven-
tional people" sounds like Ethel M. Dell.
Well, this may be unconventional, but it
certainly is not natural.

Vernon Bartlett's talk from Geneva
didn't come over well, so far as my set was
concerned. I hope other readers were
more successful.

The reception given to Fanny Davies,
the pianist at the Proms., was so pro-
longed that it seemed almost as if Sir
Henry Wood might have to break his rule
of "no encore" during the first half. . . .

I waited when the applause stopped. But
it was the next turn ! That is how it
should be. Rules is rules.

Back to variety ! What is the ideal
programme? My criticism of the past is
now backed by managers themselves who
say that artistes won't advance with the
times. The older artistes believe that vul-
garity and hoary "jokes" still go over.
They don't 1 I can't see why a programme
of the sort we had recently, when the
Parkington Quintet played a finely
balanced programme and we had some
artistes who could really sing, should not
be given preference.

And the type of variety items repre-
sented by T. C. Stemdale Bennett with his
irresponsible chatter -songs is far preferable.

Take one of his latest : "Sophie." . -
Won't bear analysis, of course; but

quite English, you know-quite English.

When Anona Winn_announced that she
was going to sing a light ballad by Mon-
tague Phillips, I thought : "Fine !" It
was a light English song, too. Then as her
second song she promised (it was a threat,
as it turned out) to sing, "Why am I
Blue? "-the old whining balderdash-an
insult to the multitude of listeners who
don't live in the New Cut.

Cut out that type of trash, Miss Winn.

However, we went back to the more
appealing music played by the quintet-
for which relief many thanks.

The half -an -hour selections from Sullivan
operas are also most welcome, and I ven-
ture to think agreeable to eight out of ten
listeners. We all have our pet songs as
well as our favourite composers. Sullivan
once upon a time was regarded as cheap.
But, like Dickens, he is a British immortal.
In any case, one is always grateful for
light orchestral compositions in preference
to the drivelling laments from the U.S.A.

The quartets, quintets, and octets are
multiplying. The latest is the Ernest
Leggett London Octet. I wonder if new
players are engaged daily. Of course, it all
strengthens the B.B.C.'s hands. As I said
years ago, those who quarrelled with the
B.B.C. were foolish. That is why I always
advised Savoy Hill to stick out against
extortionate demands by those whose repu-
tations were made through the microphone.

I am not suggesting that these disagree-
ments were all due to artistes. I myself
have not broadcast again because-the
novelty having worn off-I think the fee
of five or six guineas for writing and
speaking a talk is too small.

No !-This is not a view of ships' masts, but
merely aerials in back gardens at Gravesend.
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THE linen diaphragm loud -speaker is
the latest development to be exploited

by the AMATEUR WIRELESS Technical Staff
in the interests of their readers. Exclusive
constructional details. are now given of a
loud -speaker of great merit embodying the
new principle. Enormous interest has
already been aroused by the publication, in
our contemporary, the Wireless Magazine,
of similar details and we anticipate an
even greater response from our own
readers.

First suggested in America, the linen
diaphragm loud -speaker is now brought
across the Atlantic, so to
speak, for the benefit of
English listeners. The idea
appealed to us from the first,
but only when we had tried
out a working model did we
realise how great were its
possibilities.

Excellent Reproduction
The linen -diaphragm loud -speaker is

capable of providing excellent reproduction
in conjunction with the average receiver

The
Loud-
speaker

is

within
the

ability
of

anyone
to

construct

and furthermore, it is far more sensitive
to weak signals than almost any other type
of instrument. Some who have heard one
or other of the several models of linen -
diaphragm loud -speakers in our laboratory
have expressed a preference for this new
type even compared with a moving -coil
instrument.

As the illustrations indicate, there are
two stretched square diaphragms of linen
drawn together at their centres, through
which passes the driving reed of a balanced -
armature movement. Imagine a small
bass drum, square instead of round, with
its opposite sides separated by only an
inch or two and drawn together at the
centres. There you have a fairly good idea
of the basic construction of the linen
diaphragm loud -speaker.

448

Simple Construction
In practice, two square frames, one larger

than the other, have stretched across them
pieces of embroidery linen suitably doped
with collodion and drawn together at their
centres until the two flat surfaces assume
conical shapes, the apexes of which are
held in contact by the fixing nuts and washer
of an ordinary cone loud -speaker unit.

Those who are intending to build this
loud -speaker are very strongly advised
before starting, to obtain the full-size
blueprint which has been specially pre-
pared by the AMATEUR WIRELESS draughts -

(11

men to assist the constructor. At best, the
following description can only be a comple-
ment to this blueprint, because without
a clear idea of the general construction the
reader will be at a loss to follow the
references made in the following instruc-
tions.

The Frames
The complete frame stand assembly is

obtainable from the Carrington Manufac-
turing Co., Ltd. Assuming that the con-
structor is not going to worry about
assembling the wooden part of the structure
for himself the first part of the task will
be to tack the linen to the two square
frames. The best type of linen for loud-
speaker use is that known as embroidery
linen which, in a good quality, is neither
too coarse nor too fine for the purpose.

Take the large frame and place it square
on a piece of this linen of such a size as to
allow an overlap of 4 in. all round. The
overlapping side of linen nearest the con-
structor is then folded over and round the
four edges of the front of the frame and
tacked to the fourth side, that is to say, the
inside edge of this particular side of the
frame. One tack at the centre and one in
each corner, about one inch from the ends
will do for the present.

Swing round the frame until the opposite
side faces the constructor. The same pro-
cedure is then adopted and three more
tacks used to secure the second side. The
third and fourth sides of the frame are over-
lapped with linen and tacked in the same
way.

It is most important not to draw the
linen too taut in this tacking process.
General stretching and evening up of the
linen surface can be accomplished by
adding more tacks until the four inside
edges of the frame have tacks placed all
round, about f yz in, apart.
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A Loud -speaker of this type was described in the September issue of the
" Wireless Magazine and it met with such unanimous approval that we
felt it desirable to submit this modified instrument for the benefit

of "Amateur Wireless " readers
As the last two sides of the frame are

tacked, the corners must be trimmed by
cutting away the waste linen as will be
clear when the
constructor
comes to this
point in the
process. Three
tacks in each
corner serve to
secure these
overlaps of
linen.

The above se-
quence is repeat-
ed in every
detail in the case
of the smaller
frame. The con-
structor t h e i
has two evenly
stretched linen
diaphragms.

The next
business is to
find the two
centres of the
frames by means
of diagonals

Orivi
rad

Clompla9
fie/r..5

drawn
placed
found

with a pencil along a straight edge
from corner to corner. Having

the centre, prick a small hole, by
carefully "work-
ing " the linen

cutaway

Code Washers

Detail showing attachment of unit to diaphragms

with a sharp
point, such as a
pin or gramo-
phone needle.
Great care must
be taken not to
break) a thread
otherwise t h e
diaphragm will
be ruined: En-
large this hole
at the centre of
each diaphragm
to about 116 in.

Assembling
The two dia-

phragms are
now ready to be
mounted on the
pivoted stand.
To do this, four
thumb -screw
plates have to be

screwed to the large frame on the opposite
side of the diaphragm surface about 3 in.
from each corner. Refer to the blueprint
for this detail.

Next bolt the small frame to the two
main vertical supports of the stand. Four
%-in. tapped bolts serve this purpose.
The diaphragm surface of the small frame
should face the support.

Then the big frame can be fitted to the
supports by means of four lengths of 1/4 -in.
tapped rod screwed into the four plates
already referred to and passing through
the four riomers of the supports. The
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sequence of assembly here, that is to say,
at each corner of the vertical supports, is :
Back of big frame-thumb-screw plate-rod
-nut-washer-support-washer-wing nut.

The four nuts between the vertical
supports and the big frame are then run
along until they touch the thumb -screw
plate so as to bring both diaphragms
as close as possible.

The rod of the balanced armature unit
is then unscrewed and passed through the
two holes already made in the centre of
the two diaphragms. The two cone washers
supplied for the unit are fixed one on each
diaphragm and then two cone washer nuts
fitted over these and screwed down until
each diaphragm is just a little taut.
Doping

The next process is the doping of the
two diaphragms with collodion. Apply
the collodion freely, but not thickly, with a
wide camel-hpir brush. At the same time
tighten up the two cone washer nuts until
the two diaphragms just touch at the
apexes of the cones thus formed. When
these are touching more dope is applied
and the diaphragms left to dry, a process
which will take about a quarter of an hour.

In the meantime the balanced armature
unit can be mounted to the cross support
which has, of course, been removed from
the vertical supports of the frame. Here
gain the constructor can see just where he

is by referring_to the blueprint. When this
has been done the diaphragm will have
dried. The loud -speaker unit rod is then
removed and put back on the unit. The
diaphragms will thus be released but will,
owing to the doping, retain their conical
shapes.

Put one nut on the unit rod, then a
washer and push the iod through the big
diaphragm again so that the nut and washer
come close up to the apex of the smaller
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diaphragm. The cross piece is then adjusted
until absolutely central with respect to the
holes in the diaphragms, after which this
support can be screwed in position.

Then the other cone washer and nut are -

screwed on the end of the rod against the
big diaphragm, so that the two diaphragms
are tightened up until their apexes are
touching as before.

Adjusting the Diaphragms
It is hoped that the constructor will

now be able to appreciate the fact that the
two diaphragms can be pulled apart by 0adjusting the four nuts in

turn between the vertical
supports and base plates.
This should be done until
about 4 in. of rod appears
at each corner.

It is necessary to keep both
diaphragms at approximately

the same tension, otherwise the balanced
armature will be strained. Once the
diaphragms have been adjusted it is best
to leave them set. It might be found

00* \
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advisable to leave the screwed rod in the
diaphragms while stretching, attaching
the unit afterwards.

Directional Effects
All that remains now is to mount the

two diaphragms by means of bolts and
wing nuts to the wooden base. The direc-
tion of sound propagation can be varied
by swivelling the main vertical supports
on the rods passing through the two short
verticals of the base.

Various ways of decorating and finishing
the front diaphragm will no doubt occur
to the constructor. Our plan was to spray
gold paint on to the big diaphragm by
means of a flower -spray, after which
stencils were super -imposed on the gold
paint surface to impart an artistic effect.
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THE linen diaphragm loud -speaker is
the latest development to be exploited

by the AMATEUR WIRELESS Technical Staff
in the interests of their readers. Exclusive
constructional details. are now given of a
loud -speaker of great merit embodying the
new principle. Enormous interest has
already been aroused by the publication, in
our contemporary, the Wireless Magazine,
of similar details and we anticipate an
even greater response from our own
readers.

First suggested in America, the linen
diaphragm loud -speaker is now brought
across the Atlantic, so to
speak, for the benefit of
English listeners. The idea
appealed to us from the first,
but only when we had tried
out a working model did we
realise how great were its
possibilities.

Excellent Reproduction
The linen -diaphragm loud -speaker is

capable of providing excellent reproduction
in conjunction with the average receiver

The
Loud-
speaker

is

within
the

ability
of

anyone
to

construct

and furthermore, it is far more sensitive
to weak signals than almost any other type
of instrument. Some who have heard one
or other of the several models of linen -
diaphragm loud -speakers in our laboratory
have expressed a preference for this new
type even compared with a moving -coil
instrument.

As the illustrations indicate, there are
two stretched square diaphragms of linen
drawn together at their centres, through
which passes the driving reed of a balanced -
armature movement. Imagine a small
bass drum, square instead of round, with
its opposite sides separated by only an
inch or two and drawn together at the
centres. There you have a fairly good idea
of the basic construction of the linen
diaphragm loud -speaker.
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Simple Construction
In practice, two square frames, one larger

than the other, have stretched across them
pieces of embroidery linen suitably doped
with collodion and drawn together at their
centres until the two flat surfaces assume
conical shapes, the apexes of which are
held in contact by the fixing nuts and washer
of an ordinary cone loud -speaker unit.

Those who are intending to build this
loud -speaker are very strongly advised
before starting, to obtain the full-size
blueprint which has been specially pre-
pared by the AMATEUR WIRELESS draughts -

(11

men to assist the constructor. At best, the
following description can only be a comple-
ment to this blueprint, because without
a clear idea of the general construction the
reader will be at a loss to follow the
references made in the following instruc-
tions.

The Frames
The complete frame stand assembly is

obtainable from the Carrington Manufac-
turing Co., Ltd. Assuming that the con-
structor is not going to worry about
assembling the wooden part of the structure
for himself the first part of the task will
be to tack the linen to the two square
frames. The best type of linen for loud-
speaker use is that known as embroidery
linen which, in a good quality, is neither
too coarse nor too fine for the purpose.

Take the large frame and place it square
on a piece of this linen of such a size as to
allow an overlap of 4 in. all round. The
overlapping side of linen nearest the con-
structor is then folded over and round the
four edges of the front of the frame and
tacked to the fourth side, that is to say, the
inside edge of this particular side of the
frame. One tack at the centre and one in
each corner, about one inch from the ends
will do for the present.

Swing round the frame until the opposite
side faces the constructor. The same pro-
cedure is then adopted and three more
tacks used to secure the second side. The
third and fourth sides of the frame are over-
lapped with linen and tacked in the same
way.

It is most important not to draw the
linen too taut in this tacking process.
General stretching and evening up of the
linen surface can be accomplished by
adding more tacks until the four inside
edges of the frame have tacks placed all
round, about f yz in, apart.
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A Loud -speaker of this type was described in the September issue of the
" Wireless Magazine and it met with such unanimous approval that we
felt it desirable to submit this modified instrument for the benefit

of "Amateur Wireless " readers
As the last two sides of the frame are

tacked, the corners must be trimmed by
cutting away the waste linen as will be
clear when the
constructor
comes to this
point in the
process. Three
tacks in each
corner serve to
secure these
overlaps of
linen.

The above se-
quence is repeat-
ed in every
detail in the case
of the smaller
frame. The con-
structor t h e i
has two evenly
stretched linen
diaphragms.

The next
business is to
find the two
centres of the
frames by means
of diagonals

Orivi
rad

Clompla9
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drawn
placed
found

with a pencil along a straight edge
from corner to corner. Having

the centre, prick a small hole, by
carefully "work-
ing " the linen

cutaway

Code Washers

Detail showing attachment of unit to diaphragms

with a sharp
point, such as a
pin or gramo-
phone needle.
Great care must
be taken not to
break) a thread
otherwise t h e
diaphragm will
be ruined: En-
large this hole
at the centre of
each diaphragm
to about 116 in.

Assembling
The two dia-

phragms are
now ready to be
mounted on the
pivoted stand.
To do this, four
thumb -screw
plates have to be

screwed to the large frame on the opposite
side of the diaphragm surface about 3 in.
from each corner. Refer to the blueprint
for this detail.

Next bolt the small frame to the two
main vertical supports of the stand. Four
%-in. tapped bolts serve this purpose.
The diaphragm surface of the small frame
should face the support.

Then the big frame can be fitted to the
supports by means of four lengths of 1/4 -in.
tapped rod screwed into the four plates
already referred to and passing through
the four riomers of the supports. The
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sequence of assembly here, that is to say,
at each corner of the vertical supports, is :
Back of big frame-thumb-screw plate-rod
-nut-washer-support-washer-wing nut.

The four nuts between the vertical
supports and the big frame are then run
along until they touch the thumb -screw
plate so as to bring both diaphragms
as close as possible.

The rod of the balanced armature unit
is then unscrewed and passed through the
two holes already made in the centre of
the two diaphragms. The two cone washers
supplied for the unit are fixed one on each
diaphragm and then two cone washer nuts
fitted over these and screwed down until
each diaphragm is just a little taut.
Doping

The next process is the doping of the
two diaphragms with collodion. Apply
the collodion freely, but not thickly, with a
wide camel-hpir brush. At the same time
tighten up the two cone washer nuts until
the two diaphragms just touch at the
apexes of the cones thus formed. When
these are touching more dope is applied
and the diaphragms left to dry, a process
which will take about a quarter of an hour.

In the meantime the balanced armature
unit can be mounted to the cross support
which has, of course, been removed from
the vertical supports of the frame. Here
gain the constructor can see just where he

is by referring_to the blueprint. When this
has been done the diaphragm will have
dried. The loud -speaker unit rod is then
removed and put back on the unit. The
diaphragms will thus be released but will,
owing to the doping, retain their conical
shapes.

Put one nut on the unit rod, then a
washer and push the iod through the big
diaphragm again so that the nut and washer
come close up to the apex of the smaller
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diaphragm. The cross piece is then adjusted
until absolutely central with respect to the
holes in the diaphragms, after which this
support can be screwed in position.

Then the other cone washer and nut are -

screwed on the end of the rod against the
big diaphragm, so that the two diaphragms
are tightened up until their apexes are
touching as before.

Adjusting the Diaphragms
It is hoped that the constructor will

now be able to appreciate the fact that the
two diaphragms can be pulled apart by 0adjusting the four nuts in

turn between the vertical
supports and base plates.
This should be done until
about 4 in. of rod appears
at each corner.

It is necessary to keep both
diaphragms at approximately

the same tension, otherwise the balanced
armature will be strained. Once the
diaphragms have been adjusted it is best
to leave them set. It might be found
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advisable to leave the screwed rod in the
diaphragms while stretching, attaching
the unit afterwards.

Directional Effects
All that remains now is to mount the

two diaphragms by means of bolts and
wing nuts to the wooden base. The direc-
tion of sound propagation can be varied
by swivelling the main vertical supports
on the rods passing through the two short
verticals of the base.

Various ways of decorating and finishing
the front diaphragm will no doubt occur
to the constructor. Our plan was to spray
gold paint on to the big diaphragm by
means of a flower -spray, after which
stencils were super -imposed on the gold
paint surface to impart an artistic effect.
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"THE DUPLEX LINEN-DIAPHRAGM LOUD- SPEAKER " (Co1zti7!u t)

On no acc,ount paint on the gold paint, as
such procedure will spoil the flexibility
of the linen surface. Any point not clear
from the description can be cleared up
by a careful comparison between the
instructions given and the extremely clear
drawings shown in. the blueprint and the
various photographs.

Components
For the construction. of the loud -speaker

the following materials and components
will be required.

Oak framework, dimensions as in blue-
print (Carrington Mfg. Co.).

% yds. embroidery linen, 36 in. wide
(Best quality).

Four thumb -screw_ plates to take four
33/4 in., lengths of 1/4 in. diameter screwed
steel rod. Six 3% in. by % in. diameter
bolts; twelve washers for bolts; eight y4 in.
nuts; six 1% in. wing nuts (any high-class
ironmonger).

io ozs. Collodion Flexile (chemist).
/ lb. upholsterer's flat -headed % in.

nails (ironmonger).
Loud -speaker unit (Goodman, Blue

Spot, Bullphone, Beam).

BLUEP2W7 17N%/G2
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An Elevation and Vertical Section of the Linen -diaphragm Loud -speaker.
Blueprint available, price 1/-.

" THE ALL-WAVE- MAINS 3 " (Continued from page 426)

fixed condenser is connected in the
aerial lead to improve selectivity and
extend the wavelength range of the coil.
A 2-microfarad condenser is connected in
the earth lead as a precaution against an
accidental short-circuit of the mains --an
unlikely eventuality, it is true.

B.F. transformer. The " Q " transformer
follows the usual rule of numbering : No. 3,
one end of primary to grid of valve through
neutralising condenser. No. 4, centre tap
of primary to H.T.± No. 5, other end of
primary to anode of H.F. valve. No. r,
one end of tuned -secondary to grid of
detector. No. 2, other end of secondary to
G.B.- for the anode bend bias. No. 6,
free end of reaction\ winding, through
.000r-microfaracl  reaction condenser to
anode of detector valve.

The whole transformer is tuned by means
of the .0005'-riiierofatad condenser across the
secondary.

Low -frequency amplifier : The H.F.
choke hi series -\\"1-th the anode of the
detector valve and one end of the primary
ensures smooth .reaction. Between the
other end of the primary and H.T.+ is a
5o,000 -ohm resistance, which, in conjunc-
tion with the 2-microfarad fixed condenser
connected between the junction of the
primary and the resistance and earth forms
an anode filter, which effectively prevents
any tendency on the part of the L.F. stage
to "motor -boat."

Output circuit : The loud -speaker winding

is not connected directly in the anode
circuit of the third valve. A low -frequency
choke is substituted and the loud -speaker
connected in series with a 2-microfarad
condenser between the anode and H.T.-.
The low -frequency impulses are thus
diverted through the "loud -speaker, the
winding of which is completely isolated
from the direct current flowing in the L.F.
choke.

Filament supply,: The 4 -volt secondary
on the power transformer is connected
across the heater elements of the A.C.
valves and the operating filaments are
therefore free. All three are joined
together and taken to the slider of a poten-
tiometer, the winding of which is connected
across the heater secondary. The anode
circuits are thus completed through- this
potentiometer.

Grid bias : -All three valves are negatively
biased. The grid of the H.F. valve gets its
bias via the aerial coil in the same Way the
glad Of the detector is biased throtigh the
secondary winding of the H.F. trans-
fOrrner froin the G.B. battery. The
L.F. valve bias is obtained in the usual
way.

The complete circuit therefore provides
(i) H.T. and L.T. from A.C. mains, com-
pletely free from all hum. (2) All -wave
tuning from 250-2,000 metres due to
the -" Q " coils. (3) Sensitivity and
selectivity due to the valves and tuning
systems respectively.

Components Required
Ebonite or bakelite panel, 16 in. by 8 in.

(Radion, Becol, Pertinax, Paxolin).
Two .0005-microfarad variable condensers

with slow-motion movement (Polar
" Ideal, " J. B., Burndept, Ormond, Igranic.
Li ssen) .

.000r-microfarad reaction condenser
(Peto-Scott "Midget," J.B., Bowyer -Lowe,
Igranic).

Two dial indicators (Bulgin).
Three A.G. valve sockets (Cosmos).
Anti-microphonic valve holder (Lotus,

W.B., Benjamin, Wearite, Trix).
"Q" aerial coil (Wearite, Lewcos).
" Q " split -primary coil (Wearite, Lewcos).
Neutralising condenser (Burne- Jones,

Bowyer -Lowe, Gambrell).
High -frequency choke (Lissen, R.I. and

Varley, Wearite, Lewcos, Trix).
Three 2-microfarad Mansbridge type

fixed condensers (Dubilier, Hydra, Lissen,
T.C.C.).

8-microfarad and 4-microfarad, Mans -
bridge type, fixed condensers (Dubilier
type B.D., Hydra, T.C.C,).

.000i-mfd. fixed condenser (Graham -Fan;
ish, Trix, Lissen, Dubilier, C.D.M., Watmel).

50,000 -ohm resistance, with holder
(Graham-Farish, R.I. and Varley, Lissen,
Dubilier).

Low -frequency transformer (Ferranti,
type A.F.5, R.I. and Varley, Igranic,
Lissen, Mullard).

(Continued on page 48o)
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JUST A REMINDER-
there is a Lissen
radio component
for every need
in every published

circuit
The Lissen range has been extended until
now there is a Lissen component to fill every
radio requirement. Study your blueprint
-then study the Lissen List (free, from
any radio dealer) and you will find a saving
in cost is possible on almost every specified
component, by replacing with the Lissen
Value -for -Money CompOnents. Remember,
there is the Lissen experience and the guar-
antee of the whole Lissen organisation behind
Lissen components.

4 RicatZ
1,14010

1111SSSSE E rat,AY

- - AND 7 DAYS' APPROVAL
wherever you buy new Lissen parts.

HERE ARE FOUR STANDARD LISSEN COMPONENTS
LISSEN FIXED LISSEN LISSEN LISSEN L.F.

CONDENSER H.F. CHOKE R.C.C. UNIT TRANSFORMER

They are leak -proof, they never vary. They
deliver all their stored -up energy. Guaranteed
accurate to within 5 per cent of marked
capacities. Improved case permits mounting
upright or flat. Grid -leak clips are included
free with every grid condenser. Unaffected
by temperature changes.

Capacities .00131 to .001 mfd. 1/..
.002 to .006 mfd. 116

These Chokes are designed particularly for
Reinartz and other capacity reactive circuits.
The growing popularity of this effective
method of smooth reaction control is reflected
in the demand for the Lissen H.F. Chokes.
Hermetically scaled.

5/6

Provides a complete Resistance Capacity
Coupling Unit. Includes 2 LISSEN Fixed
Resistances and 1 LISSEN Condenser.
May be mounted upright or flat.

4/-
LISSEN LIMITED, FRIARS LANE, RICHMOND, SURREY

Impedance suitable for all usual circuits.
May be used for first, second, or third stage.
Turns ratio 3 to I. Resistance ratio 4 to 1.

8/6
( Managing Director Thos. N. Cole).

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of !_`A.W,'"_ with Your Order
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12(7.DIOGR(IMS
TN the series of- twelve plays, to be broad-
1- cast one a month, the B.B.C. has in
rehearsal for October Maeterlinck's The
Betrothal. On the operatic side during that
month we are to be given from the 2L0
studio Pelleas and IVIelisande, by Debussy.
A performance of Samson 'and Delilah
(Saint Saens) is in preparation and will be
given in November.

The season of B.B.C. symphony concerts
to be given at the Queen's Hall, Londrin,
will open on October 12, when Sir Thomas
Beecham will direct the orchestra. Many
British and foreign conductors have been
engaged for the season, including such well-
known personalities as Sir Henry Wood,
Sir I-ramilton Harty, Granville Bantriek,
Franz von Hoesslin, Ernst Ansermet,
Albert Coates, Sir Landon Ronald, Albert
Wolff, and Gino Marinuzzi. All these con-
certs will be broadcast.

On the occasion of the visit of the Carl
Rosa Opera Company to Cardiff, on Octo-
ber r 7, Act 3 (the garden scene) of Gounod's
opera, Faust, will be relayed to Daventry
5GB.

October 9 is the date fixed for the first of
the weekly hours of vaudeville, revue, and
variety arranged for broadcast by Albert de
Courville; arrangements have been made
for a series of six programmes.

" Seamark," an author who must have
thrilled many readers with his clever novels,
has written a sketch entitled, The 'Ole in the
Road, in which he himself will take the part
of a navvy.

On September 29, the 21.0 studio will be
visited by the British Legion Military Band,
conducted by Robert Eastleigh, which will
provide the main feature of the evening
programme.

The Man from Toronto, a comedy by
Douglas *Tay, which enjoyed consider-
able success' at the Royalty Theatre, Lon-
don, S01110 years ago, will be broadcast for
the first time from 2L0 and 5XX on
October 3:

Listeners to 5GB on October 2 arid 4 will
hear Culley and Gofton, two variety.artistes
who describe themselves as broadcasters of
broad grins in broad Yorkshire.

When the Rt. Hon. J. Ramsay Mac-
Donald opens an exhibition of paintings by,
old Dutch masters at the Cartwright
Memorial Hall, Bradford, on September z8,
his speech will be broadcast through all the
North of England stations.

Les Cloches .de CorneL'ille, Planquette's
evergreen comic opera, is down for per-
formance at the Newcastle studio on
October 3. The principal parts have been
entrusted to Marjory , Dixon, Vivienne
Chatterton, Gregory Stroud, and Henry
Wendon.

The new Laibach (Jugo-Slavia) 2.5 -kilo-
watt broadcast transmitter now tests daily
towards 8 p.m., B.S.T., on a wavelength of

570 metres. Announcements are given out
in the Serbian, English, French, German,
and Italian languages, the call being Radio
Ljubliana (pronounced Liubliana). As an
interval signal between items, the call of
the cuckoo has been adopted.

Although attempts have been made by
Beziers (France) to relay open-air operatic

, performances from its historic Roman
arena, permission to use telephone cables
has always been refused by the French
-PT?. The station now' intends to effect a
relay by wireless link.

A new wireless telephony and telegraphy
transmitter for the cross -Channel airplane
services has been erected at Middlekerke,
near OStend. Tests are being carried out
daily on 900, 5,409, and 1,6$3 metres.

At Ghent (Belgium) loud -speakers have
been installed on the railway station plat-
forms in order to advise passengers of the
departure and arrival of trains. They are
operated from the main signal box.

.As.a.speCial attraction for the forthcom-
ing International Exhibition at Barcelona
(Spain), plans have been approved for the
erection outside' the- city of a 400 -metre
tower=too metres higher than the Eiffel
Tower. It is proposed to construct it in
seven stories, the three first to be reserved
to hotels, the fourth to a theatre, the fifth
to a museum, the sixth to a library, and the
top platform to a powerful wireless tele-
phony and telegraphy transmitter. The
circumference of this gigantic tower at its
base will reach some six hundred feet.

L.T. SUPPLY ECONOMY ""
(Continued from page 442)

mercury cups on the base plate. Drill each
with a fine drill right through the base
plate. Now take a y4 in. twist drill and drill
out the twenty-four cups in the places
marked out, making each cup g in. deep.
Into each cup pass the end of a piece of
flex from below and seal it in with sealing
wax, Chatterton compound, or a small
screw. The free end of the flex should be
teased out and spread in the cup, but must
not emerge from it. Connect the pieces
of flex to the mains, the receiving set, and
the blocks as shown in Fig. 3, and screw
the ebonite base plate on to a wooden board.

The cups must now be filled with
mercury. This is best done by means of a
fountain -pen filler. The mercury should
reach within about in. of the top of each
cup (see Fig. 4).

The switch is now ready for use. By
lowering the contact strip into the mercury
cups on 'one side, two of the blocks are
automatically connected in parallel to the
receiving set, while the two other blocks
are charged in series from the mains through
the lamp L. This lamp should pass a current
half as strong as the current supplied to the
set. Thus, if the valve current is % ampere
a thirty -watt lamp will suffice in the

charging circuit if the supply voltage is
240. If the supply voltage is in the neigh-
bourhood of 12o, a 15 watt lamp will
suffice, as it gives the same current.

The voltage supplied to the set is ro.
This suffices for all wireless purposes, and
can be adapted to any valve by introducing
an appropriate rheostat. Allowance should
be made for the fact that the internal
resistance of small accumulators is greater
than that of the ordinary size.

The greater the number, of blocks used, 
the greater the economy of charging current.
The four -block arrangement just described
Costs 215. in first cost and will furnish
% ampere for sixteen hours (or for 32
hours if the supply voltage is 120) for the
price of one unit.

The rule to be observed in the choice
of the' charging current is the following :
Divide the valve current required by the
number of blocks simultaneously charged in
parallel. The result is the charging current
required. The charging current, multiplied
by the supply voltage, gives the wattage
of the lamp to be inserted in the charging
socket.

The satisfactory and economical workirig
of the arrangement depends largely upon
the correct choice of the charging current
according to the rule given above. The
working is then very simple. All that is

necessary is to use the batteries equally
turn and turn about. This can be secured
in two ways. Either the set is turned on for
the same period each day, using the right-
hand cups one day, and the left-hand cups
the next; or the set is kept functioning on
one side till it shows the first signs of
running down, when it is promptly switched
over to the other side for charging, while
by the same movement a freshly charged

'battery is brought into action to work the
valves.

The switch and set of batteries may be
enclosed in a box, with two ebonite rods,
connected to the ends of the contact strip,
emerging through the top of the lid. A
tap on one or other of these rods will switch
over instantly, and the whole arrangement
is absolutely "foolproof."

The connector G shown in Fig. 3 is for
the use of the fortunate owners of a set of
H.T. accumulators. These may be re-
charged While the set is not in use.

The arrangement described in this article
is designed primarily for those who have a
D.C. house current. Where there is an
A.C. supply economical recharging is a
matter of transformers and rectifiers, but I
have used the above arrangement success-
fully with an aluminium rectifier in the
charging circuit and everything else
unchanged.
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"A.W." TESTS OF APPARATUS
Conducted bp our Technical Editor, j. H. REY NER, B.Sc.(Hons.), A.M.I.E.E.

Au -max Short-wave H.F. Choke
SHORT-WAVE receivers are becoming

increasingly popular with, wireless en-
thusiasts who enjoy handling delicate -sets
of this nature. Apart from the actual
tuning coils and condensers, an efficient
high -frequency choke is an essential feature
of a short-wave set and must be designed
specifically for its work,

An ingenious high -frequency choke for
the ultra -short wavelengths, known as the
Airmax choke, is marketed by J. Dyson and
Co., Ltd., of 5-7 Godwin Street, Bradford.
With the object of reducing the capacity of
this choke to a minimum, the winding is
placed in a single layer on a former consist-
ing of two narrow insulating strips fixed at
right angles to one another. In this manner
the turns are air -spaced to a great extent,

Airmax Short-wave Choke
and therefore the overall capacity is much
reduced. Furthermore, the insulated strips
are freely drilled with holes with the object
of further improVing the component's per-
formance:* The ends of the winding are
brought to two pins oil either side of the
former, and these fit into a special two -
socket base.

Tested in a short-wave .set, the com-
ponent 'functioned satisfactorily from a
wavelength below 15 metres up to a value
exceeding toe metres. The choke will,
therefore, cover the full range required for
short-wave work. There was no evidence of
faulty choking at any intermediate wave-
length,:

Trix Plug and Socket
Ej. LEVER, LTD., of 33 Clerkenwell

 Green, have submitted a neat
pattern plug and socket for test and report.

The socket consists of a. cylindrical piece
of insulated material in which four metal
sockets are mounted, the spacing of the
sockets being the-smile as that of a normal
valve holder : the component can, in fact,
be utilised as a rigid valve holder in ampli-
fying stages or 'battery eliminators. Each
socket terminates in a length of screwed
rod, which, with the aid of four nuts, will
fix the component to a panel. The price is is.

The plug comprises four pins mounted in

I dila ill ON6-1 .iodIMO

an insulated holder and terminating in neat
screw connectors. These connectors are

Trix Plug and Socket
finally enclosed in a cylindrical insulated
cover, which screws into place with a hole
in the back to allow for the connecting cord.
The plug pins are split in a similar manner
to valve pins, and are, therefore, a good fit
in the socket.

Cossor Screen -grid Valve
SINCE its inception the screen -grid four -

electrode valve has caused much inter-
est amongst wireless enthusiasts; but
owing to the extra complications in receiver
design they involve, only a limited number
of experimenters have tried them out.
Recently, however, the characteristics of
the valve have been improved to such an
extent that there is little question ,as to
whether its use is worth while.

We recently tested one of the new Cossor
2 -volt screen -grid valves which is designed

TURZEHILL LABORATORIES
I, ./

- CALIBRAT 0/Y WART

C o 4s a a I-
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.7,41, NUTS
-S -6 -4 -2 0 12

Characteristic Curve; of Cossor SG 220
-to fit in an ordinary valve holder. The
anode of the valve is taken out to an insu-
lated terminal mounted on the top of the
glass bulb. In order to obtain the best
results with this valve, it should be mounted
in such a position that it passes through a
screen, which, in conjunction with the

internally fitted screen, completely isolates
the grid and filament leads from the anode
terminal.

The figures obtained on test in our labor-
atories give a good idea of the efficiency of
this valve : the filament consumption is
.2 ampere at 2 volts. With too volts on
the anode and 8o volts on the screen, the
valve was found to have an impedance of
94,000 ohms and an amplification factor of
loo: this gives a mutual conductance
exceeding i milliampere per volt, which is
certainly a high figure. The valve is made by
A. C. Cossor, Ltd., of Highbury Grove, N.5

Ripault H.T. Battery
IT is only lately that the public are begin-
' ning to realise that a small -capacity
high-tenbion battery, when used in a multi -
valve set, is a poor investinent, since more
economical running can be obtained with a

Ripault Double -capacity H.T. Battery

larger capacity battery, even though the
first cost is greater. High-tension battery
manufacturers are, therefore, starting to
grade their batteries into certain standard
sizes.

A Ripault 6o -volt double-capacitybattery
(made by Ripaults, Ltd., oft King's Road,
N.W.r) has recently been sent in for test
and report. -The cells of this battery have a
similar action to the well-known Leclanche
cell and, in consequence, after heavy usage,
the battery will revive to some extent, and
this gives a long life.

Each battery is housed in a stiff card-
board case, measuring 74 in. by 64 in. by
31/4 in. The first nine volts on the negative
side are tapped at every r1/2 volts for grid
bias ; this is an" excellent feature. The
tappings then occur at every 9 volts up
to 6o.

We subjected this battery to a continuous
test lasting 262 hours. Since the rated dis-
charge is 12 milliamperes, a resistance was
placed across the battery to take a discharge
of this value. At the completion of the test
the current had fallen to 6 milliamperes,
giving a mean discharge of 9 milliamperes
for 262 hours, which is equivalent to a total
discharge of over 2,30o milliampere hours.

Oh leaving the battery idle for twenty-
four hours, the discharge on the same
resistance rose to 8 milliamperes.
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Don't engage a Valve tiGwv"srwithout a good character

" Cosmos -Met -Vick " A.C. Valves are
each supplied with a written character,
the details of which are in close accord
with the actual inherent character of
the valve.

The A.C./G (Green Spot) Valve can be used
for any stage except the last. It has a very
high amplification factor of 35 with an imped-
ance of only 17,500 ohms. It is suitable as a
Detector and for all forms of coupling.
Used by Mr. N. P. Vincer-Minter in his A.C. 2

A.C.3 (Wireless World, Aug. 22 and Sept. 5.)

The new reduced prices are comparable
with those of ordinary battery valves and
will greatly assist all who are converting
their sets from battery working to
operation from the electric light mains.

The A.C./R (Red Spot) valve has been design-
ed specially for the Loud Speaker Stage. It
has a very high mutual conductance, and am-
plification factor of 10 with an impedance of
2,500 ohms at 180 volts H.T.
It will give twice the output for the same input
of any battery operated valve on the market.

EVERY USER IS ENTHUSIASTIC ABOUT

"COSMOS" A.C. VALVES

See us
at

OLYMPIA
STANDS

32
AND

41

PRICES NOW
REDUCED

TO Mr.
15/- 17/6
(GREEN SPOT) (RED SPOT)

METRO VICK SUPPLIES
LIMITED

Proprietors :
Metropolitan -Vickers Electrical Co. Ltd.

155 Charing Cross Road, /
LONDON, W.C. 2.

fog will Help Yourself and Help Us b y Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers

R
-V119-
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Here is that buying
opportunity that battery -
users everywhere wait
for! Exide Week! This
year the opportunity is
greater than ever. Not
only have Exide prices
recently been reduced,
but the range of Exide
Batteries for every pur-
pose has been increased.

REDUCTION IN
FAMOUS Exide

At its new price this battery
represents value that is
extraordinary indeed! For
those without an electricity
supply in their homes, here

REDUCED /7/6
FROM

Traders all over the king-
dom are making special
displays. Be advised to
consult your nearest
Exide dealer or Service
Agent on the question of
your wireless and car
batteries. Most impor-
tant of all - specify an
Exide - the long life
Battery.

PRICE OF THE
W. H. 10 VOLTS

5,000 millianzpere hours.

is a battery, which, quality
and capacity considered is
the most economical High
Tension unit available
to -day.

EXIDE BATTERIES, Clifton Junction, Nr. Manchester.

Please Mention "A.W." when Corresponding with Advertisers
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D UBILIER
K.C. DRUM -CONTROL
CONDENSERS

"K.C." with drum control
and slow-motion
device .0003 or
.1005 -

15/6

Triple "K.C.," each Con -
d
.9OS

r,r, .0003 or
C0 - -

Trip'e "K.C.," Combinl-
ttons of .0003 and 40/.0005 - - -

DIHIE
...MR. TRAM %WO

TWO Dubilier Drum -Control Condensers are the latest
additions to the already famous " K C." line.

One, the " K.C." Single Condenser, is operated by two
drums for coarse and fine adjustment respectively.

The other, the " K.C." Triple Condenser, has three drums,
but no slow-motion device. The drums are sufficiently
close together to enable either simultaneous or independent
control of three condensers.

Come and see these Condensers at

STANDS 102-103
Radio Exhibition, Olympia, September 22-29, where the
many other new Dubilier products will be on show.

DUBILIECONDENSERS

Advt. of Dubilier Condenser Co. (1925), Ltd,
Due -on Works, North Acton, W.3.

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order

e
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VIBROLDER
VIBROLDER is the modern way of spelling "valve
holder," because Vibrolder means so much more.

It is the pass -word to improved reception.
The Vibrolder will fit every British four -pin valve-
end what is more will fit it perfectly. The.Vibrol-
der has no float, the valve legs plugging straight
into the coils of the anti-microphonic springs,which
are free to move laterally as well as vertically.
Thus perfect contact is assured even if the spacing

of the valve legs is irregular.
A modern set demands the Vibrolder-the modern

valve holder.
FIT VIBROLDER THIS SEASON

Price 1 /6
The original Benjamin model is still retained

Price 2/ -

See the Vibrolder, the battery switch,
and the full range of Benjamin com-

ponents on

Stand 171 at Olympia

-1* I

RADIO PRODUCTS
BRANTWOOD WORKS

Tottenham, London,
N.17

The "Beam"
Cone Speaker

Unit

21/ -

BEAM
TRANSM ISSION

BEAM
REPRODUCTION

A revolution in reproducton.
The Beam is a 4 -pole Floating Armature Unit and gives abso-
lut -ly distortionless reproduction. It takes and uses for your
pleasure every bit of power that your receiver gives.
It is soundly and scientifically constructed. Has the very best
materials put into it and gets the very best out of your set. A
real " Melody Maker " and costs only 21/-.
Has eccentric adjustment, heavy magnets and dust -proof coils.
Every Beam Unit carries a 12 months Guarantee. Obtainable
from all Dealers, or Post Free for 21/-. Complete with 4' 6"
flexible lead with contacts.

35, FARRINGDON ROAD,
LONDON, E.C.1.

Trh : lie?. 704S

For quick change - over, use

Look out for this Shotv:asi
ST AND No. 236 OLYMPIA

TERMINAL BRACKETS
Here is a means of immediately
converting -Screw Terminal con-
nections to the popular Plug and
Socket system. The advantages

of this bracket are easily seen.
For speed in making and breaking
contact there is no finer method.
Used with CLIX-LOX or
PARALLEL PLUGS all possi-
bility of bad contact is elithinated.
It is the most economical method
of changing over to plug and
socket connections.

Price ld. each
Try one and you will in turn use the other seven. See
THE "CLIX" SHOWCASE ON YOUR DEALER'S COUNTER

The Showcase includes-
CLIX PARALLEL PLUGS - 2d.
CLIX COIL PINS - - - 2d.
CLIX SPIRAL WANDER

PLUGS 2d.
CLIX SPADE TERMINALS - 2d.

CLIX PARALLEL
SOCKETS Id. and 11(14

CLIX PIN TERMINALS - - 2d.
CLIX-LOX WANDER PLUGS 2/d.
CLIX TERMINAL BRACKETS Id.

Supplies and illustrated catalogues obtainable from all dealers.

LECTRO LINX, LTD.
254 VAUXHALL BRIDGE ROAD, LONDON, S.W.r

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order
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GRAMOPHONE
e Nov

PICK- UP
THE introduction of the B.T.H Gramophone Pick-up mark .

a very definite step towards fidelity in sound reproduction.
It is a thoroughly reliabl: instrument of extreme sensitivity

and is capable of translating the impressions on the gramo-
phone record into electrical impulses over an exceptionally
wide range of frequencies. A wonderfully designed balanced
tone arm ensures correct needle weight, thus minimising wear -
on the record. Used in conj mction with the pew B.T.H.
Pick-up amplifier, and a moving -coil loud speaker, a most
remarkable degree of tonal purity is obtained.

Price £2 : 5 :
r%st 304z

The B.T.H.
Pick-up Amplifier
This i strument will apreal to
those who have t eir own power
an plificrs, but require a further
stage In addition to the one
stage of amplification. this
instrumcn: embodies a Ecrat
elimin-tor and volume control

Price -- £3 : 7 6

Ask to see these ins rument;
at Stands 86 & 101 at the
National Radio Exhibition
Olympia. Sept. 22nd to 29th

The British Thomson -Houston Go. Ltd.

OLYMPIA
STAND No. 130

CARBORIINDITM
PERMANENT
DETECTOR

M
CARBORUNDUM

STABILISING
DETECTOR UNITI
CARBORUNDUM
GRID LEAKS &

RESISTANCESI
CARBORUNDUM

R.C.C. UNIT

Sliger,n,X&Wd41,6Lwar.V.,

CARBORUND M
IN RADIO

CARBORUNDUM RADIO PRODUCTS
are still at the head of their class
They are unique in manufacture and embody many special
features which are giving pleasing satisfaction to thousands

of radio enthusiasts.

Make a point of inspecting these remarkable components at
our Stand No. 13o at the National Radio Exhibition, or write

now for full details.

Carborundum Radio Products are stocked by all leading
wireless dealers, who are authorised to refund full price

paid if they are unsatisfactory in any way.

The Carborundum Co. Ltd. Manchester

You will Helo Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers

OLYMPIA
STAND No. 130
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BETTER SETS
ARE BUILT BY
COMPONENTS
BEARING THIS

MARK-
.WEA .11"
COMPOIVEA/TS

1111111111

WEARITE Q COILS

II

Aerial Coil . as used in Symphonic 5 15/.
H.F. Transformer Four (W.M.) 21/.
Reinartz Coil - - 21/..

WEARITE STANDARD H.F. CHOKE
6/6 (for Inceptor 3)

NATIONAL RADIO EXHIBITION
STANDS 251 & 252 IN GALLERY

Wearite H.F. Choke (Short Wave) - r 4/6
Wearite H.F. Choke (Heavy Duty for Eliminators) - . 10/6

WRIGHT & WEAIRE LTn 740, HIGH ROAD,
1,1 TOTTENHAM, N.17.

Telephone: Tottenham 3847 and 3848. Te'egrams: (Inland) " Wri:ewea, Tottlane, London"; (Foreign)" Writewea, London."
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D LUXE SIMPLICITY
TWO VALVE SET

ALL WAVE MULTI -,RANGE MODEL

FLIU. CONSTRUCTIONAL
DETAILS SEE OvERPACTI

PANEL sat /In;

1 0'- secures
If yeti hare electric light in your home scar high-tension
battery troubles are ended. A Dunham Ellinivatcr

gives you perfect reception on your wireless set.
OUTSTMIDING

Absolutely silent. Uses least froin
Internal fusee.

Eeantiinily finished enamelled iron screening eases
giving complete protection Ram ire and inductive
nterferences.
Made under I.E.F. regulations and incorporating
isolating transformer. No troublesome, messy
chemicals with periodical electrodes to replace.

Senior model, cotton
150 volts 20 mullamps, £5 185. fici.
Royalty paid. Or 10,
with order and 10
monthly.

Redure model. out-
put 180 volt, 40
millianips. 6E7'7.
Royalty Paid. Or
12/6 with order
and 12,6 intny.
Free tally de.
eeriptive leaflet
on request.
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Lower Prices
now make your choice
inevitably Marconiphone
Specify Marconiphone Accumulators --for longer
life and lower prices. Only in Marconiphone can
you obtain plates built from the new formula
especially to resist acid attack- and a host of
other features that ensure unfailing service under
all conditions. Marconiphone Accumulators
are sold by most wireless dealers.

Price without Price complete
crates. with crates.

2 volt 20 amp. hrs. fo 9 6 ... ,fo 13 6
2 volt 30 amp. hrs. fo i i 6 ... fo 16 6 4 olt 4o amp. hrs.
z volt 4o amp. hrs. LO 13 6 ... 8 o 6 volt zo amp. hrs.
4 volt 20 amp. hrs. fo 19 0 3 6 6 volt 3o amp. hrs.
4 volt 3o amp. hrs. £1 3 0 9 0 6 volt 40 amp. hrs.

e a,iiiouat
crates,

Price templtle
1,1111 trait's.

£t 7 0 13 0
£1 8 6 ... £t 13 9
£1 14 6 ... I:2 i o
£2 0 6 ... £2 7 o

THE MARCONIPHONE COMPANY LTD. (Dept. P), 210-212 Tottenham Court Road, London, W.1
Showrooms :-210-212 Tottenham Court Road, London, W.r, and Afarconi House, Strand, W.C.2

MARCONIPHONE
LT ACCUMULATORS

7heNew mil ow

i%.11- prices of
BELLING -LEE
TERMINALS
akz daft:Lai/IS

Yitotactivoli. §

STANDS
NOs. 220 a. 221

Itelling ' Lee, Ltd., Queenmay Works, Ponders End, Middlese.v.
Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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In the comprehensive range of AMATEUR WIRELESS and WIRELESS

FOR [VERYONE

MAGAZINE receivers every listener is catered for-from the crystal user
to the " de -luxe " man. The list below of our best receivers is given with
the object of helping the intending constructor to choose just the right

set for his purpose.

TWO OUTSTANDING RECEIVERS

SEPTEMBER 29, 1928

THE Q -COIL 3 : This is an excellent general-purpose receiver,
embodying the "Q" coil and the popular R.C. and

Peeling transformer L.F. coupling ar-
'  (,250 000 fangement.  With the " Q ".

coil, coil changing for medium
and long wavelengths is no
longer necessary-it is simply
done by the flick of a switch
-while, owing to, its astatic
pxopgrties, lotalsfation pick-
up is eliminated. The receiver
is sensitive and can receive,
besides home stations, a num-
ber df Continental and three or
four long -wave stations on the

II 1010111111- speaker. Blueprint A.W. 84,
6.17. price 1:-.

A WAVETRAP TO CUT OUT LOCAL STATION
KNIFE-EDGE WAVETRAP : Lack of selectivity is undoubtedly the

greatest drawback of the average two or three -valve receiver in use at
the present time. A simple external addition in
the form of a wavetrap will greatly assist in
separating distant transmissions from those
emanating froin the local station. Long experi-
ence proves that the type of wavetrap shown
here is the most effective in cutting out the
local station, without cutting out everything
else as well. A tapped coil and a tuning condenser
are all the additional components required.
Blueprint 131, price 1/-.

49/..
Wa.1

0.0(1071
IFAM/Yili f17

THE FIVE -POUNDER FOUR : The object of the designers of this
receiver was to produce an inexpensive, extremely simple to construct,
long-range loud -speaker re- nT+2

ceiver. And they have cer: wita

tainly succeeded. It costs less
than five pounds to buy the
parts, there are no soldered
connections, and during an
independent test carried out in
one evening twenty odd sta-
tions were logged. It has a
neutralised H.F. valve, detec-
tor valve, and R.C. and trans-
former -coupled L.P. valves. Plug-in centre -tapped coils are
used for medium and long wavelengths. There are only twe
tuning controls. Blueprint W.M. 91. price 1 6.

-OLT+

n;

A NO -TROUBLE H.T. BATTERY ELIMINATOR
ELIMINATOR FOR HIGH-TENSION : In the all -metal eliminator the

listener has the fruits of a remarkable new development, the solid metal
rectifier. The Westinghouse
rectifier, in conjunction with a
suitably designed mains trans-
former smoothing circuit and
series resistances, provides a
constant and noiseless supply
from A.C. mains of zoo volts
D.C., up to a load of 50 -milliamperes. The three alternative high-
tension positive terminals on the unit are particularly useful for
running a screen -grid valve receiver where varying H.T. supplies
are essential. Blueprint 135, price 1/-.

Min

NeWiertivt r

COMPLETE BLUEPRINT LIST OF "A.W." & WIRELESS MAGAZINE SETS
Copies of the "Amateur Wireless" and of " Wireless Magazine" containing descriptions of all these sets can be obtained at 4d. and ls. 3d.

respectively, post free.
New -style Baffle Three (D, RC, Push-pull)

(Price is. 6d.) ..
All -wave Mains Three (HF, D, 'trans, Recti-

fier-Price is. 6d.) ..
Continental (HF, D, RC)..
Screened -grid (HF, 0, RC) ..
Five -guinea 3 (HF, D, Trans) ..
Dominions Short -waver (13. z Trans)
Metropolitan (0. 2LF)
Everyday (D, 2 Trans) ..
Music Charmer (D, RC, Trans)
Britannia (0, RC, Trans)..
Home and Garden 3 (13, 2I2C)
Pole -to -Pole Shortwaver (D, RC, Trans)
Glee -singer Three (0, 2RC)
Aladdin Three (HF, D, LF)

CRYSTAL SETS. 6d. each, post free.
" Best -yet'' Set .. AWt 14
Centre -tap Set .. WM so
ONE -VALVE SETS. ts. each, post free.

Ultra sensitive Hartley One .. AW1o3
Fan's Short-wave One ..
Super Reinartz One ..
Beginners' One-valver

AW1x9
AViri 27
AW 14o

Long-range Hartley .. .. WM54
Reflexed One for the Loud -speaker .. WM66
TWO -VALVE SETS. ts. each, post free.

Britain's Favourite (D, Trans) (Price 4d., with
copy of "A.W."). . . . . AW 74

Home -and -Abroad z (D, Trans).. AW 77

Oceanic Short-wave (D, 'Frans) ..
AAWW9, atUltra -selective Hartley (D. Trans)

Trapped Reinartz (D, Trans) .. AW 92
"Q' z (D, Trans) ..

W 9
Long Distance Two (HF, ..

AAAWW11391°4DX Headphone 'Two ($F, Det.)
Ace of Twos (D. Pentode) .. AW143
Girdle Two (Price is. 3d., with copy of "IV M.") WM3o
Mains -fed z (D, LF) WM37

Two -programme 2 (D, Trans) .. :
British Broadcast 2 (D,Trans)

Q -coil 2 (0, Trans) .. WM62
Crusader (0, Trans) .. WM69
Flat -dweller's z (HF, D) WM76
Two Daventry Two (D, Tram) WM07
Tetrode Short-wave Two (SG,D) WM99
THREE -VALVE SETS. is. each, post free.
Modern Tuned -anode (HF, D, Trans) .. AW 35
All-frorri-the-MaMs (D, 2LF) AW 41
Short-wave (D, RC 'Trans) .. AW so
Ether -searcher (D, RC, Trans) AW 52
Britain's Favourite (D, RC, 'Frans) (Price 4d.,

with copy of "A.W.") . . . . . . AW 72
Broadcast 3 (D. RC. Trans) .. , . AW 76
Q -coil 3 (0, RC, Trans) . AW 84
Clarion 3 (D, z Trans) .. . AW 88
Summer -time DX Three (HF.D. Trans.) .. AW1o6
Three -valve Mains receiver (HF, D, Trans) AWto9
British Station (Three HF, D, Trans).. AW1z2
Optional Two -three (D.2LF.) AW124
" Simpler Wireless" Mains Three (D, 2 LF) AWr 26
Simplicity Screen -grid Three (HF, D, Trans) AWI32
" Proms " Three (D, 2RC) . AWz 37
Adaptable Three (D, 2 Trans.) .. AW139

AW143

AViri 44
WM 7
WM2
WM29
WM39
WM48
WM52
WM60
WM67
WM78
WM89
WM92
WM95

Inceptor Three (SG, U, Pentode-Is. 3d., with
copy of " Wireless Magazine ") .. WM rips

FOUR -VALVE SETS. I s. 6d. each, post free.
'Tuned -anode 3-4 (HF, D, z Trans) .. AW 49
Near and FarThree-four(HF, D. RC, Trans) AW113
" Pick-up " Three-four (D, '2 Dual Inip.) . AW118
Explorer Four (HF, D, RC, Trans) AWizo
Summertime Searcher (zHF, D, Trans) .. AWi 28
Overseas Shortwaver (HF D, z Trans)
Simplicity (HF, 0, 2 Trans) W1V1I34,3)

Station -finder (HF, D, 2FtC) . WM68
Gramo-Radio 4 (D RC, 2 Trans Push -pulled) .. WM7o
Q -coil 4 (HF, ED, Trans, RC) .. WM71
Screened -grid 4 (HF, D, 211C) ..   WM77
Frame Aerial 4 (HF, D, 2RC) _..  . .
All -from -the -Mains Four (HF, D, 2LF) WM86
Five -pounder Four (HF .13, RC, Trans.) .. WM9I
Symphonic Four (HF, D, 2LF) WM98
FIVE -VALVE SETS. ls. 6d. each, post free.
Exhibition 5 (zHF, D, RC Trans) WM33
1928 Five (zHF, D. 2 Frans) .. . WM46
All -the -world 5 (2HF, D 211C) WM63
Cataract 5 (HF, D, RC, Push-pull) ..  . WM79
Empire Five (zSG, D, RC, Trans) I.VM96
SIX -VALVE SETS. is. 6d. each, post free.
Short-wave Super -6 (Super -het, Tram).. AW 67
Adaptor for Short-wave Super -6 (6.1.) AW67A
Nomad (zHF, D. RC, Push -Pull Trans) . . WM3 t
Connoisseur's Six (zHF, D, RC, Push-pull) .. WM88

PORTABLE SETS.
Easter 7 (Super -het, RC, Trans) .. AW 89 1/6

.Daventry Loud -speaker Portable (2 HF, D.,

Town and Country (HF, D, RC, Tram) .. AW LI 1 x/6House and Garden (screened -grid liF, 1),

Companion 5 (zHF, D,

Hand Portable (D)
RC, Trans) .. .. .. .. AWt i6 1/6

RC,Trans) .. . .. .. AVVici7 2/6

" Best -yet" Portable (SG, D, 2 Trans) .. AW136 1/6
Sunshine 5 (zHF, D, a Trans) .. .. WM74 1/6
Chummy 4(with modification for L.S.&H.T.)WM8oA x/6
Pilgrim Portable (D. Tram) .. .. WM94 1/ -
Super Chummy Four (zHF, D, Pentode) WMic4 216

AMPLIFIERS. is. each, post free.
Screened -grid HF Unit .. .. ... .. . A 75
One -valve LF Unit .. AW 79
Add,on HF Unit .. .. .. AW 82
Super -power Push-pull (2LF) .. .. AW 86
Hook -on Short-vvaver (Amplifier) .. AW1o4
Add-on Distance -getter (HF) - .. .. AVVI 17
Add-on Three (D, RC, Tram) ..
Screened HF One .. .. .. W2AAw129t

Screen -grid HF Amplifier - .. .. .. AWt38
Range Extender (HF Unit) .. .. .. WM38
True -tone Amplifier (3 valves) (Trans, RC,

Parallel Power) .. .. . .. .. WM47
Gramo-radio Amplifier (z v.) (Trans, Parallel

Power) -.. .. .. .. .. .. WM72
MISCELLANEOUS. is. each, post free.

Rectifier for " Simpler Wireless " Sets .. AW 62
H.T. from A.C. Mains .. .. ..
"AW" Moving -coil Loud -speaker .. .  AW 97
H.T. Eliminator for A.C. (zoo v. output)
Moving -coil Output Unit .. , .. AWrx5
L.T. and H.T. Mains Unit (DC.)
Anti-motorboating Unit . . . .
Knife-edge Wavetrap (6d.) ..
All -metal Eliminator for H.T. ..
Duplex Diaphragm Loud -speaker

. . AW13o
.. AW131
.. AWs35

A.C. Battery Eliminator .. .. WM4t
Cone Loud -speaker ..   WM..  . WIVI58

Wavetrap  . .

Moving -coil Loud -speaker
D.C. Battery Eliminator ..

.. ...... 86429

5

Universal Short-wave Adaptor
Linen -diaphragm Loud -speaker .. .., WMqo
Valveless A.C. Power Unit (L.T.) . . WM too
Valveless A.C. Power Unit (H.T.) .. WIVI to t

   
.

.

Send a Postal Order (stamps cner si. pence inBLUEPRINTS ARE FORWARDED BY RETURN POST value unacceptable) to Blueprint
Lend,Amateur

Wireless, 58-61 Fetter Lane,, E.C.4,
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CONDENSERS

TYPE

ftRRA1111

CAPAC

MIL

.....,-_,

FIXED

2 MFD.

-----,

FERRANTI

q I f ,r.
L AT ,,o-, ar PRICE

C 1. 516

Rolled Foil, Not Mansbridgc Type.
Insulation Resistance not less than

200 megohms for 2 MFD.
Dielectric losses negligible.

Capacity is effective at high
frequency

Wound with pure foil and not with
metallised paper.

All sealed in and completely non -
hygroscopic.

11

TYPE
--

FEN till
PRICE

C 2. 3/6
2 of

Tp.0 AT 5J, dt

BESTTHE
CONDENSERS

AVAILABLE
Visit our Stands-Nos. 84 & 85

RADIO EXHIBITION, OLYMPIA

FERRANTI LTD. HOLLINWOOD, LANCS.

ittstritirgin
MainS

t,0g°1111r
andforgetgour
HT. worries

RUNNING COSTS NEGLIGIBLE
MAINS NOISE IMPOSSIBLE

MISTAKE PROOF
 Simple and trouble-free-combining the
advantages of all H.T. supply systems
with none of their disadvantages. As
easy to install as a dry battery and
requires no technical knowledge. By
means of a simple throw -over switch,
automatic connection is made to the
electric mains for charging, or to the set.

The "GEEKO" Unit needs charging about once
a fortnight. You just switch on to the mains
before retiring to bed, and the unit is ready for
use again in the morning. The charger gives
off no fume;, and remains perfectly cool. No
sediment forms and no attention required.

H9T4PACCUAILILATOR
and ' C HAAG E R

,,-.0-.7-4,:;." vV ,.:-:.,/1

- iv.

-4,-....st.4.A. ........

flunring costs vary from
2 2 a year for two -valve
act to 6'. a year for a

seven -valve set.

PRICES
For D.C. Mains :

0.66o. 'now. £6.6.0
0.661.120 v. £7.7.0

For A.C. Mains:
0.663, roo v. £7.0.0
0,664.120 V. £7.15.0

COMPLETE IN HIGHLY
POLISHED CABINET.

MADE IN ENGLAND
Sold by all Wireless Dealers

j

.4(4'41. of Thi General Elearie Co. Lid., Magna House, K6Ugsway,Lonrion,W,C,2,

Advertisers Like to Know Thai-"You Saw it in 'A.W.'"
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SOME NOTABLE EXHIBITS AT THE SHOW (Continued from page 436)
boating even when feeding a receiver
incorporating the very best coupling
arrangements.

Four H.T. tappings are provided so that
receivers using screen -grid valves in the
H.E. stages can be satisfactorily operated.
A novel feature of the H.T. tappings is the
provision of clip -in resistances enabling
anyone to vary the H.T. supplies to the
various H.T. terminals. The units are made
with a ,special interlocking device so that
if the cover is removed the inside becomes
dead.

The second H.T. supply unit is built
on similar principles, and with its valve
rectifier provides a D.C. output of 220
volts Go milliamps. This type will be
cheaper than the other.

Epcch Self centred Loud -speaker

The Six -Sixty Pentodes
At Stand 42a, which is full of surprises,

the well-known range of Six -Sixty valves
on show includes the new Six -Sixty pen-
todes.

These five -electrode super -power valves
are made in two types, SS23oPF and
SS415PP, for 2- and 4 -volt accumulators
respectively. Here are the characteristics
of each :

SS23oPP SS4r5PP
Filament voltage 2 volts
Filament current .3 amp.
Anode voltage ... 150 volts
Mutual conduc-

tance ... 7.25 Ma 'volt
Anode Impedance 64,000 ohms
Amplification

Factor So 6o

These valves resemble the ordinary three -
electrode type in outward appearance, with
the addition of a grid terminal on the side
of the cap, as shown by the illustration.
One of the pentodes, with a suitable coup-
ling device, will replace a two -valve ampli-
fier, owing to the enormous amplification
factor resulting from the special three. -grid
construction.

Moving -coil 'Loud -speakers

4 volts
.15 amp.
150 volts

2.2 Malvolt
27,000 ohms

A new moving -coil loud -speaker shown
by the Epoch Electrical Co. is of interest.
The moving coil itself is self-centred, a

device which is claimed to give improved
results. See Stand 211.

The M.P.A. Wireless, Ltd., at Stands 21
and 22, are showing a dual -inductance -self
energising moving -coil loud -speaker. Fitted
with an entirely new type of movement,
this new moving -coil loud -speaker requires
no energising either from the accumulator
or mains. A new patent diaphragm is a
special feature.

Westinghouse G.B. Unit
Added to the solid metal rectifiers for

trickle charging and H.T. elimination is the
Westinghouse rectifier for grid bias. This
is a small half -wave unit requiring a 45 -volt
A.C. input, which it will convert into a
40 -volt D.C. output. This voltage is
sufficient for biasing a super -power valve
and can be obtained up to a maximum
load of 5o milliamps-a load which will
never be imposed under ordinary circum-
stances. The 45 -volt unit can be worked off
a 45 -volt secondary on the mains trans-
former and will, with a simple smoothing
circuit, comprising two 2-microfarad con-,
densers and a small choke or resistance,
provide a lasting substitute for, the dry
grid -bias battery.

Tudor Accumulators
Tudor accumulators in glass containers,

having capacities from io to Go ampere
hours, are now provided with a useful
"state of charge" indicator which shows
the specific gravity of the acid by the
different positions of small red and white
balls. During discharge the red ball remains
floating and the white ball sinks. When
fully charged both balls float and when dis-
charged both balls sink.

These accumulators possess such excel-
lent features as wood board separators,
non -corrosive terminals and moulded
ebonite lids w i th non -splash vents,

The Igranikit Receiver
A new idea in home construction is

introduced by the Igranic Electric Com-
pany, who have reduced the process to a
matter of fixing nuts to bolts ! There is no
wiring to be done; all the connections are
mounted on an insulated sub -base, which,
when clamped in position underneath the
main baseboard carrying the components,
automatically connects them together.

The circuit, a "straight" three -valuer,
consists of one high -frequency valve, a
detector and one low -frequency valve.
Provision is made for the use of the new
pentode power valve. The power supply
can be either batteries or A.C. mains.

There are two main tuning controls of
the " drum " type for aerial and H.F. tuning.
Subsidiary controls for sensitivity and
volume are provided.

The outfit of parts contains everything
necessary to build the receiver,- including

the all -metal case, which may be built up
from separate sections.

The outfit is supplied complete with a
pedestal base and batteries, or a suitable
supply unit can be supplied according to
requirements. Alternatively, the outfit can
be supplied with ordinary flat base, but
without pedestal base, to meet the needs
of those users who wish to run the set off
batteries or supply units already in their
possession.

M.P.A. Self -energising Loud -speaker

New Ecliswan Valves
Recent additions make the Ediswan

range of valves marketed by the Edison
Swan Electric Co., Ltd., one of considerable
value and interest. 2-, 4-, and 6 -volt screen -

grid valves are now made, and in the 2 -volt
range a notable addition is the R.C.2ro,
which, with an impedance of 67,oOo ohms,
has an amplification factor of 4o, as com-
pared with the Ediswan R.C.z having an
impedance of 150,000 ohms and an amplifi-
cation factor of only 3o.

The type H1J235 Ediswan rectifying
valve has been designed to meet the
demands for a rectifier capable of supplying
high-tension current to valves of the super-
power class. An output of 300 milliamps at
400 volts is obtainable from the valve,
which must not be used without some form
of barreter or limiting resistance. The types
1J235 for charging accumulators from A.C.
mains, at the rate of 2 amperes, and the
U222 for supplying 30 milliamps at 120
volts from A.C. mains are also notable.

Belgium, according to reports received
from Brussels, -is to poseess a high -power
transmitter in 1929

The advertisement of Burndept Wireless
(1928), Ltd., on page 329 of our Septem-
ber 15 issue inaccurately described the
EthoPower H.T. eliminator as an instru4
ment which supplied both H.T, and L.T.
current from A.C. mains. Actually, this
unit gives H.T. current and grid bias only.
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BUILD YOUR
ELIMINATORS

ALI'METWAY
L

WITH

WESTINGHOUSE Etz)

METAL RECTIFIERS
WHICH GIVE FULL WAVE RECTIFICATION
WITHOUT VALVES OR ELECTROLYTE

NO EXPENSIVE OR MESSY RENEWALS

FOR H.T. ELIMINATORS

The type
H.T.1

Rectifier Unit
gives a D.C. supply
of 0.1 amp. at 200-v.
with an input of

230-v. A.C.

This unit can also
be incorporated in
a high-tension bat-

tery charger. Price 84/ -
The H.T.2 type, designed for users of L.S. 5a valves, has an output of
150 volts 0.1 amp, with an input of 400 volts A.C. Price £8. 8. 0.

Price 23/6

FOR L.T. ELIMINATORS

The type
A.3 Rectifier Unit

has been designed for use in a
6 -volt low-tension battery elimina-
tor, using transformer, chokes,
and electrolytic condensers.
Its output is 9 volts 1 amp., and
it is sold at a price which enables
the low-tension eliminator to
become a practical and economical
proposition.

ALSO UNITS FOR
L.T. BATTERY

CHARGERS AND
TRICKLE CHARGERS

The Westinghouse Brake &
Saxby Signal Co. Ltd.,

82 York Road, King's Cross,
London, N.1.

ALL BRITISH.

- - ON VIEW AT- -
THE NATIONAL RADIO
EXHIBITION, OLYMPIA
1928. Sept. 22nd -29th

STAND 78
CALL AT THE STAND
AND GET A COPY OF
OUR 29 -PAGE BOOKLET
"THE ALL -METAL WAY"
HOW TO BUILD H.T. & L.T.
BATTERY ELIMINATORS.
Or send 1d. stamp with your

name and address.

Advertisers Aonreciate

MARCONI
achievement/

MARCONI
DIRECTLY
HEATED -

A.C. MAINS
VALVES

H POINT 8
Fil. Volts 0.8

- Fil. Amps
Anode Volts
Imp.
Mag. Factor 40

PRICE 15 /0

o.8
150

55,000

HL POINT 8
Fil. Volts o.8
Fil. Amps
Anode Volts
Imp.
Mag. Factor 7

PRICE 15/0

o.8
150

11,000

J.HE new series of Marconi
Point 8 valves is designed for

direct heating off A.C. mains
through a suitable transformer,
thus dispensing altogether with
High and Low tension batteries.

The series embraces, Type H
Point 8, for resistance capacity
coupling or high frequency.

Type HL Point 8, general
purpose.

Type P Point 8, low frequency
Power Valve.

All these valves use a moder-
ately high current at a very low
voltage, thus avoiding A.C. hum.
For greater output than that
given by Type P Point 8 a 4 -volt
Marconi Super Power Valve can
be used in the last stage.

Write for full particulars of New
Marconi Valves mentioning
"Amateur Wireless."

The Newest Refinements in
Valve Manufacture are to be
found in Marconi Valves.

P POINT 8
Fil. Volts o.8
Fil. Amps
Anode Volts iso
Imp. , 6,0o0
Mag. Factor 6

PRICE 17/6

o.8

THE MARCONIPHONE COMPANY Ltd.
210-212 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON, W.1

MARCONI
VALVES

Mention of "A.W." with Your Order
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The World's Most
Up-to-date 3 -valuer

The " INCEPTOR 3 "
A three " as good as a five."
Incorporates a Screen -grid H. F.
Amplifier, Detector and Pentode
Power Valve. Fully described in
WIRELESS MAGAZINE,

now on sale.

FREE Full-size Blueprint which
makes construction easy.

Other Contents include --

THE SYMPHONIC FOUR: Entirely
self-contained. No coil c h a n g in g.
VALVELESS POWER UNIT: Elimin-
ator which gives grid bias as well as H.T.
and L.T. from A.C. Mains. EMPIRE
FIVE: The most powerful " 5 " it is
possible to build. SUPER CHUMMY:
The ideal Home Portable. TETRODE
SHORT-WAVE TWO : Uses a Screen -
grid Valve. Germany's New Giant
Broadcasting Station. Details of All the
New Valves. " How Will Radio Drama
Develop? " by Cecil Lewis. Fair Play
for the Crystal. Accumulator Under the
Microscope.

" Is Television Possible, and, If So, Is It
Practicable? " by CAPT. H. J. ROUND.
" Colour Television Experiments," by
R. F. TILTMAN. " Improving Our
Tuners," by W. JAMES. A New
Arrangement of the Northern B.B.C.
Stations, by Savoy Hill Officials. Safety
First in Radio. All About the Pentode.
Electrolytic Condensers, by J. H
REYNER, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E. A Prob-
lem of Selectivity. Converting Your
Set to the Short Waves. Altogether
nearly 5o Features.

WIRELESS
MAGAZINE

is now on sale, 11 - Get yours TO -DAY
1:\t411.1ttt000410ZZZ4:11.1t1tIZZ.1t1ZZOVV.:1111:11:101.11:11.14.1410000C.N000000000000
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HELLE SE N
DRY BATTERIES

\

always buy
HELLESEN

with confidence"
"A FRIEND of mine-strings of letters

after his name-does a lot of radio
research and writes learned articles for
the press.
" He it was who first put me on to the
Hellesen H.T. Battery. Said he always used
Hellesen's because of their sheer consis-
tency and reliability. I follow his lead and
buy a Hellesen every time, even though it
does cost a bit more than some batteries.
I don't know of any other battery that coaxes
the best out of my set like the Hellesen does,
and I don't know of any other battery that
is so truly economical."

Standard Capacity
" Wiray " 9 volts Grid Bias Type 2/-
"Wirin " 6o volts H.T. Typo 10/6
" Wirup " 99 volts H.T. Type 18/-
F' WiS01" 108 volts H.T. Type 20/ -

Treble Capacity
Kolin " 6o volts H.T. Type 19/-

"Kolup" 99 volts H.T. Type 32/6

Supreme for 27 Years

HUNTS
.HELLESEN DRY BATTERIES  INSTRUMENTS

POLYMET MICA & PAPER CONDENSERS
HAND & CYCLE LAMPS, TORCHES,. ETC

ddvertisement of A. H. HUNT, LTD., H.A.H. Works, Tunstall Road, Croydon
'Phone: Ad:liscombe 1584.

BOWYER-LOWE ANNOUNCE A
RANGE of EPOCH-MAKING SETS
and NEW QUALITY COMPONENTS

THE SCREENED VOX
POPULI THREE

" The Set of the Year." This
Screened Three marks the big-
gest advance in set design and
construction since the industry
began. The quality of its repro-
duction is amazing and its selec-
tivity is no less wonderful,
utilising a screened -grid H.F.
valve, and a 5 -electrode Pentode
for the amplifying stage.
List No. 339. Set in dark polished oak,
beautifully finished, complete with grid
bias and three special valves £20tested and matched to set

Including Royalty

" LOG MINOR "
A miniature of the " Log
Major " with spindle 3/16"
diameter. Length
List Behind
No. Mfd. Panel.
334 .0003 23" 7/6
335 .004 3&" 8/6
336 .005 4" 9/6
Supplied with ebonite di-
electric for portable sets.

Length
List Behind
No. Mfd. Panel.
338 .0005 r 111 -

Made in any size for set
makers

LONG RANGE H.F.
CHOKE

Operates over whole wave-
length range from 71 to
4,000 metres without fiat
spots. Self capacity of the
order of 5 or 6
List No. 337 .. 71 -

THE PENTOVOX TWO
A Two -Station L.S. Set

The Pentovox will be one of the
most popular sets of the coming
season. It is a two -valve receiver
using the new Pentode valve
and, despite its luxury equip-
ment and outstanding perform-
ance, is one of the cheapest sets
on the market-no coil changing,
easy and simple control by
slow-motion dial.
List No. 329. Set in E4/12/6dark polished oak . .

Two Special Valves . . . . £1-15-6
Including Royalty

" LOG MAJOR "
A new full-size logarithmic
condenser with cast steel
spindle 1" diameter on
cone type ball bearings.
One piece, pig -tail.

Length
List Behind
No. Mfd. Panel.
330 .00025 24," 12/-
331 .0003 21" 12/6
332 .00035 3" 13/-
333 .0005 3i" 13/6

End Plate, 3i x Tr

Bowyer -Lowe are intro-
ducing a Screened Vox
Populi Four, a new Short -
Wave Receiver and a
Cone Loud -speaker. Full
descriptive details can be
had on request.

STAND No. 51

NATIONAL RADIO
EXHIBITION

September 22-29

Bowyero#
qo

DRUM CONTROL
CONDENSER

A medium -size condenser
designed for portable re-
ceix ers, but is an excellent
component for any set
where the popular drum
control is desired. With
escutcheon plate, drum -
control wheel, scale, and
drilling template.

Single. Double.
.0003, 11./.. .0003, 16/-
.0004, 11/6 .0004, 17/-
.0005, 121- .o005, 181.

"ELFIN"CONDENSER
The smallest logarithmic
condenser made. A pre-
cision instrument especially
suited for sets where space
Is at a premium.
List
No. Mfd.
311 .0001
312 .00015 .. 6(-
313 .0002 .. 6/3
314 .00025 .. 6/6

OWC:

BOWYER-LOWE Co., Ltd., LETCHWA),RTH

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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THE A.B.C. OF GRAMO-RADIO"
(Continued from page 441)

market, and several manufacturers have
brought out improved models which
replace their former models. There can
be no doubt, therefore, that the pick-up
is now a scientific instrument and' not a
mere novelty, and it will be necessary to
devise definite methods of testing pick-
ups submitted by various manufacturers in
order to obtain some idea of their merits.
The principal factors concerned are fre-
quency response and sensitivity.

One of the principal features of the
electrical gramophone is the relative absence
of scratch. When properly arranged an
electrically reproduced record is noticeably
more free from scratch than is the case
with ordinary mechanical .'reprodUction.
Scratch is due principally to the needle
rubbing on the bottom of the. groove in the
record. The actual movement which has to
be imparted to the needle in order to pro-
duce the sound waves is a transverse move-
ment from side to side. It is .clearly
necessary, however, for the point, of the
needle to rest somewhere, which it does in
the bottom of the groove. The bottofn of the
track is not dead level, but contains minor
variations, and these are communicated
to the needle and result in the heterogeneous
mixture of noises which constitute scratch.
Wear on the record or on the needle both
accentuate this defect.

The use of balanced tone arms to carry
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the electrical pick-up is coming to the fore
as a method of reducing the scratch still
further. Strictly speaking, an electrical
pick-up should not be sensitive at all to
vertical movement, but should respond only
-to horizontal or lateral movement, which is
the direction hi which the cut is impressed
on the record by the recording mechanism.
There is always a certain amount of
response, however, to vertical movement,
but the less this can be made, the less
are scratch noises. If the whole tone arm
is carried on a pivot and is so counter-
weighted that the weight actually on the
record is equivalent to a few ounces only
(just sufficient, indeed, to prevent the needle
from chattering on the record), then the
scratch can be considerably minimised, and
a number of firms are marketing pick-ups
of this type as complete units.

Obviating Scratch
Scratch may be minimised electrically,

and in this direction the connection of the
customary volume control across the pick-
up will be found to have a great effect.. If
a pick-up is used directly across the grid
and filament of the first valve of the
amplifier without a shunt resistance of any
sort, the scratch will often be found to be
Very large and will spoil the reproduction
altogether. The connection of a resistance
across the pick-up often reduces the scratch
materially, and if this resistance is made
variable, a very pleasant volume control

SEPTEMBER 29, 1928

can be obtained (the less the resistance, the
smaller being the actual volume of sound
obtained), so that two purposes are served
by the one control.

For those who wish to tackle the matter
a little more scientifically a scratch filter
can be made up. Scratch is usually found
to occur in the upper frequencies, above
4,000 to 5,000 cycles per second. There are
few loud -speakers which will reproduce
very efficiently at these high -frequencies,
so that the normal harmonics, which are
only quite small in strength, are usually
lost, and one can sacrifice frequencies of this
order without much loss of quality.

The insertion of a low-pass filter will do
much to assist matters therefore. A low-
pass filter is illustrated in. Fig. 2. It
consists essentially of a chain of inductances
in series, with by-pass condensers connected
at suitable intervals. A simpler form of
filter is shown in Fig. 3, and this may be
tried by those readers who 'wish to experi-
riient. A filter such as this will pass all
frequencies below a certain critical fre-
quency given by the expression

225,000f cycles/sec
ti LC

where L = inductance in henries
C = capacity in microfarads

This is known as the cutToff frequency,
and above this frequency the filter begins
to present a very, high impedance, the cut-
off being relatively sharp.

Amateur Wireless
HANDBOOK

EACH

,2t6
........-

Of all Newsagents and Booksellers, 218 net each, or 2/9 post free from Cassell and Company Limited,
La Belle Sauvage, London, E.C.4

The Shielded Four -electrode The Wireless Man's Workshop
Valve By R. W. Hallows, M.A.
By Captain H. J. Round, M.C.
Capt. Round is one of the greatest authorities in the world
on radio science and practice, and his book is a complete
guide to the principles under which this latest and remark-
able valve should be operated.

Loud -speaker Crystal Sets
How to Make and Manage Them
Provides working instructions for building a number of highly
efficient crystal sets; making an attachment for simple con-
nection to existing wireless set; and designs for crystal sets
embodying the crystal loud -speaker system.

Wireless -controlled Mechanism
For Amateurs
This book is an illustrated practical guide to the making and
using of short-range wireless control apparatus, and it has
been written so simply that it can be understood by any
enthusiast possessing an elementary knowledge of wireless.

The Practical " Super -het " Book
Explains what the Super -het is, what it does, how it works, and
how to build up a number of super -het sets made of tested,
British -made components.

Written by a practical home constructor, this book-con-
taining much useful wireless information-enlightens readers
on the selection and right methods of using the tools and
materials used in constructing wireless sets.

Perfect Broadcast Reception
By Ernest H. Robinson (5YM)-
Explains how most sets fall short of the ideal and how to
obtain perfect reception. Is virtually a popular exposition of
the main problems of transmission and reception. Very
valuable alike to listeners and experimenters.

The Short-wave Handbook
Describes in very simple language the wireless apparatus used
in short-wave work, shows how to make it and how to use it,
and explains the technical principles with which the beginner
will need to become acquainted.

The Practical Wireless Data Book
The intelligent novice, and particularly the home constructor
and the keen wireless amateur who is always rigging up
different circuits and experimenting for progress, will find this
Data Book extremely helpful.
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STANDARD

POLAR COMPONENTS
which are always in great demand

SLOW MOTION DIAL
Specially designed for very fine tuning with
condensers on which no slow motion is pro-
vided. Will fit on a I -in. diameter spindle
and a small bush is supplied so that it will
fit 3/16 in. 2I3A or other sized spindles.
Single hole fixing. Two spaces for writing
in station.

Price 4/9

DOUBLE
VERNIER

COILHOLDER
has direct drive 21 to 1, slow motion
drive of 12 to 1 over s -degree arc
either way. Ideal for short wave
work. Made of low -loss moulded
Elo throughout. -

The heaviest coil cannot fall.

Price 5/.

THE NEW R.C.C. UNIT
The NEW " POLAR " Resistance Capacity
Coupling Unit for quality of reproduction,
compactness, low cost, and economy of H.T.
An ENTIRELY NEW AIR -TIGHT and
DAMP-PROOF METHOD of CON-
STRUCTION ensures absolute reliability.
General Purpose, Red Seal (1st stage), 7/6

Green Seal (znd stage), 616
For Ijigh Impedance, Yellow Seal, 12;6

THE POLAR COIL UNIT
Twelve coils of uniform size available. 3/ -
each. Wavelengths, 17o to 4,72o metres.
Fits Standard 4 -pin valve sockets. Extreme
delicacy of tuning. Unit consisting of
carrier and two interchangeable coils, 9/ -

Price 3'

POLAR CAM VERNIER
COIL HOLDER " J "

TYPE
The Cam Vernier movement allows the
utmost use of reaction. The movement
provides slow motion either way over a
so -degree arc at any point in the travel
of the moving coil. Three different
movements accomplished with ONE
KNOB.
Moving block cannot fall even with
the heaviest coil.

PRICES
2 -way 3/ -

With extra long handles, 6a, extra.
Examine them on STAND III

NATIONAL RADIO EXHIBITION
OLYMPIA

Manufactured by

Wingrove & Rogers, Ltd
London Offices 188-189 STRAND, W.C.2

'Phone : City 0332 (3 lines)

POLAR WORKS. OLD SWAN, LIVERPOOL

A typical Tudor
wireless battery, type
Clh 7., 2 volts 30
amp. hour actual.
Price 13,6 (dry
charged) with speci-
ficgravityind icators.
There is a Tudor
Battery for escry
tequireinentd

And Now
Charge Indicators !

The new series of Tudor low-tension cells in glass
containers now embody specific gravity indicators.
These give you warning when your accumulator wants
charging, and you need not purchase a hydrometer to
discover the state of the charge in your battery.
In addition, the well-known Tudor features are still
incorporated-the non -corrosive terminals, the 5mm.
positive plates, and the moulded ebonite lids with
new non -splash screw vents.
Despite all these tremendous advantages Tudor
wireless batteries cost very little more than ordinary
batteries, and it is well worth your while to pay
that little extra.

The new Tudor monobloc H.T. unit is of
ample capacity for operating moving -coil
loud -speakers. Intercell leakage has de-
finitely been overcome and in consequence
the battery holds its charge far better than
most of the nionobloc units on the market.

Price 7/6 (dry charged)
Ask your dealer or nearest Tudor Service Depot for
Folder No. 33 and Leaflet No. 30, or write to us Direct

ESTABLISHED III PUBLIC SERVICE
Add, : The Tudor Accumulator Co., Ltd., 2 Norfolk Street, Strand, London,

Works: Dukinfield, nr. Manchester. M.C.6

To Ensure Speedy Delivery Mention "A.W." to Advertisers
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PULES.-Please write distinctly and keep to the point. We reply promptly by post. Please give all necessary details. Ask one
question at a time to ensure a prompt reply, and please put sketches, layouts, diagrams, etc.; on separate sheets containing your nama
and address. See announcement below. Address Queries-AMATEUR WIRELESS Information Bureau, 58.'61 Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4

Crystal Set and Flat Tuning.
Q.-I have an old manufactured crested set

and get quite good results front both of the
Daventre stations and from the London station.
illy complaint, however, is that the set is rather
unselective, in that when London is working I
experience difficulty in receiving 5GB clearly.
There is always a background of the London
transmission, and I would like to remedy this, if
possible. Can you advise me in the matter?-
S. A. (London);

A.-The fact that a crystal is used for
" detecting " is sufficient to prevent the receiver
from being selective. The crystal itself, being
connected with the phones across the tuning
circuit, causes damping and flat tuning, and
the only way in which greater selectivity can be
obtained is to use loose -coupled aerial tuning,
so that the circuit in which the crystal is con-
nected is isolated from the aerial and earth
system.. A high degree of selectivity cannot be
expected from any crystal set.-C. L.
Screened Wavetraps.

Q.-/ have been in the habit of using a wave -
trap to cut out interfering signals, but having
read of a screened wavetrap, I am wondering
whether such an instrument would be an improve-
ment upon my existing arrangement. What is

the real use in screening a wavetrap ?-L. R.
(Devonport).

A.-There is little point in using a screened
wavetrap unless it is needed to obviate inter -
El

When Asking
Technical Queries

PLEASE write briefly
and to the point

A Fee of One Shilling (postal order
for preference) must accompany each
question and also a stamped, addressed
envelope and the coupon which will be
found on the last page.
Rough sketches and circuit diagrams
can be proyided, but it will be necessary
to charge a special fee (which will be
quoted upon request) for detail layouts
and designs.

mte

ference due to " shock -effect " reception from
some powerful nearby station. When shock -
effect reception is experienced, it is usually

necessary to screen the whole receiver, so that
a screened wavetrap holds no advantages over
the ordinary unscreened type unless the
receiver itself is also screened. If you reside
within a mile or so of your local station and
you wish to get other stations farther afield,
then, provided your receiving set is screened, a
screened wavetrap will be useful.-A. D.
Super -power Valves.

Q.-Ordinarily I use a power valve in the
last stage of my set with about 120 volts H.T.
applied to its plate. Recently I was advised to
use a super -power valve to get more volume, but

find that on introducing a super -power valve
into my set the volume is less and distortion is
experienced. Can you explain why this should
be ?-D. T. (Hereford).

A.-If you are using a super -power valve,
you must apply the required amount of H.T.
voltage. You do not say whether you have
done this, nor do you say whether you are
using ordinary capacity H.T. batteries or those
of the super -power type. The latter are neces-
sary in any case. The H.T. voltage should at
least be r8o volts, and preferably more. If
you will attend to these points and also apply
suitable grid bias, we feel sure you will over-
come your difficulties.-L. A.

SENSATIONAL suCCESS

REGD. TRADE MARK. MIEGD. TRADE MARK,

HAVE YOU BEEN ?
Did you see that man put a Burton Condenser in his waistcoat
pocket ? Yes, his waistcoat pocket
Did you see the marvellous Burton Midget Valve Holder, and
did you see the new Burton Dial ? If not, those are some of
the things you missed at stands 184 & 185.

ARE YOU GOING ?Al' OLYMPIA
RUPERT COLLINS B. CO.
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Tie New Wonder
" Nightingale "

CONE UNIT
Exactly as fitted to our
Cabinet Cone Speaker.

Guaranteed to give re-
sults equal to the most
expensive Loud -speak-

ers yet made.
Full ccnstructional details

with each Unit!

GRAMOPHONE
ATTACHMENT
Reduced from 32 6 to 15
solely as an advertisement
for the famous Bullphone
Nightingale Loud -speakers.
Cobalt Magnet guaranteed

for all time.
With 4 -inch Dicphragm.

Instantly converts your own Creme.,
phone into a full power Loud -speaker.
giving a wealth at pore undistorted
volsme which must he heard to he

believed. -

s 1 S FAC TION'

C'N ctR A NnT"eL:Fj)rn
refunded

AS FITTED
10 OUR E6
POST HORN

BUY ON
EASY

TERMS ;

Ste-PAlis

"tra,ssPe'
The Nightingale
"DE LUXE"

57/6
21 ift. high
with 1.1in.
Bell. Mahog-
any finished,
with plated
arm & stand.

cash, or 51- deposit
and 12 monthly pay -

wins of 51-.

BAKELITE
semp Cespor TON( Ant

2d' HIGH
ROW'. 10:

ILAHOCANY

NIGHTINGALE CONCERT
SUPREME

SUPER fr,
Guaranteed free from
metallic resonance.

63/

Send

cash, or EASY
.TERMS, 101- deposit

and 12 monthly pay.
mans of 51..

VD

.

Obtainable from your Local Dealer or direct Iron'

BU L, LIMITED ONE
38. HOLYWELL LANE. LONDON

E.C.2,
NIGHTINGALE SPEAKERS

STAND 42 at OLYMPIA
Don't Forget

A.

SUCCESS FORM()
ARTHUR PREE/i &CO ay

" Two Stage " L.F. Unit
One stage RESISTANCE and one stage

TRANSFORMER in sealed Bakelite moulding

ELIGHTFULLY

CLEAR 4
REPRODUCTION

AND

VOLUME

i30 . Reproduction of label on
top of moulding.

Terminals conveniently arranged, making components extremely
simple to wire

Copy of Booklet: Obtainable at
L.F. AMPLI-
FICATION" STAND 140

with
BLUEPRINTS

From your Dealer or Post Free on receipt of Post Card.

VALVE HOLDER
Price 1/3

BAKELITE
throughout,

including
BASE PLATE.

Practically
DUSTPROOF.

ANTI-MICROPHONIC
SHOCK ABSORBING

The springing is
such that even
rough usage will not
affect its liveliness.
The "float" is re-
cessed on top, thus
making easier the
manipulation of
valve when plug-
ging into holder.

As illustration shows, Terminals are provided as well as
soldering tags.

" DE LUXE"
CONDENSER
This Condenser has an ingenious
NOISELESS "PIGTAIL" incor-
porated in a manner unobtainable
in any other Condenser.
Ca pacities: .0005 .00035 .00025 .00015

CONCEALED

PIGTAIL

3%4

11\\

WEIGHT

41/4 O'JNEE$

- Sc.2-  -

strGire
SCREW

FRICTION
BRAKE

6/-

6 -PIN TWO
RANGE TUNER

(Reinartz)
,FROM HIGH TO LOW WAVE
WITHOUT CHANGE OF COIL

A very neat and efficient
Aerial Coupler with 6 pins
in standard position, thus

6 BASE 2/- lair can be used with any
standard 6 -pin base.

CROWN WORKS, CRICKLEW000 LANE, N.W. 2
1 clephone : liaPPsicati 1787

to Say That You Saw it in "A.W."

Price 10/
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lines
f a tile latest

that can be seen on
STAND 248

Wireless Exhibition, Sept. 22-29
I

The Victory G.E.C. 3 -Valve Set includ-
ing L.T. Accumulator, H.T. Battery,
Grid Battery, Connecting Cord and 3
Valves, £8 10s. Od., including Royalties.
The MOGEN H.T. GENERATOR 400 v.
- 200 MA output, from £22.
The Polar All Brass Variable Con-
denser, .0003, 5 6 ; .0005, 5 9.
Full range of Ferranti Meters, Celestion
Speakers, Trickle Chargers, etc.
Write for our comprehensive CatalogEe.

Postage 6d. FREE to callers.

WILL DAY, LTD.
(THE BEST 19 THE WEST)

19, Lisle Street, Leicester *are, London, W.C.2
'Phone: Regent 0421-092'_ 'Grams : " Titles Westrand, London"

.0/ pT,6.114

ROUS

GET A
COPY

TO -DAY

NOBODY
Who Wants to
Get the Best

Results from
These New

Valves

CAN
AFFORD
To MISS

THIS
BOOK

2/6
From All Newsagents and

Booksellers

Published jointly by
Bernard Jones Publications, Ltd. and Cassell & Co., Ltd.

THE

PORTABLE
FIVE has positively no

EQUAL for Value!
When you have seen and heard the 'PRIX Portable Five, you won't doubt our statement
for one moment. It is, really portable to begin with, being of a handy shape and size
and weighing only 26 lb. Radio Paris can be received at good loud -speaker strength,
as well as many other Continental stations. You can take the 'PRIX Five anywhere,
any time, and enjoy a complete programme. It is the only vs rico( type receiver obtain-
able in a solid leather case; jack for gramophone pick-up. Solid hide, iS 71 Gns.guineas. In walnut or mahogany, complete, plus royalties, price -
Let us send.you full particulars about the .TRIX Portette, the smallest portable in the

world. It is a wonderful little set,
not a toy, but a complete portable
in a case measuring only 8 in. by 6
in. by 6 in., and weighing only 6/
lb. It created a sensation at the
Exhibition. Price £5 5s. (mahog-
any): £5 15s. 6d. (cloth), plus
royalties.
Are you using the popular TRIX
H.F. Choke in your set; It's an.
all -circuit choke and. can be
mounted vertically or horizontally.
Copy of Faraday House 'Pest Cer-
tificate with each one sold. The
best value in H.F. Chokes at 5s. ticl.
each. Get one to -day. Particulars
of the complete TRIX range from
the manufacturers.

ERIC J. LEVER (TRIX) LTD.
8/9 Clerkenwell Green, London,

E,C.1
'Phone Clerkenzcell 3 0 4 '5.

Leadership since 1911

AGIVAVOX
The Originators of the Moving Coil Speaker

RADIO'S FIRST LOUD-SPEAKER-STILL THE FINEST

GOOD NEWS
FINEST IN PERFORMANCE
LEADERSHIP IN QUALITY
LOWEST IN PRICE

MODELS for A.C. or D.C.
TYPE D.801. For operation from
A.C. Lighting Mains 100 120 colt
tO 60 cycle A.C. 1 : 0 :0
TYPE D.80 2. For operation from
A.C. Lighting Mains 200 240 volt
Ell 00 cycle A.C. : 0 :0
TYPE R.5. For operation from
D.C. Lighting Mains 100 240 volt
D.C. f.8 : 5 : 0
TYPE RA. For operation from
6 colt accumulator or Trickle Charger.
Consumption amp. £8 : 0 : 0

WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE FOLDER

Telephones
Mayfair

84.
4286.

ROTHERMEL
CORPORATION LTD.
24-26, MADDOX ST.,

LONDON, W.1.

Telegrams :
"Re therniel,

Wesdo,
Lenden."

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A.W." to Advertisers
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See this wonderful
new Transformer

at your Dealers
Here is a new Transformer which gives constant amplification
of all notes between 100 and 9,000 cycles, but which is actually
less than one-half the size and weight of other Transformers
which approach this performance. This has made possible a low
price which makes it the greatest transformer value ever offered.

The secret of the Igranic L.F. Transformer, Type " J," lies in
the discovery of a new iron circuit which has the effect of giving
a high primary inductance with a small winding. The inter -
winding capacity is therefore reduced to the minimum consistent
with maximum coupling.

The small size and weight of this Transformer makes it ideal for
portable receivers. It replaces obsolete Transformers with the
minimum of trouble because it only takes 34 in. by la in. on the
baseboard.

Send for List No. D100 for full particulars.
A free copy of " Selected Circuits," by H. J.
Barton Chapple, B.Sc., will also be sent you.

Igranic
L.F. Transformer, Type " J "

Price : 17/6
Ratio 3 : 1

A 6: 1 ratio model is also available for use with low -impedance
valves.

149, Queen Victoria Street,
LONDON, E.C.4.
Works : BEDFORD.

Branches:
Manchester, Birmingham, Cardiff, Glasgow,

Leeds, Bristol, Newcastle.

kia\AAAAAAAAAA A'\A/
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ee
WHITHEY-BONEHAM

e at
>20

That's all we ask you to do. As you
pass through the exhibition, step for a few
moments at Stand 12) and examine the
Whitely-Boneham Speakers. Your good
judgment will do the rest. _

Your new Season's speaker will be a
Whi teley-Boneham.

Whiteley-Boneham Loud -speakers satisfy
all the demands of the hypercritical listener
. . . attractive in appearance . .

moderate is price . . and crystal clear
in r, pro uction.

'Ibis perfect reproduction is made possible
I y ths wonderful Whiteley-Boneham Gore
unit with which every Speaker is equipped.

he design of this unit is such that distortion
and rattle are non-existent.

The Ernous W. -B. Anti -phonic Valve.
bold r. now reduced in price to 1;6 with ter.
urinals and 1/3 without terminals, will also be
exhibited.

Whiteley-Boneham Stand 120
If you are not at the exhibition ask your

dealer, or write us for full particulars.

Whiteley, Boneham & Co., Ltd.
Nottingham Road, Mansfield, Notts.

... . ... ...
."" ..... .............

Advertisers Appreciate Menton of "A.W." with Your Order
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THE CENTRE OF LOSSES
IN YOUR SET IS OFTEN
IN THE --

TERMINAL CONNECTIONS

Loose joints, flux and too much
solder, are the little things in
radio that make the difference
between mediocre and e cellent
reception.

Write for this
Free Booklet

and learn about the Eelez gnomes of efficiency
that make terminals the centre of industry
in your set and ensure improved reception.

By using

TREBLE DUTY TERMINALS

the possibility of a wrong or accidental
connection is practically eliminated.

Every Wireless constructor, experimenter,
an.I amateur should write for a copy.
A post card brings it to -day.

L'®8,..
**........ :78

4ss. .........
SePtentb

J. J. EASTICK & SONS
Eelex Works, 118 Bunhill Row,

Chiswell Street, London, E.C.1

LETTERS TO
THE EDITOR

The Editor does not necessarily agree with
the views expressed by correspondents.

Crystal Reception
SIR,-I have read with no little interest

THERMION'S remarks, in the Septem-
ber 8 issue, relative to 5XX and 5GB,
headed "A Better Course ?" and note he
says that 5GB is not receivable on a
crystal set too miles east. It may interest
you to know that only a fortnight ago,
when in Skegness, I received 5GB at con-
siderable strength on a crystal set, without
any amplification whatever; in fact, it was
a thing that surprised me that it came in
stronger even than 5XX. I find exactly
as you say, that 5XX in Bradford and
district is 5o per cent. stronger than 5GB.
My aerial was a Mar's aerial, only 7 ft. or
8 it. high, and for earth I used a wire
fencing as a counterpoise.

I regularly receive Langenberg on this
same crystal set, on the outskirts of
Bradford, almost every night.

E. T. (Bradford).

The Critic's Critic
SIR, -I had been for some time con-

templating writing you re Mr. Sydney
A. Moseley's criticisms, and some of your
critic's remarks have further prompted me.

The criticisms are, I must say, usually
fair and fully justified, and I am in com-
plete agreement with Mr. Moseley regard-
ing "Chariot's Hour." If there is any more
utter drivel about I have yet to hear it.

Mr. Moseley apparently thinks that
"Cherry Ripe" is over -ripe. Personally,
I found it rotten years ago. Another song
which should be barred from all pro-
grammes is "Drink to Me Only." We have
had too long a draught of this.

There is one item I cannot understand
Mr. S. A. M. being so desirous of hearing;
and that is the "Roosters" turn. Admitted
they used to go down well " over there";
but we were not critical then.

-X. D. R. (Barnet).

Loud -speaker Reproduction
SIR,-With reference to W. J. F.'s letter

in "A.W " dated September t regard-
ing loud -speaker reproduction, I think that
he cannot have heard a good cone speaker
properly operated; that is, with a "super"
valve in the last stage, with a x50 -volt
H.T. and a 22 -volt grid swing.

Horn speakers will not reproduce notes
below middle C in their true value; cone
speakers reproduce notes much.lower than
this, besides giving a better. tone.

Perhaps W. J. F. does not realise that the
lower tones are more important than the
high tones in music. In the first twenty-
four bars of the overture to Tannhduser
only fifteen notes are, above middle C.
How about the horn speaker here?

(Continued on page 476)

21 -

TN E.
EtY/

HO%
Columbia

troths
BEST

Battery Value
The new 60 -volt Columbia High -
Tension Battery (No. 4721) is
definitely the world's best battery
value. Costing only 10/6, it is a
battery of extremely high capacity,
its lasting powers are enormous, and
its very name and high standard of
excellence will commend it to every
discriminating wireless man in the
country.

In addition to this amazing offer,
we have pleasure in announcing the
following reductions in price of
other Columbia Batteries.

60 volts. High (Triple) Capac-
ity (No. 4780) ... 20/-

45 volts. High (Triple) Capac-
ity (No. 4767) ... 16/6

45 volts. Vertical High (Tri-
ple) Capacity (No. 4772) ... 16/6

22.5 volts. Power Grid (No.
4766) 9/-

4.5 volts. High Capacity Grid
(No. 4771)

Write for our in-
 structive brOchure,

". Why Radio is
better with Bat-

tery Power,"

J. R. MORRIS, Imperial Haase, Riagsway, W.C.2
&WNW: J. 2'. Cartwright. 3 Cadogan Street,

Glasgow
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Use this New Style
Baffle Board Receiver-

Bt KTR'S "SUPER" MOIXTL.

SEND FOR OUR NEW
FREE BOOKLET:

" A New Hobby for
Wireless

Experimenters."

if you want to secure
the most superb and
realistic reproduction.  
THIS "SUPER" MODEL
ALL -STEEL ELECTRO
MAGNET MOVING.
COIL LOUD -SPEAKER
IS THE MOST PERFECT
ON THE MARKET.

II  
Baker's components
will give you the
results you want.

B6satfiwtsc
RADIO

Office: Works:
89 SELHURST RD., -12 CHERRY ORCHARD RD.,

S. NORWOOD, S.E.25. EAST CROYDON.

See us at STAND 172 - Olympia

BRIGHTER B.B.C. e -
PROGRAMMES EXHIBITION

brighter and more entertaining B.B.C. Programmes. and
ill yen nupport petition to the bloverninont asking for REDUCTIONS

the omission of uninteresting talks during evening trans -
'Elisions? Then send your mine and address.

HAVE A
RELIABILITY
WIRELESS GUIDE
handy. It's Free upon request, When Pro-
grannoes are snore popular you will listen often.
and as replacements net require], the II l'IDE
mill he 44 great service. Writ, for it. NOW.

and
NEW COMPONENTS

All materials and components
offered at the Exhibition can le
supplied .expeditiously by our-
selves, and the full range will
be incorporated in the Neer Edi-
tion T993 of the Reliability
Wireless Guide. Make sure of
your copy by writing now.

NEW LINES
POLAR H.F. Choke Coil, 46
Reaction Oondenser, 7.6 ; Drum
Control Ideal Condenser, .0303,
15 -. DIPBILIER, B.O. Conden-
ser, 8 - Slow Motion type, 12 - ;

Midget Condenser, 5 8 ; Neu-
tralising Condenser. 39 ; H.F.
Choke, 4.6 : Anti -interference
Unit, 30 -. R.I. & VARLET
Gramoshone Pick-up, 43 3s.;
A periodic Timing Unit, 25;-;
Encased Rheostat, 3/- ; Enerwel
Potentiometers, 3,6 ; Anti-mobo
Unit, 9,6. BURNDEPT A.F.
Choke. 3.9 Electric Sound
Box, £1 ; L.T. Battery Charger,
49,6 ; Automatic Power Control,
26 LISSEN Super Transformer,
19 - ; Variable Condenser, .0005,
6 6 ; Vernier Dial, 313 ; Wire
Resistances from 3 6. FORMO
De Luxe Condenser, 6 ; Short-
wave Outfit. 10 6 ; Truescale
Dual Impedance Unit, £1 51. ;
Two -stage L.F. Unit, £1 10s. ;
Antiphonic Valve Holder, 1,3.
LOTUS Antiplionic Baseboard
Valve Holier, 1.3 ; All Brass
.0005 Condenser, 5,9; Slow
Motion Dial, 4 6. IGRANIC Typo
" J " Transformer, 17,8 ; Short-
wave Choke, 2,- ; Dual Imped-
ance Unit, £1 10s. ; Baseboard
Push-pull Switch, 2/6.

REDUCED PRICES
HARLEY Valve Holder, 1/-.
PEERLESS Rheostats, 2±-
UTILITY 12 -contact Switch. L
COLVERN Master Three Coils
B.B.C., 4 6 ; 5XX Short Wave,
4±6 ; Coil Former, threaded, 3,-.
COSMOS R.O. Coupling Unit, 9, 6.
BRANDES Headphones, 8:- ;
L.F. Transformer, 12:6 ; Slow-
motion Condenser, 12/6. POR-
NO Densers, from 2:-. SIFAM
Doable -scale Voltmeter, 7;6 ;
LOOP -volt typo 5.6. W. & B.
Valve Holders, 13 ; with ter-
minals, 1±6. IGRANIC Phonovor
Pick-up, 21;-. SIEMENS' 1±-v.
dry Battery, 1,9, FERRANTI
2-mfd. Condenser, 39 ; 1,033 -
volt type 5:6. BOWYER-LOWE
White Lino Valve Holder 1. 9.
HELLESEN 63-v. H.T. Battery
109. CLIMAX H.F. Choke 7,6.
DEOHO Diable, 2/-. B.T.H.
Loud -speaker, 45,'-. SURNE-
JONES Coil Holler, 1.8. LISEN-
IR Plug and Socket, 4d. ; PO3i.
live Grip Spade, 3d, '

NEW LINES
PHILIPS' Seven - cornered
Speaker, £2 10s. ; O.V. Con'
Speaker Uoit, 13.6. UTILITY
Thumb Control Condenser, .00)5,
13.-; Thumb Control Vernier
Dial, 12 6 ; Thumb Control Plain
Dial, 3 -. aDECIECO Roller Station
Logs, 2 6 ; Radio Compass, 2,6.
COLUMBIA 60-v. H.T. Batteries,
10;6, EDIS WAN R.C. Induc-
tance Unit, 17:6 ; R.C. Trans-
former Unit, 81/7/6. PILOT
Illuminated Drum Dial, 21,2/6.
WATMEL Double -range Tuner,
12 6. ORMOND Turntables for
portables, 9, LAMPL UGH
Panel Plate Tuner Unit, 35,- ;
Collapsible Cabinet, £1 81. ;
2 -Valve Baseboard Unit, £1;17,9;
3 -Valve R.O. ditto, 41 3s. ;

Valve Transformer type, ditto,
£2 10s. COLVERN Coil former,
circular, 4;-; Long -wave ditto,
4;6. GAMBRELL Volume Con-
trol, 6,9. BRITISH GENERAL
New Tuning Unit, 18/6. LE WOOS
H.F. Chokes. 7.6 ; "Q" Coil, 15,-
S.P. Transformer, "Q, 21 -.
CLAROSTAT Volume Control,
8,6. W. & B. Cabinet Speaker,
42 lie. PETO-SCOTT Drum
Condenser Drive 9,-. JEWEL
Push-pull Switch, 1:3. M.P.A.
De Luxe Plaque, 02,7,6.

WIRELESS
CABINETS

for Panels, 7 in. high,
width 10 in., oak,
12 in, 171- ; 14 in.,
17.6; 18 in., 18;6;

itttg.,a1n9Y6.1±- extra 18Vi'lbl".::

DIO

TAYL OR 6.c9
3. RA HOUS,E

MACAULAY ST., HUDDERSFIELD
Xi' 341. (crams:THOROUGH' HUDDERSFIELD Mar

This Wonderful New
Anti -Microphonic
VALVE -HOLDER

No matter
how much
you may jar
your set, the
circular
motion of
the vibration
of the NEW
CASON ANTI-MICROPHONIC
VALVE -'HOLDER guarantees
safety to your valves. They will
not swing sharply to and fro, but
will rotate smoothly and without
the least strain, are guaranteed to
be made of only the highest grade
mouldings, insulated parts and

springs.
Ask your dealer, or Write for

Particulars NOW !

CASON MOULDINGS, CHISWICK RD. LR.EDMONTON. LON DON 14.9.

HERE IS THE
OAK WIRELESS CABINET

YOU ARE LOOKING FOR
Do not put a fine
piece of work
into a fourth -

rate box.
Instal a

"LANGMORE
and be proud of

your set.
These cabinets are made in the

following sizes: -
No. 1. Panel, 26 in. x 7 in.

Cabinet, 2 ft. I; in. high,
ft. Sin, wide, 12 in.

deep.
No. Z. Panel, I S in. w 7 in.

Cabinet, 2 ft. 6 in. high,
I ft. Io in. wide, 12 in.
deep. The Cabinet for
the British Station
Three, described in July
21 issue.

No. 3, Panel, 21 in. x 7 in.
Cabinet, 2 ft. Gin. high,
2 ft. 1 in. wide, 12 is:.
deep. Suitable for the
Cossor Melody Maker and
Britain's Favour-
ite Three. Price 32'6

All are fitted with hinged top,
heavy baseboard, etc., and a tray
underneath gives accommodation
for batteries. London made.
Highly finished in Jacobean style.
If required, enclosed Battery
tray with double doors in front
of some to/. each extra to above
pric:s.

Nos. 1 and 2
PRICE
ONLY

PACKED AN D SENT CARRIAGE
PAID ANYWHERE

Please new this price does not include Pane.
Other siz,es and styles, prices on application.

Thule enquiries invited.

The MISCELLANEOUS TRADING CO. LTD.
'Phone: Hol. 4894. 143. High Holborn, London, W.C.I

Advertisers Like to Know That -You Saw it in "A.W."
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..........
Pocket Model 0-8-
120 volt, 4,033 ohms I
Rea. Heavy nickel
finish, now THE

POCKET MODEL
RADIO METER
The number of Sifam Radio Meters
sold is now approaching the enor-
mous figure of half a million.
The absolute dead -beat movement,
guaranteed accuracy and robust
construction of the Pocket Model
Meter have, from the first day of
production, won the approval and
confidence of listeners everywhere.

 This greatly increased production has
brought manufacturing economies in its
wake. This saving is being handed on to the
purchaser by a reduction in price from 9/6 to
7/6. Get your Sifam Meter now from wireless
dealers everywhere, price 7'6. Write for
interesting tree leaflet " Detecting Dis-
tortion," from Dept. A.

THE SWAM ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO., LTD.
Radiometer Headquarters, Brea HOUSE, Allwych, W.0.2

M.B.

RADIO
7x 6,
Bx 6,
Ox 8,
Ox 9.
2x 10,
4x 12.
4x 7.
Gx
BX 7

113
114
211
2/4
3/-

21-
3/2
3/2

Post Fre,
Money back guarantee
MeggeF test In9nity

BRITISH AND BEST.
Panels cut to any cue. Call, tome, or 'phone Clerkenteell
7853 for quotations. Samp:es and prices post free to Trade.

PANELS
9x o, V't

II x 8, 2/3
12x 8, 216
I 2 x 9, 2/16
14x 10, 3/5
16 x 9, 316
11 x 7, 317
24x 7,

in. thick.

Thoroughly
recommended

for the Cossor
"Melody Maker"
21"x 7" Panel 3/7)

CROXSONIA CO. OM, i) 11, WA Street BMA El!
Agents:-.7 oho Henry Smith, 139, Amlaby Rd.. Hull. L.H. Helyar,
82, Chamberlin Rd., Norwich. A. litredwiek S Co., 27. The
Mkt., Chatham. Boynton & Co.. Ltd., 73. Stafford St., B'ham.

OUR BLUEPRINT SERVICE
Constructors of receivers describe3 in this journal
should make full use of our Blueprint Service and

avoid all risk of failure.

Letters to the Editor
(Continued from page 474)

Music played without the majority of
its bass score sounds very ordinary. The
B.B.C. transmit frequencies of 8o upwards,
and so, if all listeners were the same as
NV. J. F., the double bass and 'cello payers,
kettle drummer, etc., might as well cease
their playing, as their efforts would not be
heard.

I am not praising the cone, but stating
facts. Personally, I use a moving -coil
speaker, but my advice ,to the person who
desires good, almost natural, results is :
" Use a good cone speaker with a good
receiver." If he requires practically per-
fect results he should use a moving -coil
speaker with a properly designed ampli-
fier, using not less than 200 volts H.T.
with push-pull valves.

Wishing "A.W." every success.
-W. E. S. (Birmingham).

The " Favourite Three "
C IR,-Having made the ".Britain's
ki Favourite Three" from "A.W." Blue-
print No. 72, which answered to every
requirement, I have since tried a one -drum
coil in place of the two plug-in coils, which,
in my opinion, seems much better and
cheaper. Continental stations can be
received whilst -London is operating.

-H. (South Croydon).

KNX (Hollywood, California) claims it
has been on the air with regular scheduled
programmes more hours per day than any
other station in America.

Letts Amateur Wireless Notebook
Diary.-The 2929 edition of this handy
pocket reference book and diary is an
entirely new compilation which no wireless
enthusiast can afford to be without. All
those little facts which the amateur must
have available are presented, together with
a fund of general information, including a
glossary of. terms. Two editions are pn
sale, one in plain cloth at Is. 6d. and the
other with a loop back at 2S. 6d. Either
may be obtained from these offices or from
any bookseller.

" Amateur Wireless and Electrics." Price
Threepence. Published on Thursdays and bear-
ing the date of Saturday immediately following.
Post free to any part of the world : 3 months,
4s. 6d.; 6 months, 8s. 9d.; 12 months, 17s. 6d.
Postal Orders, Post Office Orders, or Cheques
should be made .payable to " Bernard Jones
Publications, Ltd.'
General Correspondence is to be brief and
written on one side of the paper only. All
sitetches and drawings to be on separate sheets.
Contributions are always welcome, will be
promptly considered, and if used will be paid for.
Queries should be addressed to the Editor, and
the conditions printed at the head of " Our
Information Bureau" should be closely observed.
Communications should be addressed, accord-
ing to their nature, to The Editor, The Adver-
tisement Manager, or the Publisher, " Amateur
Wireless." 58-61 Fetter Lane, London. E.C.4.

Finished in black or
beautifully grained
mahogany

neat-
acevneate and
inexpensive
Watch for Brownie's latest triumph in artistic
moulded components - the, " Dominion "
Vernier Dial. Special non -back -lash slow
motion drive gives very accurate turning.
while the action will fit any condenser, and
the new design of the dial will enhance the

appearance of every set.

EIRCI RITIL NIE
" DOMINION " VERNIER DIAL
THE BROWNIE WIRELESS Co.. (c.o.) LTD.
MORNING] ON CRESCENT, LONDON, NAV. I

a

5

a

OLYMPIA

SHOW

FORECAST
THERE WILL BE PLENTY OF

MAKES OF MOVING COIL
SPEAKERS SHOWN.

Ther- wilt ho some which will be
m.ch dearer.

Th^re will he e"nne which will be
a little nearer.

There will be srene which will be
tne same pr. ce.

Thew. will 11a wee which may be
even cheaper.

Rut von wi rot find one moving
colt speaker at any price which
can compare for absolute per-
fection with the
3 NEW MODELS

a

5

ofEPOCH
MOVING COIL SPEAKERS
Prices from E 2 10 0 Complete

Don't fail to see them at OLYMPIA

STAND No. 211 ii
I.I

THEY WILL BE THE GREATEST I
st NSATION OF THE SHOW

If unable to visit the Show, see them at or
get particulars from :

EPOCH ELECTRICAL SOCIETY LTD.

53 GRADECHURCH STREET, LONDON, E.C.3
a or from any 1-11gh-class Dea'er
E111392:3:211112103311S0131M1/113,2111121311116313333112231111111111111111111
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National Radio
Es} ibition

Used in the
" BAFFLE THREE"

GOODMANS "NEW JUNIOR" MOVING -COIL SPEAKER KIT
Used in the "Baffle Three " (Achrteur IFireless, Sept. 22)

This new Model has been produced to meet
a demand for a GOODMANS product at a com-
petitive price. The last word in up-to-date con-struction, it has been specially designed tored ce the Constructor's difficulties of as-sembly to a minimum. The new design of
Spider, with an easy and permanent centring
device, cone paper cut to shape. and a cleverly
designed Moving -Coil eliminate practically anypossibility of error in construction. The coil
is sectionally wound, has an equal inductance
at all frequencies, is light, and unaffected bymoisture or heat. The Pot Magnet is thealready well-known Minor Model, and is re-
markably powerful although consuming only
1/2 amp. at 6 vo ts. Lugs are provided for
fixing to the Cabinet or Baffle Board.
Complete Equipment for 6 Volts E3 - 10 - 0

STAND STAND
269a WOODMAN 269a

27FAIMINCroivrInoi00g.E.C.4
National RadioExhibition

Telephoov City 4472.

Stand 62, Olympia

STEADILY INCREASING
BUSINESS BUILT BY
RECOMMENDATION

:°327-8

11,9426 7.1.11

Advt Regent Metz° .5"ipply co., 21 Bertha' e Bit ogs,

7 HE ONLY BRITISH VALVE WITH A WRITTEN GUARA,vTEE AS 70 PERFORMANCE AND LIFE.

AMATEUR WIRELESS, 14/3/24, says: ".
The characteristics of this Valve comparo
favourably with many well-known makes."

Type Fil.
Volts "'"' Imp.

Ohms.
Amp.
Fat.

PR 1 2 .095 30,000 14 ILF.
PR 2 2 .095 28,000 13 Bet.
PR 3 2 .095 15,000 8
PR 4 2 .095 120,000 32 kr(,
PR 8 3.5-4 .063 23,000 15 II.F.
PR 9 3.5-4 .063 18,000 14 Bet.
PRIO 3.5-4 .063 10,000 8.7 L.F.
P R 11 3.5-4 .063 88,000 40 li .1 '.
PR16 5-6 .1 19,000 18 lI.I'.
PR17 5-6 .1 18,000 17 Bit .
PR18 5-6 .1 9,500 9
PRI9 5-6 .1 80,000 40 R.('.

PR20 2 .15 7,000 6 Power
PR40 2 .15 7,000 6
PR60 6 .1 5,000 6

WHAT OTHERS SAY
of P.R. VALVES
" Unsurpassed for purity of tone
and selectivity-the equal of any, -
is the opinion expressed in hundreds of
letters from satisfied users-the originals
can be seen at our offices.

Tell us your set-we will send
correct Valves.

Matched Valves 1'. extra.

7/6 Post 4d. P.R. VALVESEach

411111MMUM1111111111111116...

NOW ONLY
c.0.

Post 4d . 37S812
2 Valve, for 6;9

Post 6d.
3 Valves for 10, -

Porlt 0(1.
4 Valves for 13 -

Post MI.
WAIMIllaimEDWILOWweSrAlloy

All orders executed by ret tun of post,
GUARANTEE. All valves despatched

under guarantee of
Money Back in Full it not satisfied. All valves
are carefully packed and breakages replaced.

17/7, Paternoster Square,
LONDON. E C.4.

pfAxoLINANELS AND FORMERS FOR
erect insulation & better appearance

PANELS : Mahogany, Natural Brown, or Black finish.
t Ito -k. td. per sq. inch. ik" thick, 2d. per sq. inch.

COIL FORMERS : Prices on application.
" EMPIRE " VARNISHED INSULATING TUBING M alldiameters. Distributors :

WRIGHT & WEAIRE LTD.
740, High Road, Tottenham, N.17

Sole Manufacturers :
THE MICANITE & INSULATORS CO., LTD.
limpireN1 orks, Blackhorse Lane,waltlianistow,E.17

TAe choice
of critics

THE ROLLS ROYCE OF
PUSH-PULL SWITCHES

unlimited amount of hard work, this
is the switch for you. There is only
one other thing too want to know

BEAT LLY finished in every
detail and made
Bto

stand up to an

and that is that the names Bulgin

9,10, 11, Cursitor St., Chancery Lane, E.C.4. Telephone : Holborn 2072.

and Deckorem are engraved clearly
on the ebonite, your guarantee et

Price 1/6 each, everything a switch should be.
Black or mahogany Send for our new 56 -page Catalogue..

colour knobs. National Radio Exhibition Start's Nos. 203.204.

A. F. BULGIN & CO., Radio Manufacturers,

Mention of "Amateur Wireless " to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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SILENT
ELIMINATORS
The secret of obtaining powerful,
silent, and enduring results from the
H.T. or L.T. Eliminator you are about
to build depends entirely upon the
right selection of its component parts.
Success with SUPRECISION Power
transformers and chokes is a guaran-
teed certainty. Specify them and you
follow the lead of the lead of thousands
of satisfied customers.
How to build your own Eliminator
inexpensively is explained in the new
list 935. Any output obtainable from,

volts to 500 volts.

Write, phone or call

F. C. HEAYBERD & Co.
8/9, Talbot Court, Eastcheap, E.C.3.
(One minute from Monument Underground

Station).

TUNEWELL COILS
as

always

E
C

R

M
M
E
N

E
D

in this

J

R
N

U

L
Note Accessibili y of Terminal

SIZES AND PRICES
Standard. 25, 35, 50, 75 each 1/6

30, 40. 60, 100 1/8
125,'150 -. 2/3
175 for 5XX 2/6
200, 223 2/9
250 3/3
300 ... 3/9
400 . 4/3

Centre tapped 9d. each extra, X type 1:- extra
TURNER & CO., 54 Station Rd. London, N.11

lbR
Kilo- Station and Power

Metres cycles Call Sign Kw..

 GREAT BRITAIN
2; 13,500 Chelmsford (5SW)20.0

252.2
273
2754

1.190 'Bradford (2LS) 0.2
1,099 *Sheffield (6EL) 0.2
1,089 *Nottingham

(5NG) 0.2
277.8 2,080 *Leeds (2I.S) ... 0.2
288.2 2,042 *Edinburgh (2EH) 0.2
294.1 1,025 *Stoke-on-Trent

(5ST) 0.2
294.1 1,020 *Swansea (5SX) 0.2
291.4 1,020 *1 ,aiee (2DE) 0.2
294.1 1,020 *Hull (6KH) 0.2
297 .1,010 *Liverpool (61,V) 0.2
306.2 980 Belfast (213E) 2.5
322.5 960 Newcastle (5NO) 1.5
326.x 92.o *Bournemouth

(68)1) 2.5
353 8go Cardiff (5WA) 1.5
362.4 830 London (25.0) 3.o
384.6 780 Manchester (2Z N') 1.0
400 750 *Plymouth (5PY) 0.2
405.4 740 Glasgow (5SC) 1.2
491.8 Gro Daventry EX

(5GB) 24.0
500 60o Aberdeen (2BD) 1.5

1,604.8 287**Daventry (5XX) 25.o
*Relay stations, **Relays 21,0.

150
272.7
277.8

294
356.7
527.2
576.9

AUSTRIA
1,182 Linz
1,200 Klagenfurt
1,080 Salzburg

(under cons
1,020 jimsbruck

84r Graz
58o Vienna
520 Vienna

2, G

1.5

) 0.5
0.5
0.5

15.0
0.75

BELGIUM
229 1,360 C ha tel ineau 0.25
230 .7,304 Schaerbeek 0.5
265 2,130 Louvain (under

construction)
273 1,090 Ghent
508.5 590 Brussels

CZECHO-SLOVAKIA
263.2 1,1)0 Kosice
300 1,000 Bratislava
349.2 859 Prague (Praha)
441.1 880 Brunn (Brno)

DENMARK
337.4 889 Copenhagen

(Kjobenhavn) 1.5
972 308 Soro 2.5

1,253.8 260 I{alundborg 7.0
ESTHONIA

403.5 735 Reval ("Tallinn) 2.2
FINLAND

373.4 789 Helsingfors
(Helsinki) 1.2

0,522.8 197 Lahti 2.5
FRANCE

40.2 7,463 I,yon (PTT) ro.o
45 6,666 Agen o.23
61.5 4,878 Radio LL (Paris) I.0

158 1,899 Beziers 2.0
176 1,700 Tourcoing 0.3
210 1,428 Chambery o.5
228.4 1,3/3 Biarritz 0.25
23o 1,304 Ste Etienne 0.25
238.1 1,260 Bordeaux (Radio

Sud-Ouest) 2.5
239.5 1,253 Nimes 2.0
244 7,229 0.7
245.7 1,221 Toulouse (PTT) 2.0
253 1,185 Montpellier 0.5
234.2 1;r80 Rennes 0.5
267.3 1,123 Lille (PTT) 0.7
268 2,118 Strasbourg 0.5

Station and Power
Call Sign Kw.

273 2,098 Limoges (PTT) 0.5
c86 1,048 Bordeuax 0.5

292 1,030 Radio I.yon 2.3
299.4 1,002 Vitus (Paris) 2.0
299.7 .r,00r+- Agen 0.5
327.4 945 Marseilles 0.5

Le Petit Parisien,
Paris 0.5

353 850 Algiers (PTT) 2.0
370 811 Radio LL, Paris 1.0
389.6 770 Toulouse (Radio) 5.0
416 721 Grenoble (PTT) 2.5
426 721 Rabat (Radio

Maroc) 2.0
430 698 Lille (Radio

Flandres) 0.25
445.7 673 Paris (Ecole

Sur.; PIT) 0.7
476.9 629 Lyons (PTT) 1.0

1,765 170 Radio Paris 8.0
I,850 262 Radio Carthage

(Tunis) 2
2,650 173 Eiffel Tower (FL)

GERMANY
i,84 20.210 Nauen (AGAI) 20.0

37.65 7,968 )
41.45 t- Doeberitz (AFK) 5.0
67.65 4,434 I

51 5,882 Bergedorf (API.) 3.o
236.2 1,270 Stettin 6. 0.75
242 1,239 Nurnberg 3.0
250 1,202) Muenster 1.5
251.8 1,19t Cassel 0.7
254.2 1,130 Kiel 0.7
271.7 1,104 Danzig 0,,,
272.7 .1,100 Bremen 0.75
274.9 1,09r Dresden 0.75
283 ±2,06o Cologne 4.0
279.4 1,073 Kaiserslanteri 1.5
297 1,010 Hanover 0.7
303.6 988. Koenigsberg , 4.0
322.2 931 Breslau 4.0
32-9.7..910 G1(6612 10.0
366.3 829 Leipzig 4.0
379.7 790 Stuttgart, 4.0
396 757 Hamburg 4.0
400 750 Aachen 0.75
429 699 Frankfurt -Main 4.0
471.6 636 Lan genberg 25.0
483.9 620 Berlin 4.0
536.6 559 Munich i.o
566 530 Augsburg 0.5
574 522 Freiburg 0.75

1,250 240 Zeesen 25.0
1,829 164 Norddeich
2,525 119 Berlin (News) 8.o
2,900 103 8,o
4,000 70

HOLLAND'
8.o

- l400twijk (PCLI )30.0
(Wed. 13.10 B.S.T )

Hilversum
(PC JJ)23.2)

88o Huizen (until
5.40 p.m.) 5.o

280 Hilversum
(ANRO) 5.0

1,875 26o Scheveningen
(5.45 to 6.o p.m.) 7.0

1,875 Huizen (after
6.40 p.m. and on

Sundays 5.0
1,950 254 Scheveningen

haven 5.0
HUNGARY.

535,5 54o Budapest 15.0
ICELAND

333.3 900 Reykjavik 1.0
IRISH FREE STATE

319.1 940 I Mblin (2RN) . . 1.5

(Broadcasting stations classified by country and in order of wavelengths)

Kilo- Kilo- Station and Power
Metres cycles cycles Call Sign Kw`..

743 Cork (5CK) 2.5
ITALY204 2,885940.4

115.8 (testing) o.5
333.4 900 Naples (Napoli) 2.5
400 750 Bolzano 0.2

3 yo.9 880 449 668 Rome (Roma) 3.0
547.4 548 Milan 7.0

JUGO-SLAVIA
309.5 965 Zagreb (Agrani) 2.25
46o 652 Belgrade .25
57o 525 Laibach (testing) 5.o

LATVIA
526.3 579 Riga 2.0

LITHUANIA
2,000 .750 Kovno 15.0

LUXEMBURG
2,38s Luxemburg 0.23

NORWAY
810 Bergen 1.0
750 Aalesund 1.0
728 Notoddeu 0.7
689 Fredriksstad 2.0
670 Rjukan 1.0
65o Oslo x.5
eon Porsgrund 1.0
350 Hamar 0.7
142 Bergen 5.0

227.4

3704
400
412
435.4
448
461.5
500
566
2.041

POLAND
070.3 1,110 Lemberg (under '

construction)10.0
343 874 Posen (Poznan) 1.5
422 711 Kattowitz 10.0
426.7 703 Wilno 1.5
567 529 Cracow 1.3

1,II1 270' Warsaw 20.0
PORTUGAL

230 1,200 Oporto 0.5
RUSSIA

r.000 300 Leningrad2).0
1,150 259 Moscow

(Moskva) 30.0
0,700 176 Kharkov 15.0

 SPAIN
272.7 1,090 Oviedo (EA j29) 0.5
277 1,083 Barcelona

(EAJ23) 2.0
277.8 1,080 Cartagena 2.o
324.3 925 Almeria (EA J18) 2.0
345 87o Barcelona(EA Jr) 3.5
375, 800 Madrid (EA,I7) 2.0
400 750 Cadiz (EA,I3) o.5
400 750 San Sebastian .

(EA J8) o.5
402.6 745 Salamanca

(EA j22) 0.55
422 711 Bilbao (EA J9) : 1.0
434.8 690 Seville (EA.,15) : IA;

SWEDEN
260.9 1,2-50 Malmo
278.8 1,076 Trollhattan 0.4
326.7 947 Falun 0.5
415.7 720 Goteborg 1.0
453.1 662 Stockholm 2.5
545.6 55o Sundsvall 1.o
720 416 Ostersund 2.0

1,190 23 , Borten 2.0
2,380 217 Motala 30.0

SWITZERLAND
410.5 731 Berne , 2.5
500 too Zurich (testing) 0.4
588 510 Zurich 0.6
68o 442 Lausanne 0.6
760 395 Geneva o.5

2,034 290 Basle 0.25
TURKEY

1,180 254 Stamboul
2,818 265 Angora

5.0
7.0

CHIEF EVENTS
OF THE WEEK

LONDON AND DAVENTRY (5XX)
Oct. 2 Nonsense programme.

3 Vaudeville programme.
4 Leeds Festival Concert, S.B. from Leeds.
5 Chloe, a musical comedy by Rodney Bennett

and Gerrard Williams,
6 Military band concert.

DAVENTRY (5GB)
Oct. '2 French composers' hour.

3 Prom. Concert.
6 Way Down South, a selection of negro spiri-

tuals and songs.

CARDIFF
Sept. Silver band programme.
Oct. " Women and the Arts."

MANCHESTER
Oct. t Leaves from Ossian. Music by Liza Lehmann.

6 Gilbert and Sullivan programme.

100.

PP

PP

ADCAST T EL HONY

7.o
0.5

2.4
0.5
5,0
2.4

2.4.4

31.4

340.5

5r11

Oct.

Metres
401

NEWCASTLE
3 Les Cloche; de Corneuille, a comic opera.
5 " My Programme," by Arthur Lambert.

GLASGOW
5 Cola, a programme by Tyrone Guthrie.

In Turner and Co.'s advertisements for
Sept. 15 and 22, the address should read
54 Station Road, X.i i ; and not N.W.1 f.

2XAD (Schenectady) is now broadcast-
ing a special programme every Monday and
Thursday from 18.00 to 20.00 G.M.T., for
the benefit of -Short-wave listeners, in this
country. The wavelength used is 21.-96
metres.
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RAYMOND
L.L. Variable, .0003 and
.0005, with 4 in. dial,

6,'11 each.
Used in Music Charmer.
Five -Pounder -Four and
many other well-known

sets.
British Made S.M. Dia13,
3 apertures, made under

Igranic Patent, 2 6.
Panel Brackets, pair 1 -.
Copper Screens, all sizes

cut. Aluminium ditto.

BLUE
SPOT

UN ITS
66K . . 25/-
66A . 21/ -
Many other makes at

moderate prices.

POINTS TO
REMEMBER
for Quotations

over 20 -.
Please write plainly, state
actual requirements, make
out list of pasts. By doing
this you will help us to

give you an
IM MEDIATE

KEEN
QUOTATION

LISSEN S LATEST
SUPER L.F. 19' -
Wire Wound Resistances
from 20,000 ohms, 4 6 ;

up to 250,000 ohms, 7,6,
including holder.

Variable Condensers, .0005,
6 6 ; .0003, 6'-.

tUTHORISED DEALER

BRANDES
L.F. Transformers, 12 - ;

5-1, 12,6.
.0005 Friction, 12 6 ;

.0003, 12 -.

MATCHED HEADP:ONES

4000 ohms, 8 - pr.

Table Talker . 30 '-
Brandola
Ellipticon .. 77 6

BRANDES PRODUCTS
OVER £5, OBTAINABLE

HIRE PURCHASE

FOR MO
NEWEST LINES
De Luxe Log Condenser,
.0005, .00035, .00025,
.00015 at 6 - each.
A.M. Valve Holder, 1;3.
2 -Stage L.F. Unit, 30'-.
Short-wave Outfit, 10 6
2 -Range Tuner, 10 6 7

Base, 2 -.

DARIO VALVES
(RADIO MICRO)

Super -Power, 2 or 4 v. 7,6
GP.05, 2 or 1 v. .. 5 6

R.C.C., 2 or 4 v. ... 5 6
Post 351. earls,

THE NEW COSSOR MELODY MAKER
Issued September 1928

KIT OF PARTS and CABINET
with 3 SPECIFIED VALVES

£7 : 15 : 0
Long Wave Coils extra

We stock Igranic, Climax, Ever -Ready, Hellesen, Siemens,
Formo, Ferranti, Wearite, Ormond, J.B., Benjamin,
Lotus, Mullard, Dubilier, Lissen, Lewcos, Utility, Magnum,
Peto-Scott, Peerless, Burndept, Pye, Marconi, McMichael,
Cosmos, Carborundum. R.I. & Varlet, Gambrel!, Brown's,
Sterling, Amplions in fact, everything it is possible to

stock.

ORMOND
No. 3 CONDENSERS. .00025,
5/6. 5/a. .0005, 6/-.
(Vint' 4 -in, Dial). Friction
Geared, .0005, 15/-.
14/6..0025, 13/6, Straioht
Line Frequency Friction
Geared, .0005, 20/-..00035,
19/6. S.L.F. 12/-.
.0(.035, 11/- Log .0005, 13/8.
.00035, 12/6. .00025, 12;-.
&M. Dial, 6/-.

All Components Stocked.

J.13. CONDENSERS
T.T. Friction Ver.

.0005, 16,'6; .00035, 16/-;
.00015, 15,9.

S.L.F. OR LOCI.
0505, 11/b; .00095, 10,8;
.00025,10/-; .00015, 10 -.

Neutralising, .. 3 6.

J.B. New Lines as
soon as ready.

LISS E N
Valve Holders, 1/-, Fixed
Con.. 1/-, Leaks, 1/-.
Switches, 1/6, 2/6. Latest
2 -way (lain 'Vernier, 4/6.
Rheostats, 2/b. B.B.; 1/8.
Lissenola, 1316. L.P.
Transformers-, 8/6. Colts
60X. 6/4; 250X, 9/9. 60-v,
H.T., 7,11 ; 100-v., 12/11;
Super 60-V., 13/6. grid
Bias, 1,6; 4-5. 5d.

ALWAYS IN STOCK

LEWCOS
H.F.CHOKE9/-
We offer the many new
lines subject to makers'
delivery, which we tee)
sure will be almost imme-
diately, but will advise
you at once if unobtain-

able.

EBONITE PANELS
CRADE A. MATT
OR POLISHED

3,16, sq. in.; in., at :d.

This .ie absolutely best
quality

LOUD
SPEAKERS
Ediswan One -Der. . 50"-
M.P.A. Plaque ... 29 8
Phillips Seven -Corner 50; -
Amplion Cabinet 60 -
Do., Mahogany ... 63 -
Ferranti . ... 63 -
Orphean Gem . . 30 -
C12 Celestion . 145 -
Amplion Cone . . 37 6
Sterling Mellovox . 50 -
Marconi Moving Coil
Assembly, £6 6s. ; in
Cabinet, 210;- for D.C.

Maine, etc.
B.T.H.

MULLARD MASTER THREE

**s-rAR:
SET

THE LAST WORD IN WIRELESS
This new and wonderful set must appeal to young and
old, amateur or experimenter, in fact EVE.tYHtuDY

YOU CAN PURCHASE
ANY ITEM SEPARATELY (OR A KIT OF PARTS).

Every component is available at short notice.
This list is strictly to Mullard specification.

3 Valve Holders. Lotus. at 1/3.1 Colvern Combined \Vave
Coil, 17/8. 1 Permacore Transformer, 25/, 1 chum,
" LEA " Transformer, 25/, A Climax ILE. Choke, 7 3.
1 Benjamin Battery Switch, 1/3. J.11. 81005 Log, 11 6:
:00035, 10;6. Mullard Leak and Holder, 5/-. Purisc-
Jones Panel Brackets, 2,6. Mullard '0001 Fixed Con-
denser. 2/6. 4 Belling -Lee Terminals for 2'-. I packet
JunitIsinks, 1/-. 8 Lissenen Plugs and 2 Spades for 1 8.

Total £5 . 19 . 0
IF YOU SEND US £6 4s, 6d. WE WILL INCLUDE

THE FOLLOWING WITH THE KIT OF PARTS.
2 Handsome Slow Motion Dials. 2 Ebonite Strips, 9 -volt
Grid Bias, Splendid Aluminium Panel, 18 x 7, Baseboard,

'l'wln Flex,
AND we wil pay the carriale to any address U.K.

Oak Cabinet for12,1, American type, hinged lid, cart. 2,-.
ACCESSORIES ON MULLARD LIST :

3 Receiving Valves to specification (Mullard). Extde T,.T.
(according to voltage). 0 -volt Siemens OM! Bias. 108 -
volt Siemens H.T. Battery. ,2 Sovereign S.M. Dials, at 3,6.

Collinson Aluminium Panel.

CABINETS LARGE STOCKS of really
nice CABINETS, American
type, hinged lid, baseboard,

Mahogany Polished.
1258 10 6 I -i's 12 6
18x7 21,- .1\7 22 6

Oak 3 qualities'.
12x8 ... 911 11 9 13 6
14x7 ... 12 11 13 11 16 6
183;8 12 11 15 6 17 11
18x7 ... 15- 18,6 21 -
21x7 15,- 18,- 21 -
Carriage and l'acking 1

extra. Extra, ,ish Free State 6 Naiad

CABINETS STOCKED for "Britain's Favourite 3," 16 11 ;

"Everyman 4," 35,- ; "Radiaao 3," 12.'11, and all arll-
known circuits.

SPECIAL CABINETS FOR COSSOR AND MULLARD.
Handsome design, compartment for batteries
(fall front), elegant mahogany polished. Many testimonials.

H.T. BATTERIES
HELLESEN'8. Prices re-
duced. Quality unbeat-
able. 60-v. now 10/6. 90-v.
now 18/-. Also 1.5, 4-v.,
9-v.. 16-v. stocked.
SIEMENS -still top of the
tree. 110-v., 8,'-; 100-v.,
14,-; Power, 00-v., 15,6;
16-v., 3/-; 2/-.

OLDHAM LT., 2-v., 15,
9'-: 110, 14,'-.
EXIDE AND ALL MAKES
STOCKED.
EVER READY, 60-v.. 7 -:
66-v., 7,6; 90-v., 11.8:
Popular, 60-v.. 9,6;108-k.,
15/6; Flash Lamp, 6 - df)Z.
Flag 1.5 stocked. ;rid
Bias, 9-v., 1/3.

We must still include old favourites
THE ORIGINAL

COSSOR MELODY MAKER
Good for years yet !

SPECIAL PRICE £4 : .4 : 0
SPECIFIED COMPONENTS :

Ormond .0005, 2 Do. S.M. Dials, 6 F.C.C. Condensers,
11.13, Clips, 1 B.B. Rheostat, 3 Dubilier Leaks,

3 Lotus V.H., Ferranti A.F.3, 2 Switches, Cossor Wound
Coil, Terminals, Glazite, Grid Bias.

FREE
WITH PARTS

Drilled High-grade 21 x 7
Pol.shed Panel and Strip,
Wood Screws. Carriage 1 -

COSSOR VALVES 2, 4, or 6 -Volt for above.
L.F., D., R.C., or H.F., 10,0 each. Power, 12,6 each.

Handsome Oak Cabinet, 12/6
with parts, Baseboard Free.
Also Cabinets at 15 11, Id/11,
and Mahogany Polished, at

21.i1-. Carriage 2 -.

KITS of all parts for all CIY2CUIIS
Make out LIST for keen quotation
DON'T worry, if it's Wireless WE HAVE IT.

K. RAYMOND
27 & 28a, LISLE ST., LONDON, W.C.2

Come to LEICESTER SQUARE TUBE.'nits address is at the tack of Daly's
Ths,atr-. Phoo,r-o i c1e-reard 4617 and 2821

n 0,ciers Zesstatoliect same day as re-
ceived where possible. Send ORDER

C  U with instructions and pay Postman.
C.O.D. APPLIES TO UNITED KINGDOM ONLY.

WE /IR OPEN
ALL DAY SATU DAY
ALL DAY T URSDAY
ALL DAY EVERY DAY
Hours 9 a.m. to 8p.m
Sat. 9 a.m. to 9 p.m,
Sunday morning 11.1

Screenei Grid and Pen-
tode in stock, and all
new valve.; as soon

as available.

Amplion Vivavox Gramo-
phone Pick-up, with vol-
ume control plsrg, adaptor,
and leads, 50/,
Amplion A.G. 13, cone unit
assembly, 50,-.

AMPLION SPEAKERS,
ALL MODELS

Bulgin Short-wave Chokes,
8-80 metres, 3,-, post '(id,
Might reaction tas01, 6,'6;
neutralizing, 5/-; grid bias
Clips, 8d.; 2 -volt Bulbs,
6d. (with holder, 1/-).
Wall Jacks, 2,6 and 3,11.
H.T. and LT, Switch, 2/6.
Key In. 2,9. Station Legs,
2 -. safety Mains l'Iug
3.9. :ill parts stocked. '

Bowyer -Lowe " Elfin "
.00015, 6/-. Supplies! with
'pointer, knob, and tem-
plate.
Climax H.T. Unit. 100 to
240 volts, I() tappings, 34,-.
Climax 'Autobat Trans-
former, 35/-; Heavy Mains
flake, 21/-; Pot Divider,
5 Choke, 1LT.,
10 6; ILF. Choke, 8,6.

Colvern Set of four 8.W.
Coils, 10130 metres, with
base, 35

Colvern Formers, 2/6, 3/-.
Asses, -1/6, 2/-. Feather-
weight. Formers. 4,'-.
81111,1' 40112, 7 8; )81sort-
wave, 6 6. 11 allard Master

4.6irails, awl 5,6.

CONE SPEAKER CAB-
INETS, take -12 in. cone
(will take Blue Spot snit), --
handsome design, all en-
cline/I, 12,11 post 116!-

Double Reading (04), 0-
120) Voltmeters, Om 11.,T.
and LT. \ v,,ry 'medal

5/11
DUBILIER t 1:eared

and .0003 12'
Dubilier Retletances,
.5, 1, 2, 3, 4, 1-ineu.. 2.6
each. Fixed Colndossers,
610 type, .0001 up to
.0005, each 2/6; .001 up to
,006, 3,'- each; 620 type,
same price. Wire -wound
Iti,istanres, at list prices..

Ebonite cut while you wait
at square inch, also
4 in. at id. Only I he 1:e4
supplied. No cheap rub-
bish.
Ekko H.T. Units, III vol-

Ferranti Trickle Chargers,
55 -.
Ferranti AF5, 30 - ; AF3,
25.- ; AF4, 17 6. Output,
push-pull in eters and
chokes stocked.
Gambrel! Neutrovernia, 5,6
.0001 Midget Bulgin, 51;
.0001 Ormond Reaction
(for P. or B.11.), 4,'-.
Geared 2 -way Ebonite Coil
Stand, long handle, with 4
terminals; B.B.
Wonderful value 3/11

Condensers,

HEADPHONES, etc.
Browns, 20/-. B.T. H., 15, -.
British Ericsson, 12 6.
Sterling, 15'=. All 4,000
ohms. N. & K. Pattern

Lightweight. gig
(4 .and a lee ... "
Dr. Nesper De -Luxe Head-
opihionnevi s,... 4,000. 7/11

HYDRA CONDENSERS
Tested on 500 volts D.C.
(working voltage 240 d.,'.).
1 mid., 2;8; 2 mid., 3/8;
4 !Md., 5/1.
Igranic L.F. Choke, Type
0,27,6; Smoothing Choke.
25/-; Indigraph Dial, 7/6;
Universal High Resistance
51; Parent JackS, front
2/-. Ask for list No.

j11(Y5E46STON E TETO-SCOTT
Midget .0001 Condenser,
5 6 ; Neutralising, 5,- ;

, Six -pin Base, 2'9 ; Stan-
dard Wave Trap, 15 -.
Lissen Electrical Pick-up.
The finest at the vie,.
Without adaptor. 15, -.
With adaptor. 16,6.
Lissen New Model Head-

Ashen's, at an incredible,
price for the quality, 8 6.
Post 3d.
Lotus 2 -way Coil Stand,
panel mounting, 7/-.
For B.B. (Long handle),
8,,-.
Lotus Jack Switches,
stocked from Plugs,
1/6.
miiiiammeters, Moving-
coil:Type, 0-25, 0-50, 17,6

Mullard Perntacore.;peL,fai
Transformers.
Winding, 25 -.
Panel Brackets, tlimsiiii-
unn, 1.-, 1 6;
small, 1/6: nisi,. ;.%
Pye L.F. Chokes, 20 hem
rhiee,s1,0,82,0,1,-.2;ii-.32 and 110

Peerless Rheostats, 2 6
each.
"Q" Coils (Lewcos),.4m40
15/-; It.F. Transiorinct,,
21,-.
R.C.C. Units, various, Li, -
H011. 4/-; Cosmos, 8/8 (wills

ffagnani.
6,1; Carbortmdunt. 8,6:

 Mareoui 7,3, :,,c!
"li,", 8/8; Dubilier, T -.
Sifam Moving Coil,

cr. 11-51), 25/,
Sifam New Model, Pocket
Voltmeter, If 4,00t
041,.. heavy nickel ease,
7/6. -

Standard. Wave Traps.
made to specification ui
Ii. Kendall, Esq., 11/6;
Magnum, 15,-; Liman,
1376. '
Short -ware Coils, 6/6set of four
Telsen L.F. Transformers,
Radiogrand, 12/8. 1Aseli
Ace, 8/6. Ratios 3 or 5 to 1.
Triotron Valves, 2 -volt,
power, 619; 2, 4/6; .05,
40/9p;., 443o;1145p, 6,3;

Post lid. ca), (20/. worth
free),
Valve Holders. All wills
Terminal-.Anti-issiero-
phonie. arlie, W.B.,
1 6. Lotus, 1 9. Bowyer -
Lowe, 2.-. Whiteline, 2,3.
Benjamin Standard, 2'--
Lissen, 1 -. Ashley, 1.3.
All i11:11i1,"111(.1,(1.

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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Patent
applied
for.

WONDERFUL /
MEW DISCOVERY
WATER
your -Amp
RADIO TEST METER.

A new principle underlies the working of this exclusive
instrument, making it possible to supply a meter, ct the
low price of 8 6, giving readings of 150 volts for H.T.,
6 volts for L.T., and 30 milliamps for H.T. consumption
all essential values necessary for you to know, if consistently

good reception is required.

NOTE THE FEATURES AND PRICE.
Readings

O . 150 volts.
o 6 volts.

. . 30 milliamps.

1

Dead beat movement.
Crystallised black finish.
Nickelled plated fittings.

2 DIFFERENT
WONDER M

R
1. Regulates filament voltage

correctly.
2. Avoid run-down batteries.
3. Prevent burnt -out .valves

from newly -charged accu-
mulators.

4. Selects your choice of the
best H.T. battery.

5. Measures correct milliamp
consumption of valves.

5. ierts when accumulator
needs recharging..

PRICE

8/6
5,000 ohms.
Resistance.

Fully guaranteed.
WAYS IN WHICH THIS
ETER CAN IMPROVE
ECEPTION.

7. Regulates plate
correctly.

8. Measures H.T consump-
tion in milliamps

9. Tests breakages in wiring
circuits.

10. Locates causes of distortion.
11. Corrects voltage drop on

H.T. battery tappings.
12. Permits the use of different

vcItage valves without
fear of burning out.

Stand No. 7 (On right of Main Entrance),
RADIO EXHIBITION, OLYMPIA

Ask your dealer to supply -if any difficulty send direct. Can
be forwarded C.O.D. if desired, but send us your dealer's name

and address. Money returned it not fully satisfied.

THE STANDARD WET BATTERY CO.
(Wet H.T. Battery Co.)

Head Offices. Showrooms and Warehouse (Dept. C.M.) 184:188
Shaftesbury Avenue, London. W.C.2 (New Oxford Street End,.

M.B.

NOW ON SALE
LETTS' 1929 AMATEUR
WIRELESS NOTEBOOK
DIARY. 88 -PAGE REF-
ERENCE SECTION. ALL

USEFUL DATA.
Prices 116 and 2/6 from
"Amateur Wireless " Offices

480

"The All -wave Mains 3"
(Continued from page 45o)

Low -frequency choke (Igranic, type G,
Ferranti, R.I. and Varley).

Power transformer, .400-24o volts, 50-100
cycles (Marconiphone, Model C).

Smoothing choke (Regentone, type IA,
Ferranti, R.I. and Varley).

Baseboard - mounting potentiometer,
400 ohms (Lissen, Igranic, Peerless).

Baseboard -mounting variable resistor,
2 ohms (Igranic-Pacent).

Four insulated terminals marked Aerial,
Earth, L.S.+; L.S.- (Belling -Lee, Eele.x,
Igranic),

Two ebonite or bakelite strips, 2 by
-(Radios, Becol, Pertinax, Paxolin).

TwO ebonite washers, 1/..in. diameter and
in. long for terminal strips.

Grid -bias battery clips (Bulgin).,
Baseboard, 26 in. by loin. (Cameo).
Connecting wire (Glazite).
Mains safety -plug fitting (Bulgin).
Yard of single flex (Lewcos).
Four wander plugs, three black, one

red (Eelex, Clix).
From the theoretical considerations al-

ready given it must not be thought that
the practical work is at all difficult. In
fact, the construction, as will be detailed
in our next issue, merely involves the
assembly of a straightforward three -valve
receiver and H.T. eliminator on the same
baseboard.

(To be coot ;toed next

THE

DIX- ONEMETER
is the ideal Eliminimeter, and tars well earned
its title of " THE ROLLS-ROYCE OF RADIO

TESTERS."
A well-known expert who uses one

writes ; May I express my utmost satis-
faction with my Dix-Onemeter which is
a most superb instrument which I shall
never cease to commend, as it has already
established its superiority over several
instruments costing more than double the
price."
Readings may be taken at 55/-2500 ohms per volt
Multipliers, 6/6 each.

Send for free Booklet.
TELEVISION PARTS. Focusing Arc
Lamps, as used in America, 60,-. Powerful
Projectors with lenses and fitted 100 -watt
gas -filled focus lamp, 39'6. 24 -in. by
22 -in. Telescope, fitted six lenses, 176. Torpedo Type Sprin--
driven Gyroscopes, 15,', Neon Tubes. 2'6. Holders, 8d.
Osram B.E. Power Valves, 2'-. Selenium Cells no to 220 volts'
ratio 30-I, 15,', Double Scale Taylor -Hobson Protractors for
marking discs, 5,'6. 3 -valve Amplifiers, A.C. or D.C.
Motors for Disc Drive, 35.-. Wonderful 200 -watt Alternators,
Watford A.G. 541f -exciting. Cost £30. Great bargain, f3. As
used by Baird. Ediswan Pointolite, 50 -.

Our Exhibition Edition of New Catalogue is now ready.
Full of bargains of electrical apparatus. Post free, 4d.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
218, Upper Thames Street, E.C.4

*Phone City 0191

H.T. & L.T. UNITS-TANNOY-FOR A.C.S.D.C.MAINS
HIGH TENSION LOW TENSION

No valves
required.

No expensive
replacements. Components

from

For Mul ti -Val e
Receivers.

2, 4 or 6 volts

Westinghouse Metal at 1 an amp.
Rectifiers. No renewals.

.. 11'0 attention.Completevruts
from Everlasting.

If'rite or 'filione for delails.
TULSEMERE MANUFACTURING CO.,

Tulscmere Road, West Norwood, S.E.27. Thom: Streathcm 6731
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PREPAID ADVERTISEMENTS.
Advertisements under this head are charged
THREEPENCE PER WORD, minimum charge
THREE SHILLINGS.

DEPOSIT SYSTEM
As the Publishers cannot accept responsibility for the

bona fides of advertisers in this publication, they have
introduced a system of deposit which it is recommended
should be adopted by readers when dealing with persons
with whom they are unacquainted. It is here explained.

Intending purchasers should forward to the Publishers
the amount of the purchase money of the article advertised.
This will be. acknowledged to both the Depositor and the
Vendor, whose names and addresses must necessarily be
given. The Deposit is retained until advice is received of
the completion of the purchase, or of the article having
been returned to and accepted by the Vendor. In addition
to the amount of the Deposit, a Fee of 6d. for sums of it
and under, and is. for amounts in excess of £1, to cover
postage, etc., must be remitted at the same time. In cases
of persons not resident within the United Kin5dom, double
fees are charged.

The amount of the Deposit and Fee must be remitted by
Postal Order or Registered Letter (Cheques cannot be
accepted), addressed to

Aell)1 I ItkLESS,'' A DVERTiSLIMENT DEPARTNIENT.
58'61, FETTER LANE, LONDON, E.C.4.

WOOD HORNS for all gramophone units. etc.: List. Maildison,
I Chapel St.. Edgware Rd., NAVA. Manufacturer of THEALLwooroRN

MAKE YOUR OWN WIRELESS CABINET. Any design pre-
ared for reassembling at home. SimPlioN, Cabinet Maker.

Samford.

COSSOR MELODY MAKER and all accessories. and 16.
in mthly. Everything wrieless on easy terms. Lists free.-
Wu rld'sWirOess,

HOME CINEMA MACH'NES and Films, list free-Dies, Dept.
F, 31 Doke Street. 5.11".I.

That book you want
NEW, SECOND-HAND, OUT -OF -PRINT
1,01-LES can supply it. Unsurpassed stock of books on
all Technical subjects and Applied Science. 0,250,000
of the best books on all subjects classified into twenty-
two Departments, each of which issues its own cata-
logue. If unable to call and examine 1112 carefully
classified departments, write for Technical and Applied
Science Catalogue, (free), mentioning requirements and
interests. Books sent on approval to any part of the
world. '

INSTALMENT PAYMENTS can boarranged if desired
(Gt. Britain only)

Books Purchased-.4 single volume up to a library

FOYLES FOR BOOKS
Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2 (Gerrard 9310)

"PIONEER"
QUALITY P3

Patent
applied
for

First in essentials, stabil-
ity, efficiency, smooth

positive contact.
EMBODIED IN "ROLLS"

PORTABLE- SETS.
DX Coils Ltd. Circuits,

etc.

Do not miss this
at OLYMPIA

Stand 223, Gallery

PIONEER MFG. CO.,
CROMWELL HOUSE,

fULW11011 PLACE, W.C.1
3 unable to obtain write

direct, mentioning dealer's
name. Postage refunded,

H-

THE LITTLE CELLS THAT SATISFY 5.
Len Primary T. battery. H Forms., Cot SI and 52 Sac Cells. All complete Itir assembly.

I -cell. f -cell. 12 -cell.
PI (id. ... 5'3 ... 5/9 ... 141-

S2 4i.d. ... 26 . 3/10 ... 9/6
Send ltd. stamp for booklet giving full particulars to- a=

N.: THE ETON GLASS BATTERY Co.
E- 46 ST. MARY'S ROAD - LEYTON - Lau

WET H.T. BATTERIES-
Solys all H.T. troubles

SELF -CHARGING, SILENT, ECONOMICAL
JARS (waxed) 21" 1)" 01. .. 1/3 doz.
Zincs, New Type, ltd. doz. SACS 1;2 doz.
Sample do,. (18 volts), complete with bands
and electrol5te 4/3, post bd. Sample unit,
Ed. Illlintrated booklet free. Bargain list free.

AMPLIFIERS, 30 2 -Valve Set, £4.
A. TAYLOR, 57 Studley Rd

Stockwell, London.

COUPON
Available until Saturday,

OCTOBER 6th, 1928
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Let your retailer demon-
strate to you how ycu can
have wireless in every
room in your house when
you fit the Lotus Remote

Control.

LOTUS REMOTE CONTROL SUITS ANY SET
The Lotus Remote Control is made for every type of receiving set,
as follows :- RETAIL PRICES
Complete outfit for 2 rooms for a set using L.T. Accumulator and
H.T. Battery, including i Lotus Relay, 2 Filament Control
Wall Jacks, 2 Jack Plugs and 21 yards special 4 -strand wire
Complete outfit for 2 rooms for set using L.T. Accumu-
lator and H.T. Eliminator ...
Complete outfit for 2 rooms for any make of circuit using
All from the Mains Set ...

In each case, each additional room, 7/6 extra.

Made by Garnett, Whiteley & Co., Ltd.

30/-

45/-

47/6

IS YOUR wireless at every
fireside-ready to switch
cn at the touch of a plug?

The Lotus Remote Control
provides simultaneous re-
ception with independent
control throughout the
house. There's no inter-
ference-no weakening of
signals-no extra current
consumption. YOU can in-
stal it, it is so easy. Neat,
efficient, and reliable, the
Lotus Remote Control is the
wireless convenience of this
winter.
Get a free blueprint from
your retailer and ask him to
demonstrate.

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in "A.W."

Broadgreen Road, Liverpool.
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You probably diddt know

Tli-duplexlatervalve
Transformer.

27/6

lin;versal
Power
'Transformer
£2 : 7 : 6

- H.T. Metal
_Rectifier

Transfoinirr.
£1:8:6

-we made 14 different types of Trans-
formers and of these r o are absolutely new
this season. Every one of them is a real
engineering job embodying the mcst up-
to-date advances in radio science, and
possessing that degree of QUALITY for
which R.I. & Varley products are famous
throughout the length and breadth of the
country.
Owing to the efficiency and remarkable
popularity of the Straight Line Super
Transformer-loth as a 6 -Terminal and 4 -
Terminal model-and the General Purpose
Transformer, these are again being
marketed this season.
Come and see our complete range of new
shrouded models at Stands

56 and 73
at the National Radio Exhibition,
Olympia (Sept. 22-29). They will appeal
to you as examples of the highest degro
of engineering skill in radio .

science. If you cannot come
iv the Exhibition, write for
sections I) and E of
..;ur new Catalogue,

- will give - yoa
full particulars.

o Teral Purpose
_Tran-,fornier.

15/ -

aim*
SN PULL.

PUT ,P045f0F0.-7,

RI
Vtricy

Pull Out-
put Transformer.

£1 : 3 : 6
(R,yalty 116)

-RI
,t-Termlnal

Straight Line
Transformer.

- 22/6

aide

Heavy Duty
Power

Tra tr,fornier.
£3 : 10 : 0
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